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Elizabeth Hawley as a young woman, fishing in waders. She moved to Nepal in her
mid-30s and established a lifelong career as chronicler of Himalayan expeditions,
although she herself never climbed. See page 16. COURTESY OF MICHAEL AND MEG LEONARD
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Front cover photo: Rainbow Mountain’s vibrant stripes of rock
emerged a few years ago after the glacier covering it melted.
LISA BALLARD

Back cover photo: A brightly adorned alpaca greets climbers on
the summit of Rainbow Mountain in Peru. LISA BALLARD
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The Long Way Home

Convertible pants parable

F

or several years I owned a pair of nylon hiking pants that
convert to shorts. Convertible pants have sideways zippers that allow the
bottom leg portions to come off. They are advanced outdoor clothing. One
pair of pants acts like two pairs, saving room and weight in my pack.
I would start out wearing them as shorts, down in the warmer valley. I’d
climb higher and the temperature would drop by a few dozen degrees. Brrr: I
must zip on the bottom of the pants quickly. The zipper circumnavigated my
thighs in an awkward spot. I felt as if I were standing on my head just to see
the place where the zipper connects.
The wind whipped my hair into my eyes as I tried to work with my pants.
Rain started spitting. In a moment it would be colder as the trail emerged
from the stunted spruces. My legs were goose bumps. I needed to zip on my
pant legs now. I pulled the leg bottoms out of my pack. I peered at the small
labels marked “R,” for right leg, and “L” for left. I must match the bottoms
and turn them the right way.
I hovered over the inside of my leg, pawing at the zipper. I needed my
glasses from deep within my pack. I stabbed the little plastic slider against
the zipper teeth. Brrr. Numb fingers lost the tiny zipper pull again and again.
Finally it caught. A fold of same-color fabric got stuck in the slider. With
both hands I tugged apart fabric and zipper, then again.
Many minutes later, I had pants. I was cold and mad. Every time I shut
my eyes for a second, instead of seeing in my mind’s eye the vistas unrolling
beyond a boulder, I saw zippers.
Now I was experiencing mountains through my gear problem. My pants
had become the challenge instead of the conduit. Where were the ravens
soaring and Canada jays landing on dead trees? I had things backward. I
remembered that I used to simply pull on lightweight wind pants over my
shorts. That took a moment. Now I had my convertible pants that brought
extra problems while solving one: the cause of lightening my backpack. The
simplest way into the backcountry does not involve new pants.
Until I finally stopped wearing them, my zipper pants began to seem like
a nylon metaphor for mistaken priorities such as chasing after the wrong
6 Appalachia
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Zipped up, in action. Don’t ask about the gaiters. CHRISTINE WOODSIDE

things. I comforted myself with the reminder that I’d bought them at a rummage sale. My mistake felt big, anyway, silly as it was. I had focused on something unimportant, my pants, on my way to something that mattered, the
mountaintop. The pastor David Horton once said, “Materialism is the only
form of distraction from true bliss.” I wouldn’t buy a house to fit a rug. And
I have learned not to chase the wrong goals or people, not to go round and
round trying to force a connection. I would miss a lot if I did.
I gave the pants away.
—Christine Woodside
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The Disappearing
Rainbow Mountain
Pilgrims flock to a magical peak in Peru that
a melting glacier revealed four years ago
Lisa Ballard

A

song echoed in my oxygen-starved brain. “Somewhere over
the rainbow, skies are blue. / And the dreams that you dare to dream
really do come true. / Someday I’ll wish upon a star and wake up where the
clouds are far behind me.” I trudged up the crest of a rainbow with Judy Garland’s voice in my head. This rainbow was formed not by the prismatic effect
of water in the air, but by sediments piling on top of each other under an
ancient sea that heaved upward about 25 million years ago. Getting to the top
of that rainbow, the 16,522-foot Mount Winikunka in Peru, was indeed an
exercise in leaving the clouds behind. On the day of my climb, there would
be no lollygagging at the trailhead if we wanted to get a view.
“Let’s get going,” urged Jaime (pronounce HIGH-mee), my guide. “We
need to get on top before the clouds move higher.”
The sun had just pierced the morning sky, illuminating an array of glaciated peaks that resembled a jagged coastline beside a sea of white cotton.
Curls of steam from my coffee mug billowed into the crisp, subfreezing air
mingling with the puffs that issued from my mouth with each shallow breath.
I gulped down the last of the warm brew, stashed the mug in our little “breakfast tent,” and shouldered my day pack.
Mount Winikunka is called many names: Mount Vinicunca, Montaña de
Siete Colores (Mountain of Seven Colors), Montaña de Colores, and Rainbow Mountain. It is the high point in a compact range also called the Rainbow Mountains about 60 miles southeast of Cusco. Like many alpine places,
it creates its own daily weather pattern. The clouds sink as the air cools at
night, then rise again as the sun warms the atmosphere. The cloud sea below
us had already sent ahead fingers of its impenetrable, white bulk as it began its
daily crawl higher and higher.
8 Appalachia
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Lisa Ballard on the summit of Rainbow Mountain with her guide, Jaime. Their day
started at 3 a.m. with a muddy 60-mile drive, then a 2.5-mile hike to the top. LISA BALLARD
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I followed Jaime toward the broad, obvious start of the route amid a large
temporary village of tents, tarps, and makeshift shelters. Local Quechuan
alpaca herders were just starting their day. Women wearing thick, handembroidered skirts and broad, black, flat-topped hats fringed with red fabric
placed bottled sports drinks and granola bars on small, portable tables. Some
boiled choclo, a Peruvian corn-on-the-cob with super-sized kernels, cultivated
in the region since the Incan Empire. Others sold hats and mittens made from
alpaca fur, and a few more saddled horses.

PERU

Lima

!
Machu
Picchu

O

! Cusco
iii

Vinicunca
Rainbow Mtn

Vinicunca, or Rainbow Mountain, is the high point in a compact range also called the
Rainbow Mountains about 60 miles southeast of Cusco. LARRY GARLAND/AMC
10 Appalachia
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Very recently—in January 2016—the Rainbow Mountains became the
site of a thriving cottage industry catering to visiting hikers. That was when
the first guided hike went up the mountain. The route has since exploded in
popularity, thanks mainly to posts on Instagram, Facebook, and mainstream
travel media such as National Geographic Traveler, the New York Times, and
Travel and Leisure.
Coming off a four-day trek to Machu Picchu with the outfitter, Alpaca
Expeditions, I had a full day in Cusco before my journey back to the United
States. “You can take a tour to see amazing places in Cusco or you can hike
the Rainbow Mountains,” emailed Bonnie Shindelman, my contact at Alpaca
Expeditions who was coordinating my trip. “How much hiking do you want
to do? It’s all quite challenging, but I figure you are a pro.”
The Rainbow Mountains? I had never heard of them, which is what
prompted me to find out more. In fact, there are two mountains called Rainbow, this one in Peru, and the Fourteen Colored Mountain, also called Hornocal or Hornacal, in northern Argentina. The vibrant photos that appeared
over and over online when I searched for information showed the range in
Peru. After looking at the surreal Technicolor mountains, striped with vibrant
red, pink, orange, green, and turquoise, there was no doubt, I had to go there!
Getting there was not so simple. Jaime, a driver, and I left the inn where
I stayed in Cusco at 3 a.m. It took three hours to cover the 60 miles to the
trailhead, the last hour of which we spent winding slowly up a muddy twotrack road. We were among the first to reach the oversized parking lot, which
is when I learned how much the route had recently exploded in popularity. In
just three years, it had become one of the most visited sites in Peru.
Jaime estimated 1,500 to 2,500 people per day attempted the 2.5-mile
climb during the peak months of June through August. Luckily, I was there
in September. Perhaps 500 people would follow me up the mountain that
day, and not everyone would make it. The trailhead sits at about 15,000 feet,
and we would climb another 1,500 feet. Most of the vertical gain comes during the last half-mile of the climb.
Jaime and I left the tent village behind, following the broad footpath. The
locals and the landscape provided plenty of distraction from the cold and lack
of oxygen. Though we could not yet see the rainbow-like stripes of the ridge,
the towering, snowcapped peaks gave me much to ogle, along with the mixed
herds of alpacas and llamas that grazed placidly here and there across the treeless, inclining meadows. On a parallel trail next to us, Quechuan men and
women led horses up and down the trail, peering at us inquiringly.
Summer/Fall 2020 11
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“Taxi,” deadpanned Jaime. For those who couldn’t handle the climb on
foot, for 60 Soles ($18), one could get a ride on horseback to the spot where
the trail turned vertical. We both chuckled at the absurdity of it. People who
could not handle the easier part and had to ride horses certainly wouldn’t
make it up the steep part.
Jaime, who was in his 60s, had guided in Peru for most of his adult life.
The Rainbow Mountains intrigued him as much as they did me and every
other visitor, mainly for their geology. The reds are caused by oxidizing iron
(rust). The yellows result from iron sulfide or other sulfur compounds. The
purples are from goethite or oxidized limonite, and the greens are from chlorite. The overall effect was nothing short of dazzling.
The stunning striations came into full view just as the hike became vertical.
My pace slowed as my breathing became more and more labored. I stopped
frequently, not only to catch my breath but also to take in the intriguing
stripes that flowed over the top of the high saddle ahead of me and the entire
ridgeline to my right. The scene looked like endless ribbons of colorful taffy.
On one of my pauses, Jaime drew my attention away from the color up
high, pointing at the ground. A broad clump of pale, brown lichen covered
a chunk of rock. Grasslike sedges, still dormant after the long winter at this
high elevation, waved stiffly in the breeze on one side of the lichen.
“Alpacas love to eat this,” he explained, “Within the next ten years, the
Rainbow Mountains will no longer look colorful because they will be covered
with lichen and grass. As the Earth has warmed, it [the lichen and grass] has
grown higher and higher.”
According to Jaime, in 2005, whitewater rafters on the Urubamba River
took a day off on their downriver trip and went for a hike, discovering the
Rainbow Mountains. The glaciers that had blanketed the area for thousands
of years had just melted out, exposing the bands of color. In another ten
years, scientists predict it will be covered up again, this time by the alpine
flora that is already creeping up the Rainbow Mountains’ gravelly slopes.
Climate change gave us this remarkable geological phenomenon and will
soon take it away.
Unfortunately, the Rainbow Mountains are so valued in Peru as a tourist attraction that the wake-up call about the environment has been largely
ignored. I couldn’t blame the local alpaca herders for taking advantage of the
fleeting opportunity. According to the Associated Press in May 2018, about
500 villagers have moved back to their ancestral home to act as guides, provide services such as the horse-taxis, and sell choclo to visitors.
12 Appalachia
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Residents of the area take advantage of the newly melted-out mountain. A horse-taxi
operator guides a visitor up the trail. LISA BALLARD

As you might expect, attracting huge numbers of hikers has come with a
conservation price tag. For example, a sizable alpine wetland and former refuge for migrating ducks was filled to make the trailhead parking lot, and trail
erosion has occurred at an accelerated rate due to the excessive foot traffic on
the largely unmaintained route. On the bright side, the Peruvian government
recently blocked a Canadian mining company from exploring the Rainbow
Mountains as a potential extraction site, an unusual and heartening decree
given the fact that mining is a cornerstone of Peru’s economy. (Peru is among
the world’s largest producers of copper, zinc, and silver.)
I knew none of this as I reached the saddle just below Winikunka’s striped
summit. I only knew I was determined to make it to the top. As I caught my
breath again, a caracaras to the right of the trail gave a sharp “caw,” then flew
off, startled by several hikers who had suddenly appeared on the saddle from
the opposite side.
Where the two approaches met, the trail turned 90 degrees and continued
steeply uphill. Broad, shallow steps dug into the claylike soil, making the
footing slippery. No one sprinted ahead.
Summer/Fall 2020 13
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A short distance below the top, Jaime and I met a Quechuan woman
feeding her two pet alpacas. She smiled happily, greeting us in her native
language, which Jaime also spoke. Her hat was not as broad as the ones worn
by the other local women I had seen on the climb, and the fringe was blue
and pink. As I petted her alpacas, Jaime translated that she was from the valley on the opposite side of the ridge. Her hat identified her village. She was
not allowed to go past the summit ridge with her alpacas, which was a legal
grazing boundary, but she came to that point often to enjoy the view and talk
to hikers.
A few minutes later, I reached the summit. Although some blog writers
claim the Rainbow Mountains are duller in real life and accuse photographers
of altering the color, I found them strikingly beautiful. It was a privilege to
see them, particularly since the opportunity would likely be gone in another
decade.
Perhaps the legendary pot of gold is not really at the end of the rainbow.
It’s at the end of the trail, atop Mount Winikunka in Peru’s Rainbow Mountains, a hike that I will treasure for the rest of my life.

A longtime member of the Appalachian Mountain Club, Lisa Ballard (formerly
Lisa Densmore) has trekked around the globe. When she’s not climbing a mountain,
she writes about her adventures for various magazines and websites from her base
camps in Red Lodge, Montana, and Chateaugay Lake, New York. She is the author
of twelve books, including eight guidebooks. Visit her at LisaBallardOutdoors.com.
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On Isle Royale, Lake Superior
We arrive by boat, the island-earth
far, free, isolate—back
among loon and fox,
spruce, hawk, and hare;
among pairs of wood ducks.
We startle moose bedded
on cowslips and oily mud;
they clatter off through wet
shin-tangle—soft-eyed and sad.
We ascend the island’s spine,
spread out along the trail, each
climbing at his own pace.
I reach the rocky summit, catch
my breath, stop
to let the sea breeze cool,
then dry my face.
Wind on the cheeks.
Rocks. Trees. Contact!
Thoreau on Katahdin, 1846.
172 years later, only the gear differs.
Far below, cold blue water laps
the familiar shore. I count the days left:
loon, fox, spruce, hawk, hare,
moose, their bones almost gone
by wolves we never see.
Here I find cranny blueberries—
so tiny, so sweet!—growing
among the misty rocks.
Russ Capaldi

Russ Capaldi’s poems have appeared in Rosebud and Dunes Review and his essays in
Traverse—Northern Michigan’s Magazine. He lives with his wife in northern Michigan, where he makes his living as a carpenter and cabinetmaker. He and his wife
enjoy hiking, camping, skiing, and snowshoeing just a few miles from the North
Country Trail.
Summer/Fall 2020 15
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Nepal’s Most
Important Non-Climber
Elizabeth Hawley’s unique journalistic pilgrimage
Billi Bierling

16 Appalachia
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W

hen I arrived at Tribhuvan International Airport in
Kathmandu on March 26, 2018, something felt different. Something
was missing. After fidgeting around in my rucksack to find my phone, it
suddenly became clear to me what it was. It was my usual telephone call to
Elizabeth Hawley informing her that I had arrived in Kathmandu. For the
past fourteen years, this had been the first thing I did straight after the plane
touched down in the Nepalese capital, and for the past fourteen years, Miss
Hawley (as everyone called her) would tell me to make my way to her house
immediately or (if I had arrived late) first thing in the morning. “The expeditions are already flocking in, so you’d better get started,” she would often
reprimand me.
Suddenly, there was a void. These phone calls had become a thing of the
past. Miss Hawley had died exactly two months earlier, on January 26, 2018,
at the proud age of 94.
Born on November 9, 1923, in Chicago, Illinois, Elizabeth Ann
Hawley became famous in the mountaineering world as “the keeper of the
mountains,” which is also the title of Allison Otto’s documentary film as well
as of the later edition of Bernadette McDonald’s biography of the American
journalist who came to Nepal in 1960 and never left.*
“I guess inertia has kept me here,” was her rhetorical response to those
who asked why she never went back to the United States. Inertia is certainly
not a term I would have associated with Miss Hawley, as she was world
famous for hunting down mountaineers all over Kathmandu in her 1964
baby-blue Volkswagen Beetle. She rang them in their hotels as soon as they
had put down their bags, summoning them for a pre-expedition interview.
She seemed tireless in her quest to find every single mountaineer intending
to climb an expedition peak in Nepal and to grill them about their climbs.
Even though Miss Hawley described herself as a “city woman” and had no
* McDonald’s biography was first published as I’ll Call You in Kathmandu: The Elizabeth Hawley Story by The Mountaineers Books in 2005. In 2012, Rocky Mountain Books published it as
Keeper of the Mountains.

Elizabeth Hawley drove her Volkswagen Beetle around Kathmandu interviewing
climbers for the Himalayan Database she established. She stands outside a hotel with
Alexander Abramov, left, and Noel Hanna before their team left for Base Camp on the
north side of Mount Everest in 2011. 7 SUMMITS CLUB
Summer/Fall 2020 17
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interest in exploring the hills or doing any mountaineering herself, she gained
remarkable respect in the Himalayan climbing circles.
Many outsiders wondered how someone who had never trekked to Mount
Everest Base Camp, never worn a pair of crampons, and had only ever read in
books about the fine art of using an ice ax or finding a route up a mountain
managed to become so highly acclaimed in the mountaineering community.
I guess it was her brilliant mind, her ability to envisage routes, and her endless curiosity about the climbers and their climbs that allowed her to gather
an extensive knowledge and feeling about the mountains. Her work is so far
unmatched. She was one of a kind and a very special person, especially during
her days of gathering the data.
These days, however, ended in spring 2016 when she suddenly decided
to give up her career as an archivist. It happened after she had interviewed a
North American team that was attempting an unclimbed peak in the Everest region. “When in the middle of the interview, my mind went blank, I
knew it was time to stop.” And so she did, and never looked back. No hard
feelings, no regrets, no jealousy, completely pragmatic—simply Miss Hawley
style. “Why would I be upset about it. I started it, I finished it, and now it’s
your job to continue,” she said when I asked her whether it was hard for her
to cease doing something she was so passionate about. The question about
passion actually came as a surprise to her. “Passionate about my archives?”
she responded. “How can you possibly be passionate about a database? I have
never been passionate about anything,” was her retort.
This statement was in complete contradiction to the impression I got of
her when I first met her in autumn 2001. Back then I had traveled to Kathmandu to attempt Baruntse, a 7,152-meter peak in Nepal, together with my
former partner Mike Grocott. She had hunted us down in our budget hotel,
which boggled Mike’s mind as he had never expected Miss Elizabeth Hawley
to bother with such an insignificant and small expedition as ours. But we
were attempting an expedition peak, and no matter how tiny or unimportant a mountain may have seemed to the outside world, Miss Hawley treated
them all the same. She wanted her archives to be complete. Mike could not
believe his eyes when Miss Hawley finally rocked up in her Beetle at the
Hama Hotel in Thamel. I, on the contrary, had no idea who she was but
when we sat down for the pre-expedition interview—or shall I call it interrogation—I was fascinated by this woman who wanted to know every single
detail about us and our plans on the mountain. When I decided to move to
Nepal three years later, this remarkable woman popped back into my mind,
18 Appalachia
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and so I reached out to her offering my help with the data collection. She
gladly accepted. This was the beginning of a long partnership, which initially
had its trials and tribulations. I had to get used to Miss Hawley’s meticulousness, which I found so fascinating during our encounter in October 2001.
When I interviewed my first expedition teams and asked them to fill in Miss
Hawley’s infamous biography forms, which asked for personal details such
as addresses, dates of births, marital status, and professions, I would happily accept “teacher” as profession. However, when I handed my handwritten
forms to Miss Hawley, she would throw them back at me demanding me
to find out what subject they taught because simply “teacher” was not good
enough. This is how I learned to be more precise, which has certainly helped
me a lot later in life.
So, maybe passion is not the right word to describe Miss Hawley’s devotion and fervency for the things she cared for, such as her favorite writer,
the English crime author and poet Dorothy Sayers. Whenever I entered her
dimly lit flat in the Kathmandu district of Dilli Bazaar for my visits, which
occurred daily during the last two years of her life, Miss Hawley would sit at
her sturdy oak table hunched over one of Sayers’s books that she had already

Climber Garrett Madison and Elizabeth Hawley in 2012 at the Hotel Yak and Yeti in
Kathmandu. Hawley arrived in her famous Volkswagen Beetle. KURT HUNTER/FLICKR
Summer/Fall 2020 19
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read countless times. “The people in these books are my friends,” she would
reply when I asked why she was ignoring all the other books sitting on her
table. “Why would I read a book with people I don’t know and I don’t like?”
she would ask, often giving me instructions to readjust the big pile of paperbacks that were given to her by friends and acquaintances but would never
read. Reading had always been high on Miss Hawley’s list of things to do. In
previous years, when she was still interviewing expeditions, she would start her
day avidly scouring the New York Times followed by a Nepali paper, and once a
week Time Magazine. Having read it daily since she was 12 years old, the New
York Times was certainly her first choice, and she often talked about the day
one of her stories made it to the front page of this renowned daily. On July 21,
1982, Elizabeth Hawley found herself on the same flight from Bangkok to
Kathmandu as the ailing then-prime minister of Nepal, Bishweshwar Prasad
“B.P.” Koirala, who was returning home after medical treatment in Thailand.
“They had taken out the seats in the front row and laid him down there.
It was immediately clear to me that he was being flown home to die,” she
remembered this last encounter with the man she had always respected very
much. “I spent the entire flight writing the story and kept checking with
B.P. to make sure I got all my facts right.” Later that evening, just as she was
sending her story to Reuters via telex, she received a phone call informing
her that the prime minister had died. “It was a sad moment, as he was one
of the few remarkable men we had in Nepal and a political leader who stuck
to his beliefs.” However, she did not spend a long time pondering it, quickly
changed the ending of the story, and landed a scoop on the front page of the
New York Times. “I felt very proud.” I think it was actually one of the most
rewarding moments of her life.

Mountaineering Archives
However, the iron lady, who never married and was never seen with a partner,
did not become famous because of this article. She made a mark with her
impressive collection of interviews with mountaineers climbing in the Nepal
Himalaya. It later became known as the Himalayan Database. Her modest
and austere apartment, where she lived from 1963 until her very last days, was
lined with bookshelves and filing cabinets containing handwritten accounts
of thousands of expeditions. The mothballed papers were all neatly arranged
and put together with high-quality paper clips. “I don’t like Nepali paperclips; they get rusty,” she said when she asked me to bring some from Europe.
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“But don’t dare buy the cheap plastic ones either.” Over the years, I must have
taken about 1,000 high-quality German paper clips to Kathmandu, and the
ones she did not like were usually thrown back into my direction—with great
affection, of course.
For more than half a century, Miss Hawley collected forms, notes, newspaper clippings, and scrap papers, many of which were held together by sturdy
German paper clips, from her interviews with expedition leaders. She would
grill mountaineers about their expedition details, their personal data, and
the origins and biographical details of their Sherpas, which were extremely
important to her. “Some people don’t even know the names of their Sherpas,”
she would angrily comment. “And if they do, they often don’t know how to
spell their names properly.” Spelling was something Elizabeth Hawley was
incredibly fastidious about. She would immediately spot a spelling mistake
while glancing at one of the handwritten forms I would give her. I later found
out why. “I see my vowels in different colors and I immediately notice when a
particular shade is missing.” She had grapheme-color synesthesia. In this case,
she perceived a lack of yellow. I was convinced that I had spelled the name
correctly, but, as usual, Miss Hawley got the better of me.
Elizabeth Hawley met many famous mountaineers and became close to
some of them, such as Edmund Hillary who, with Tenzing Norgay Sherpa,
became the first person to set foot on the top of Mount Everest on May 29,
1953. Until her last days, rumors persisted that she had an affair with Hillary,
the former beekeeper from New Zealand. “Ed was one of the finest people I
ever met, but I never had an affair with him,” she told me in what I considered complete honesty. “I have actually never had an affair in my life,” she
said, looking sheepish. Another mountaineer Elizabeth Hawley thought very
highly of is the Italian national Reinhold Messner. She met him in the 1970s
when he came to Nepal for the first time. “He was young and inexperienced,
and it was interesting to see him develop over the years.” The respect was
mutual, and in a recorded voice message for her 90th birthday, Messner said,
“I met many climbers over the last 40 years, but nobody is as strong in my
memory as you, Liz. You understand the climbers and know how they tackle
the big mountains. You are the Himalayan spirit.”
Miss Hawley’s spirit will certainly live on in Nepal’s climbing
community. She was well respected and even though feared by some, she
became a true icon of the Himalayan mountaineering scene known for making some of the big mountaineers look small in the interviews. The last two
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years of her life, however, she spent most of her time in her first-floor flat as
moving up and down the stairs had simply become too difficult for her. She
did not mind. She actually enjoyed finally having the time to sit and read all
day long and whenever she was asked out for lunch, she would decline. “I am
happy where I am, I don’t want to go out,” she would say. She was hardly ever
alone though. Her two nurses Dawa Sherpa and Rista Rai lived with her full
time for the last five years of her life, and her longtime cook Man Bahadur
served her lunch at 10:30 a.m. and dinner at 4 p.m. She adopted these early
eating times when her mother came to live with her in Kathmandu at the age
of 88. Miss Hawley also had many visitors who were eager to meet the Grande
Dame of the Himalaya and have their photos taken with her. She was always
happy to receive strangers in her home and chat with them—sometimes later
making a cheeky comment after they had left. “They were on sightseeing tour
in Kathmandu, and I think I was one of the sights.”

Billi Bierling is a journalist and the longtime assistant and friend of Elizabeth
Hawley. She splits her time living between Kathmandu; Bern, Switzerland; and her
Bavarian home of Garmisch-Partenkirchen. She also ends up living in other places
short-term in her capacity as communications expert for Swiss Humanitarian Aid.
Since Elizabeth Hawley’s death, she has worked with a team of six data collectors
and Richard Salisbury, who has digitalized Hawley’s notes, keeping the Himalayan
Database going.
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Bucks
Three mule deer, antlered bucks—race past,
giving me just time to catch sight of them
below the studio, follow them out of sight—
the oldest, largest, rack of many points—
and even the youngest, multiple—family,
I wonder? or pursuing the same doe? Soon
they’ll lose those antlers, dropped to duff,
for another season of regrowth—
and I wonder
how the body knows to make, each year,
out of grass and bone, a tracery more elaborate
than the last? A branching advertisement
of the self, a more elaborate pair of weapons
in the combat of the rut, or wisdom growing
over the years? and what do men make
and carry as a heavy weight upon their heads?
to shed, each year, and begin again?
I remember the antlers of a moose we found
and brought home to our backyard—how
over the years small teeth gnawed it down
to a nub—calcium, phosphorus, and minerals
repurposed to the bones of mice and squirrel,
possum and fox, in the recycled world.
Robin Chapman

Robin Chapman is the author of ten poetry books, most recently The Only Home
We Know (Tebot Bach, 2019). She is recipient of Appalachia’s 2010 Poetry Prize.
Her poems have appeared recently in Flyway, Poetry East, and Terrain, among other
journals.
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The Class of ’51
Back when few knew about the Appalachian
Trail, four men pioneered thru-hiking
Mills Kelly
“It’s a long trail . . .”
—Chester Dziengielewski, October 10, 1951, writing in a trail register on
Mount Oglethorpe, Georgia, after walking the entire Appalachian Trail
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I

t takes a certain kind of person to want to strap on a backpack
and walk more than 2,000 miles through the wilds of the Appalachian
Mountains. These days that ambition doesn’t seem so odd. Thousands of
people do just that every year. But in the spring of 1951, only one person had
managed it all in one year, and his story was known only to members of
the Appalachian Trail Conference (now Conservancy). Outside of that small
community of trail enthusiasts, Earl Shaffer’s 1948 thru-hike of the AT might
as well never have happened. Which is why, in 1951, when four people hiked
the entire AT in one season, each of them was blazing a new path for his life,
a new and undiscovered story.
Although they couldn’t have known it at the time, those four men, Gene
Espy, Chester Dziengielewski, Martin Papendick, and Bill Hall, transformed
the AT experience. Three of them hiked the whole way that year. The fourth,
Hall, managed 1,700 of the 2,050 miles. Back in 1923, when volunteers completed the first section of the trail at Bear Mountain in New York’s Hudson
Valley, and even when the trail was declared complete in 1937, no one had
imagined thru-hikes. The trail originally was intended to be a path for hikers
to traverse for a few hours, a few weeks, or even a month or more. No one in
the trail-building community, and certainly not Benton MacKaye who first
proposed the project in 1921, imagined that someone would walk the whole
trail in a single season. That was a crazy idea.
Since 1951, more than 19,000 hikers have followed in the footsteps of completing a hike of the entire trail. Today the AT is a very crowded place. Each
year more than three million people spend a few hours, a few days, a month,
or even six months on the trail. Some days at some trail shelters, it can feel
like a hundred travelers are trying to find a place to sleep, to pitch a tent, or
to hang a hammock.
But the AT was a quiet place in 1951. A hiker might go for days without
seeing another human, much less another hiker. That’s why, on August 6,
1951 as he hiked south, Chester Dziengielewski stopped at a shelter he had
planned on skipping; he had overheard some hikers talking and he wanted
to visit with them. The sound of others chatting about their route was enticing enough, but when he heard one of them mention “hiking to Maine,” he
Gene Espy and Chester Dziengielewski encountered each other on the Appalachian
Trail in 1951. Espy was heading north and Dziengielewski, south. They marked the first
meeting of northbound and southbound thru-hikers with this self-timed photograph.
GENE ESPY
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changed his plans and turned and marched down to the Smith Gap Shelter
(now the LeRoy Smith Shelter). There he shook hands with a young man
with a scraggly beard. That was Gene Espy, who was indeed hiking to Maine.
Something unheard-of was happening: A northbound and a southbound
thru-hiker were crossing paths on the trail for the first time. Dziengielewski
would continue south to Mount Oglethorpe, completing the first successful
southbound traverse of the AT. Espy would press on to Katahdin, becoming
the second successful northbound thru-hiker after Earl Shaffer in 1948. The
grainy photograph of them together that afternoon is the first photograph of
a northbound-southbound encounter on the trail.
Each man had left his respective terminus with the same goal: put one
foot in front of the other until he reached the other end of the trail. That
goal, to finish, and their thru-hiker smell were about the only things Espy
and Dziengielewski had in common. Espy, 24, was a U.S. Navy veteran from
Cordele, Georgia, who had recently graduated from Georgia Tech University with a degree in engineering. Dziengielewski, 27, was the son of Polish
immigrants from Naugatuck, Connecticut, a machinist in a local mill who
lived with and looked after his mother. Espy had set out to challenge himself.
Dziengielewski wanted “to satisfy an old wanderlust feeling, to do something
outstanding—different from my usual routine.”
Although Espy had been an avid hiker as a young man, he had never
embarked on a quest quite like the 2,050-mile journey from Georgia to
Maine. (The trail today is about 2,190 miles long.) Dziengielewski had tried
to cover the whole distance the year before. He made it to Delaware Water
Gap in Pennsylvania (almost halfway) before running out of money and
dropping out.
Espy traveled in military surplus clothing and carried a pack that averaged
45 pounds, whereas Dziengielewski preferred shorts and short sleeve shirts,
cooked his meals in an old coffee can, and carried a pack that averaged no
more than 15 pounds. Espy carried a tent; Dziengielewski carried a sheet of
plastic in which he rolled up when it rained. In short, they were two archetypes of the current AT thru-hiker community: the organized hiker with just
the right gear for every circumstance, and the “hiker trash” ultralight hiker
who carried no more than he absolutely had to.
That night, the two men “had a grand time,” Espy said, sharing a meal
and swapping stories of their hike, although Espy was somewhat appalled by
the state of Dziengielewski’s gear. “His cooking utensil was an old scorched
coffee can that looked as if it had been in constant use since the War Between
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the States,” Espy wrote later. Dziengielewski thought it was funny that Espy
seemed afraid to eat anything that had been cooked in that coffee can. The
two parted the next morning and did not meet again until after they had completed their hikes—Espy on Katahdin on September 30 and Dziengielewski
on Oglethorpe (which was then the southern terminus) on October 10.
They did not know that others were trying to thru-hike that year.
Bill Hall, 19, from East Liverpool, Ohio, and Martin Papendick, 29, from
Flint, Michigan, were walking south a few days behind Dziengielewski the
night he sat down for dinner with Espy. Papendick finished the trail two weeks
after Dziengielewski. Hall skipped almost 300 miles of the route in southwestern Virginia—the old, mostly road walking sections that were abandoned by
the ATC in 1952 in favor of the current route in the Jefferson National Forest—and he caught up with Dziengielewski in the Smoky Mountains. The
two arrived at Mount Oglethorpe together. Hall politely lagged behind at the
finish so that Dziengielewski could have his moment in the sun on Mount
Oglethorpe, even though there was no one else to observe his arrival.
The very idea of a thru-hike had seemed ludicrous and even vaguely suspicious to the leaders of the local trail clubs. When a retired shoe factory worker
from Binghamton, New York, named Galen Tingley attempted a thru-hike
in 1947, the president of the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club (PATC) felt he
needed to warn the superintendent of Shenandoah National Park to be on
the lookout for a hiker who was “white-haired, slender built, slightly stooped;
best known for his trait of securing free meals wherever he stops.” Some, like
the eccentric Danish hiker Eiler Larsen, came close to hiking the whole thing,
but no one managed it until Shaffer in 1948. Even Shaffer had competition
that year. Only a miscommunication caused students Paul Yambert and Jim
Callaway to leave the trail before completing their hike. (Several others had
walked every step of the trail—just not in one season. ATC Chairman Myron
Avery, Appalachian Mountain Club member Dr. George W. Outerbridge
of Philadelphia and his medical partner Dr. Martin Kilpatrick and his wife
Mary Kilpatrick hiked it all in sections over several years. Mary Kilpatrick was
the first woman to hike every step of the AT.)
Public skepticism of single-season AT journeys changed in 1948. At first,
no one believed Shaffer when he claimed to have hiked the whole thing. He
was forced to sit through an intense grilling by ATC Secretary Jean Stephenson, and later from ATC Chairman Myron Avery. Both reluctantly agreed
that Shaffer had, indeed, hiked it all. Even so, Stephenson was not willing
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to admit that thru-hiking would become popular. She doubted anyone else
would try it. In her report on Shaffer’s hike in the Appalachian Trailway News,
Stephenson wrote,
Mr. Shaffer’s immediate past experience had particularly conditioned him
for a trip of this nature. It will probably be some time before anyone who
attempts a through trip has the unusual experience and training that made it
possible for Mr. Shaffer to succeed in such a journey.

“Some time” turned out to be just three years. The hikers in the “Class of
1951” showed the ATC and the American hiking community in general that
thru-hiking the AT was not a “stunt,” as some had termed Shaffer’s hike. It
was something anyone with a sense of adventure, determination, sufficient
resources, and enough free time could aspire to.
Those four heralded a new era in long-distance backpacking in the United
States. According to historian Silas Chamberlin, hikers had explored American trails as part of clubs, largely made up of members of an urban elite,

Appalachian Trail founder Benton MacKaye (second from left) with Chester
Dziengielewski (far left), Bill Hall, and Gene Espy (far right) at the annual meeting of
the Georgia Appalachian Trail Club in 1952. COURTESY GEORGIA ARCHIVES, APPALACHIAN TRAIL CLUB,
GEORGIA RECORDS
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for more than a century. But, according to Chamberlin, between 1945 and
1970, “the size of the American hiking community grew exponentially, as
tens of millions of people went to the nation’s trails for the first time.” But,
like Espy, Dziengielewski, Papendick, and Hall (and Shaffer before them),
they hiked alone or in small, unorganized groups, rather than as part of an
organized club activity. Shaffer’s hike had been remarkable because it was
unprecedented. But the hikers in the Class of ’51 demonstrated that almost
anyone could hike 2,000 miles, as long as they had the resources and the will.
After 1951, no one could again write, as Jean Stephenson did in 1948, that
it would be a long time before someone else attempted a thru-hike of the AT.
Their hikes in 1951 also signaled the end of an era in American outdoor history. For centuries, the wilderness had been a place to conquer, a place where
people proved themselves against the elements, the slopes, and the beasts of
the forest. Through strenuous activity away from the conveniences of modern
industrial society, hikers could test themselves and their character, and find
a new purpose in life. Fifty years before the Class of ’51 hit the trail, President Theodore Roosevelt had urged Americans to lead “clean, vigorous, and
healthy lives.” Earl Shaffer echoed Roosevelt in a letter to Jean Stephenson
describing the achievements of Espy, Hall, Papendick, and Dziengielewski:
“A young man can do a lot worse things to prove himself than to walk the
length of the Appalachian Trail. By the time he gets that far, he’ll know he
isn’t a weakling, either mentally or physically, and he’ll never regret the trip.”
Ironically, none of the hikers in the Class of ’51 saw it that way. They were
hiking the AT because they wanted to take a nice long trip, see some new
things, and enjoy nature. None of them described his hike as having a higher
purpose or as a test of personal grit. In that, they were also foreshadowing a
new approach to long-distance hiking. By the late 1960s, the notion of testing oneself for the purpose of self-improvement and civic virtue had all but
faded from the consciousness of AT thru-hikers. Instead of being proponents
of a clean and vigorous life, they were members of the baby boomer generation, who journeyed into the forests to find themselves, to escape the modern
world, to leave behind the regimentation of the workplace, and to test their
stamina much like the growing legions of runners and other fitness enthusiasts. They saw in the AT a chance to obtain what work, society, and their
home lives could not provide, through a mixture of physical challenge and
the transcendental qualities of nature. The trail they hiked by 1970 was also
much more like the trail hikers find today—rapidly federalizing, increasingly
well maintained, and increasingly crowded.
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The trail conditions the Class of ’51 walked differed substantially from
what hikers experience now. Unlike today, when the AT often feels crowded
and even overrun with hikers, the members of the Class of ’51 rarely met
another person on the trail. And all four hikers struggled with the effects of a
terrible drought across the mid-Atlantic and Southeast that had begun that
summer and continued for the next four years.
In many stretches, the AT was overgrown and often difficult to locate, and
a substantial portion of the trail involved walking on roads. For example, the
1941 edition of the official guide to the trail in Virginia gave the following
directions:
Continue south along semi-cleared ridge crest. At 1.35 m. come into open
field, descending close to woods on left. Bear left at end of clearing, following
close to woods on right. Descend steeply. At 1.65 m. turn sharp right on grassgrown road. . . . Cross thru farmyard at 9.66 m., then follow close to edge of
woods. Cross brook in woods and, in 100 ft., turn right on dirt road at 10 m.

In New England, significant stretches of trail were blocked by downed trees,
the detritus of two major hurricanes in 1938 and 1944 that had roared through
the region. Many segments were poorly blazed, if they were blazed at all.
Long stretches of the trail lacked any sort of shelter or hostel, and hikers often
found shelter by knocking on doors to ask permission to sleep in a barn or
outbuilding. The trail guidebooks from this period include names, addresses,
and sometimes telephone numbers of local residents who would take in hikers for the night. If hikers couldn’t find a shelter, they often camped by the
side of a road, which sometimes turned dangerous. Espy reported that once
in Virginia a drunk driver pulled up on the road near his tent, accused him of
being a communist draft dodger, and promised to run him over if he didn’t
move along. In small towns curious citizens would follow them, wondering
if they were vagabonds, or just plain crazy. Hikers’ beards puzzled people in
1951, when a man with a beard was usually thought to be a “hobo” or a dangerous radical. He certainly wasn’t respectable.
In some places the hikers of 1951 found entire mountainsides logged with
no path in sight. If they asked for directions, local citizens often shrugged their
shoulders, surprised that there was a trail nearby at all. If they did know about
the AT, they often called it “that government trail” and wondered why anyone
would be odd enough to try to walk it. The trail was in such bad shape in some
stretches that Espy later described the conditions as “deplorable,” and Hall
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recounted several instances where he had to bushwhack his own route over a
mountain before finding the trail again. Sometimes they ran into moonshiners
who weren’t happy to see a stranger walking through “their” woods.
Among the biggest challenges all four men faced was the Kennebec River
in Maine. In 2017, more than 2,800 hikers used the Kennebec River Ferry
Service to cross this sometimes dangerous and unpredictable river. In 1951,
hikers had to find their own way across, either by fording, or finding a local
citizen with a boat. There were no ferries until the late 1980s. Dziengielewski
reported losing all of his food while trying to cross on foot. Hall, who considered himself an experienced riverman (he had canoed more than 2,000
miles down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers from Pittsburgh to New Orleans
when he was 17), described his chagrin at attempting to pole across the river
in someone’s boat while several people watched from shore rolling their eyes:
The current pressed the boat downstream and I stood helplessly in the midst
of the log-filled Kennebec. Casting a glance at the bow of the boat, I caught
a glimpse of a familiar and friendly object—a paddle. Yippee, here was something I knew how to use! I made the shore some 200 feet below the landing.

Like so many of the hikers who set off on a thru-hike of the AT today, all four
members of the Class of ’51 began their hikes with too much gear, and, with
the exception of Dziengielewski, little knowledge of the AT itself or what to
expect. Papendick seemed the least prepared of the four, despite having hiked
a substantial section of the emerging Pacific Crest Trail the year before. He
reported that he began his thru-hike on Katahdin carrying 65 pounds of food
and gear.
The heavy weight of his pack almost ended his hike before he made it
out of New Hampshire’s White Mountains. At the AMC hut at Pinkham
Notch, he caught up with Bill Hall and the teenager managed to convince
Papendick, who was older and had served in the Navy during World War II,
to reduce his pack down to less than 40 pounds. In a letter to Earl Shaffer,
Hall described Papendick as more than a little eccentric, eating meals cold
from the can and his oatmeal raw, and he refused to throw away either of his
two flashlights, because he preferred hiking at night. He called his night hikes
“katydid strolls.”
But Dziengielewski and Hall quickly became what today we call ultralight
hikers. In the White Mountains, Hall threw away his pack, rolled his sleeping
bag into his poncho, kept only a large knife, food, and his toothbrush until
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he arrived in Hanover. There, he purchased an Army “jungle pack,” which
was essentially a rainproof pouch attached to webbing straps. Hall later told
Shaffer that he liked it because it was so small that it wouldn’t hold too much
gear. Dziengielewski’s rig was even lighter than Hall’s. The machinist from
Connecticut carried only fifteen pounds of gear for most of the trip—something only the most fanatical ultralight hikers can achieve today: a sleeping
bag, a plastic sheet, his coffee can pot, a tablespoon, and an old nail he used
to punch holes in cans before prying them open with the spoon. Like the
other three, he also carried a snakebite kit, a sweater, a change of socks, a
toothbrush, and toothpaste.
Their hikes concluded, all four men became, briefly, celebrities in
the AT community. The ATC invited the three who completed the entire
trail to write something for the Appalachian Trailway News; Jean Stephenson,
no longer a thru-hiking skeptic, interviewed them and published the transcript in Appalachia; and a number of the local trail-maintaining clubs invited
them to their annual meetings, feting them as heroes. Perhaps the most exciting moment of all came at the annual meeting of the Georgia Appalachian
Trail Club in 1952, when Espy, Dziengielewski, and Hall got to meet Benton
MacKaye.
Hiking celebrity is a fleeting thing. After their grand adventures, all four
men faded into the background of the AT story. Papendick traveled west in
1952 and completed the first traverse from Canada to Mexico on what eventually became the Pacific Crest Trail. Throughout his life he was bitter that his
1952 hike wasn’t recognized as the first PCT thru-hike, and he came to believe
that a conspiracy among the leading outdoor organizations was preventing
him from receiving the recognition he deserved. Dziengielewski returned to
Connecticut and spent the rest of his life caring for his mother and working
in a local mill. Hall became an Army helicopter pilot in the Korean War,
evacuating wounded soldiers to mobile Army surgical hospital (M.A.S.H.)
units. Only Espy, who was 92 as of this writing, stayed connected to the AT
community. He is still informally advising the Appalachian Trail Museum in
Pine Grove Furnace State Park, Pennsylvania. Espy said in an interview in
August 2019 that when he arrived at the Katahdin summit, his only thought
was that he wanted to just keep on hiking north.
In 1952, three more people completed thru-hikes of the trail, including
Mildred Norman, the first woman to thru-hike the AT. Year by year, the
number of thru-hikers grew, and by 1974 so many people were completing
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thru-hikes that the ATC stopped requiring hikers to prove they actually hiked
the whole thing, moving instead to the current system of voluntary certification. Under this current system, hikers fill out a form describing their
hike—when they began, when they finished—and providing basic personal
information, which they then send to the ATC offices in Harpers Ferry, West
Virginia.
In 1954 the hiking community was captivated by the story of 67-year-old
Emma Gatewood, from Ohio, who hiked it alone in tennis shoes, carrying
only a few bits of gear. The legend of Grandma Gatewood soon displaced the
story of the Class of ’51 in the public’s imagination, but they and Earl Shaffer
before them had shown that a thru-hike of the AT wasn’t a stunt nor was it a
herculean feat. It was just a very long walk.

Mills Kelly is a professor of history at George Mason University. He also directs
George Mason’s Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media, where he and
his students are building a digital history of the Appalachian Trail.
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The World of Christina
Reflections on the journey home
Judy Benson
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O

n the ragged coast of Maine, along one of the bony fingers
that reach to the Atlantic Ocean, a mostly empty house faces the world
with exposed gray clapboards weathered by decades of wind, rain, ice, and
sun. Months after meandering through the musty rooms, peering out the
cobwebbed windows, and crossing the dirt trail to the family cemetery, I
can’t stop thinking about that house and its story.
Located in the tiny town of Cushing, the house sits roughly halfway
between Bald Rock Mountain in Camden and Monhegan Island some thirteen miles offshore. The first full day of our long weekend in Maine, my
husband Tom and I hiked to the peak of the mountain to savor the views of
Penobscot Bay, an outsized reward for the three and a half miles of trekking
required. Two days later, we rode the mail boat from Port Clyde to Monhegan Island to climb the trails there, along high rocky cliffs with pounding
surf below, an iconic Maine seascape where the forces of nature are laid bare.
The artist Rockwell Kent spent formative years working and painting on the
island, one in a long line of creative characters inspired by midcoast Maine,
from Edna St. Vincent Millay to E.B. White to the Wyeth family (more on
them later).
We did not plan our stop at the house in Cushing in the middle of those
two hikes. I wasn’t even aware it was a place open to the public until a couple
of hours before we went there. Its impact on me had everything to do with
context—after and before exerting physical effort to reach natural wonders.
In this house between the rocky peaks in Camden and the island, the last
inhabitant lived in obscurity yet became unwittingly famous for her struggle
for human dignity that was at least as challenging every day as any mountain
I could climb. It was a place both familiar and strange to me at the same
time, stirring deep feelings because of how my personal story intersects with
this house and because of its setting on a grassy shoulder atop a coastal crag,
turned toward Muscongus Bay and the endless sea.
Most of the best journeys of my life have been deliberate ventures to particular landscapes. Among them I count the crest of Mount Washington; a
cloud forest in Costa Rica; the subterranean world of the ancient aqueducts
north of Rome; the canyons of New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado; and the

Judy Benson’s encounter with this one house on Maine’s seacoast—the setting for Andrew
Wyeth’s most famous painting—expanded her sense of “what it means to move by my
own strength across, up, and over the earth I am part of, and then to arrive back home
to my place of attachment.” JUDY BENSON
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pinnacle of Skellig Michael in the Irish Sea (thankfully before Luke Skywalker
discovered it). On each of these treks and others, the logistical and muscular
challenges of getting to the place were key elements that gave birth to the
treasures of wonder, awe, and deeper self-knowledge. Now, my encounter
with this singular house, though requiring little in planning or muscle, takes
a place among those other most memorable journeys. After being there, I will
still seek outdoor adventures and keep my heart open to nature’s messages,
but with a new appreciation for the part of the journey that comes after reaching the destination. Like crawling through a tunnel to reach an open road,
time in this interior chamber yielded a new understanding for what it means
to move by my own strength across, up, and over the earth I am part of, and
then to arrive back home to my place of attachment.
To explain why requires going back some four and a half decades to when
I was in middle school in Dover, New Jersey, a racially diverse working-class
town on the commuter rail line to New York City. My English teacher had
assigned the class to write an essay about a painting. Students could choose
any painting from the art books the teacher had in the classroom, or find
one on their own. My mother, a hobbyist painter, owned a book of Andrew
Wyeth’s paintings. I flipped through and found Christina’s World, Wyeth’s
most famous painting. It shows the back of a young woman in a pink dress,
dragging her marcescent limbs behind her as she pulls herself across a grassy
field toward a plain but imposing gray house. Knowing nothing of the story
of that image—painted in 1948 at that very house in Cushing I would one
day visit—I wrote what I saw on that canvas. To me, it was the scene of a
young woman not unlike me struggling and striving amid the place she called
home. My own home was full of conflict and sometimes violence, but also
love and a sense of belonging, so that image captured my imagination as the
embodiment of how I was trying to reconcile ambivalent feelings and secure
my own identity.
Decades later, I happened upon the original Christina’s World during a
visit to the Museum of Modern Art in New York City with a dear friend I’ve
known since those days in middle school. It hangs in a hallway just off a stairwell, a masterpiece of realism that seems out of place amid the abstract and
impressionist art around it. Upon seeing it, I was awestruck by its beauty and
the meticulous brush stokes depicting each blade of grass, and how the egg
tempera medium gave it a glowing, live quality. It was then I recalled—for the
first time in years—my middle school essay. I wanted to learn more about the
painting and see more of Andrew Wyeth’s work.
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A year or so later, I visited that same friend at her home near Philadelphia.
We spent a day at the Brandywine River Museum, showcase for the works
of the three most famous Wyeths—father N.C., Andrew, and Andrew’s son
Jamie. There, N.C.’s famous illustrations of Robin Hood and other largerthan-life storybook characters share space with Jamie’s charming pig portrait
and his other works. But Andrew’s images are by far the most fascinating.
One I recall, titled Woodshed, shows two black crows nailed to a weathered
wall. Typical of the middle Wyeth’s work, the color pallet is muted but still
vibrant, the dead birds painted in near-photographic detail. His realism is
not literal but highly selective, perhaps symbolic. As it holds your gaze, you
wonder about death and life, hunters and prey, man and nature.
After the Brandywine, I learned about Christina’s World from A Piece of
the World, a biographical novel by Christina Baker Kline (William Morrow, 2017) based on the life of the subject of the painting, Anna Christina
Olson. She suffered from a hereditary degenerative nerve condition that left
her crippled by her 40s, the same disease that put her father in a wheelchair
for the last decades of his life. Christina refused to use a wheelchair, and by
the time Andrew Wyeth painted her in her 50s, she was habitually pulling
herself across the field to get to her garden and back. In the old house where
she and her brother Alvaro spent their entire lives until their deaths in the
late 1960s, she would get around in a kitchen chair dragged across the creaky
floors. I realized that the interpretation I put to that painting as an adolescent
searching for my true self was pretty far off base. The actual circumstances of
Christina’s life, subsisting on a saltwater farm in rural Maine on her brother’s
fishing and hay crop, could hardly be more different from my upbringing in
the urban sprawl of northern New Jersey. I had little in common with the figure in the painting, but that didn’t dampen its power to stir my imagination.
I felt compelled to see more of Andrew Wyeth’s paintings. While at the
Brandywine, I learned that the other gallery with a large collection of his
works was in Rockland, Maine, at the Farnsworth Museum, near where the
Wyeth family had summered for generations. When the opportunity came,
I determined I would go to the Farnsworth. Tom answered my desire when
he proposed a long weekend in Maine over Memorial Day to celebrate our
anniversary and birthdays. He was on a mission to pick up some custommade oars for a boat he was building, but when he suggested making a minivacation out of the trip, I eagerly agreed. He found an Airbnb in a small town
near Rockland, within a 90-minute drive from the oar shop. The first full day
there, after picking up the oars and driving back to our lodgings, we hiked
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Bald Rock Mountain and planned a trip to the Farnsworth for the next day
because of rain in the forecast.
The museum was busy that morning, the computers at the check-in desk
slow. As we waited in line, we started hearing about the Olson house. The
clerks were asking visitors if they wanted a ticket to the house as well as the
museum. Was it true that I could see the actual location that had been in my
brain since middle school? Astonished, I said yes when my turn came. The
house is fifteen miles away, and tours are on the hour, with only twelve people
per tour. Tom and I decided to see the museum first, then head to Cushing
in time for the 2 p.m. tour. On the walls of the main gallery hung one captivating scene after another, most in the egg tempera medium that conveyed
the artist’s tenderness and precision toward his subjects. Adrift showed a dear
friend with throat cancer lying, coffin-like, in a dory. Pentecost depicted intricately woven fishing nets billowing in the breeze. For the final work of his
life, Farewell My Love, Wyeth painted a sailboat passing a nearby island that
his wife Betsy had purchased for his birthday. Moved by the artwork, I was
now even more excited about seeing the house. But I had no idea of the rich
experience this simple house would provide.
We arrived at the house late for the 2 p.m. tour, so decided to wander the
grounds until the 3 p.m. opening. Following a dirt path away from the house
toward the cliffs overlooking the bay, we came to a small cemetery. There, a
plain headstone of the same dark gray as the house bears this succinct inscription: “Andrew Wyeth. 1917–2009.” Behind his are the graves of the Hathorn
and Olson families who had lived in the three-story house since it was built
in the 1700s. Among them are markers for Anna Christina and Alvaro, the
last of the Olsons to live there.
When the time for the tour came, we joined the ten other people on
benches in the main sitting room to hear the history of the house and Wyeth’s
time there from a guide who loved telling the tale. The dwelling at one time
had been a boarding house for summer tourists sailing into the bay from New
York City and Boston for the fresh Maine air. Christina and Alvaro’s Swedish
immigrant father, John Olson, ended up marrying into the Hathorn family—relatives of the writer Nathaniel Hawthorne who spelled the surname
differently—after the cargo ship he was working on got stranded when the
bay froze over one winter.
Betsy Wyeth, whose family summered near the Olson house, introduced
Andrew to Christina and Alvaro. Not yet the world-famous artist he would
become, Andrew became fascinated with the old house, its setting, and the
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simple dignity of Christina and Alvaro. Although some would judge them
to be living in squalor, their house smelly and careworn, Wyeth saw in the
siblings and their home elemental beauty, honesty, and unpretentious attachment to their humble corner of the world. Andrew befriended the pair, who
agreed to let him use an upstairs room as his studio. Over 30 years he covered
300 canvases with scenes and objects in the house that stirred his imagination—doorways, an old hitching post, the view from a window, Alvaro working in his garden, Christina a few months before her death, seated in her
kitchen chair gazing sideways at the world. Although Christina’s World depicts
an actual scene Andrew witnessed at the house, the guide told us, the details
chosen are the artist’s own. The woman in the picture is not meant as a copy
of Christina. Rather, it is a composite of three women—the pose of Christina, the body of his wife Betsy, and the head of his favorite aunt—everywoman and no woman in particular.
After the talk, we were free to wander the three stories for the rest of the
hour. We lingered by the woodstove, peered at the dust-caked workbench in
the attached shed, ambled in the now-empty artist’s studio. I took many photos, but wanted none of myself at the house. That would have seemed like a
sacrilege. The rooms and the few sticks of furniture and household objects left
there evoked in me some of the reverence for the lives lived there that I think
Andrew Wyeth emoted with his brushstrokes. My most important revelation
from being at that house, though, was its setting facing the bay that goes
out to the open Atlantic. In Christina’s World, her back is to the water as she
inches home to reach her only harbor. But while her world may appear small,
it was also, in Wyeth’s eyes, rich.
He once said of the painting, “If in some small way I have been able in
paint to make the viewer sense that her world may be limited physically but
by no means spiritually, then I have achieved what I set out to do.”
I am probably among millions over the decades who have seen that painting without realizing what exists just outside the frame. Talking about the
painting to a friend’s adult daughter recently, she remarked that she thought
the painting was from somewhere in the Midwest, not Maine, and certainly
not on the seacoast. For me, knowing the context of the house gives the
painting a different meaning, one that will change how I experience future
journeys from home to some significant location.
After returning home to New London, Connecticut, I started reading, Andrew Wyeth: A Secret Life (HarperCollins, 1996), a superb biography
by Richard Meryman. In it I learned about the entire Wyeth family, the
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complicated and not always admirable man Andrew Wyeth was, and his paradoxical place as an outsider to the exclusive club of the modern art world of
urban America of his time. Though he painted rural Pennsylvania and Maine
and obscure characters of both places in restrained earth tones without sentimentality, he achieved widespread popularity with everyday Americans and
in fact the world. One of the largest collections of his works is at the Miyagi
Museum of Art in Japan.
By reading the book, I came to understand why his paintings have such
power. As much as possible, he adhered to an artistic aesthetic that demanded
that he paint only people, objects, and landscapes he knew with intimacy.
That he spent his entire career making art of basically two places—the part of
Pennsylvania where he grew up and lived most of the year through his adult
life, and midcoast Maine where he summered from boyhood to old age—
underscores that truth. Layers of personal experiences and meanings undergird every image. Viewers will of course attach their own interpretations, but
Wyeth set out with every painting to imply part of his own story that I believe
gives his works energy beyond the force of the images themselves.
Every travel odyssey must end with going back where we began, to the
people, landscapes, and objects of our everyday lives. Now, when I return
from my next excursion to some natural wonder, I hope to have awakened my
senses not just to the new sights and sounds and experiences, but also to have
reawakened them to the familiar. Were I a painter myself, I could then look
upon particular scenes and objects in my own home with a fresh outlook and
perhaps capture the meanings they hold for me. Perhaps I would paint my
long clothesline, with drying laundry lifted in the wind and swaying on the
rope strung between the back of my house and a large old maple tree. Or the
old side door, with its worn lock where I leave and reenter every day, or Tom
with the beautiful boat he crafted with his own hands to keep us connected
to the sea. The insights that arise from experiences in nature can give us new
eyes for the way home to our own daily struggles for dignity and meaning,
whether our world seems small or large or somewhere in between.

Judy Benson is a writer and editor for Connecticut Sea Grant. She lives in New
London with her husband.
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Birding Sabah
Borneo
17 March 2013
Early and late the tailorbird sings: tica tica tica tica,
sound of my heartbeat slowing. Given my age,
the pace of this green adventure—early rising,
bolted meals, evening safaris in the boat, entropy
of stars—what are the chances I’ll die here?
If I do, let the mountain serpent eagle take
my ashes in its talons over Mount Kinabalu,
shower them across the forest and dust
the faces of rafflesia, world’s largest flower,
color of pale chicken dung. And when
it begins to open and spread its
nauseating fragrance of decomposing flesh
across the forest floor, let the tiny tree shrews
stretch in their lairs, shake, trundle to feast
as the flower opens to the evolutionary sun.
Marcyn Del Clements

In 2013 Marcyn Del Clements traveled to Borneo on a birding expedition; there,
she saw the rafflesia. In 2019, she returned to Borneo to visit Kinabalu National Park
and climb on Mount Kinabalu, 13,435 feet, at the age of 79. Marcyn Del Clements’
poems and prose have appeared in Appalachia for many years.
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Braiding, Widening, and
Downslope Creep
Trying to restore overly loved trails below Mount Washington
Laura Waterman
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“P

erfect weather for the job,” George Leigh Mallory wrote in
the note he left before departing his high camp for the summit of
Mount Everest on June 7, 1924.
Those words go through my head on June 24, 2019, 95 years later, as Dave
Govatski drives Ryan Harvey and me up the narrow, twisty Auto Road to the
summit of Mount Washington. When we had set off, the temperature was
in the 60s. In the summit parking lot, when we arrive, the car thermometer
reads 41 degrees. We were aware of the wind on the drive up, though it was
hard to tell just how windy it was after we’d left the trees behind. As we get
out, Dave advises, “Hold on to the car doors when you open them.” He’d
once very nearly had a door ripped off, being remiss in offering this cautionary advice. We step out into gusty winds that rattle our pants and shirts as
we dash around to open the trunk, quickly pulling out wind gear and extra
layers, hats and gloves. Climate-wise, we are in Labrador.
We are here to walk a mile-long section of the Gulfside Trail that Dave,
a retired forester with the U.S. Forest Service and an amateur botanist, has
identified as in need of major repair. Ryan and I are along as part of my small
nonprofit, the Waterman Fund. The fund works to protect the Northeast’s
alpine habitat. The problem Dave has identified aligns with the heart of what
the fund supports. Ryan, a forester and former trail crew and alpine steward,
can aid in assessing the damage and how to repair it. As for me, my late
husband, Guy, and I had maintained the Franconia Ridge Trail for eighteen
years. We had worked out techniques with the Forest Service and the Appalachian Mountain Club to protect the footpath, as well as communicate the
fragility of the tundra landscape to hikers. Our work on the Franconia Ridge
began in 1980. In the past few years alpine trails have seen a huge increase in
use with consequent damage to the treadway and the plants alongside it.
We are here to observe where hikers are walking and assess the current
damage. We are here because our hearts are here, in the wild beauty of this
alpine world.
As we begin to walk, I see that Dave, as a botanist, has his eye on the
plants. He frequently stops to raise his camera and snap a picture. I notice
he is most frequently photographing diapensia. This revered inhabitant of
the alpine zone is usually past its peak flowering by mid-June, but perhaps

Laura Waterman and Ryan Harvey, left, hike the damaged Gulfside Trail on June 24,
2019. Foot traffic in this popular section of the White Mountain National Forest for
many years has trodden rare alpine plants at the edges of the rocky route. DAVID GOVATSKI
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because we had such a cold wet spring it is still blooming vigorously: A fivepetaled, waxy white flower on a short stem, it emerges from a thick mat or
cushion of small dark green leaves. Resilient to subzero temperatures and
hurricane-force winds, these cushions cannot withstand hikers’ boots. We

Trampling on diapensia at the trail’s edge leaves gashes in the fragile environment.
DAVID GOVATSKI
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pass places where the soil is broken away, damaged areas caused by the lifethreatening combination of foot traffic and heavy rains. Diapensia lives in
the high mountains around the world, the circumpolar Arctic, but not the
Rockies or the Alps. This plant needs year-round humid conditions, not
strong summer sun and desiccating drought. As the winds buffet us, I look
down on these mats of diapensia, one of the most beautiful of the Juneflowering plants, flourishing in the thin soils and marvel at the ability of
these plant communities to make a home in the windiest, most exposed sites.
The plants’ cushion has the ability to flatten, thus to accommodate itself to
winds that could kill us humans. These plants have been growing here since
the glaciers melted away 10,000 years ago. Many of us are concerned about
the health of our alpine world and feel the imperative to communicate this
story of our alpine vegetation to every hiker who journeys above treeline. I
stop walking to look around, feeling a heart-pounding gratitude, once again,
to be above treeline and among these plants.
The background buzz from the summit has faded and what we see, mountain ranges rolling out before our eyes, takes over. We are looking down from
the great height of Washington’s shoulder and far out on vast stretches of
wilderness. There are no houses, no buildings. No highways. Not even trees.
At our feet lie rocks and the unique vegetation of the alpine tundra. Our
vision focuses on the swells of the farther summits of the Presidentials, then
beyond, mountains stretch to the skyline, wild, inspiring, with, if you are a
hiker, opportunities for a lifetime of exploring. And, if you are not, perhaps it
is sufficient to know the existence of such wildness.
In 2019, I am not the regular visitor I once was up here. I hike on lower
mountains now. One issue is speed. I cannot hike fast enough to manage, say,
a ten-mile round trip that gains 3,000 or 4,000 feet on our steep, rocky, rooty
White Mountain trails. So, I had seized on this opportunity to go up with
Dave and Ryan by means of the Auto Road. Though I had concerns. Could
I keep up? Of course not, but they would keep the pace so that I could. How
about those famous winds? I had my hiking poles. My balance was not what
it used to be, but I would manage.
My reading, by coincidence, over the last couple of days, had done nothing to quash my apprehensions. Apprehensions that had never crossed my
mind when Guy and I were regularly running up and down from the Franconia Ridge. Appalachia had arrived in my mailbox and I had been reading the
Accidents report. Rather obsessively this time. There is something mesmerizing about accident reports, and I read them with an extra-heightened feeling
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of . . . this could be me. I was well aware that the winds in the Presidentials
have the final say about what one can manage. Today the wind I am experiencing, if I were trying to weed my garden at home, would cause me to quit,
retreat inside, and make a cup of tea. But this is certainly not a strong wind
by Mount Washington standards. The three of us can talk without yelling in
each other’s ear. Our clothing is not excessively rattling. The wind is strong
enough, now and then, to set me off-balance, and I am grateful for my poles.
Dave and Ryan don’t seem affected by it, but they are bigger and younger.
It has been many years since I was in a wind this strong, and I realize that
my apprehension is gone. I am loving this. This exciting wind! I can sense my
physical and mental adjustment as I relearn how to navigate over a rubbly,
stony trail. A trail in disrepair. Whenever Dave stops to photograph a plant,
I catch up.
We are descending steeply. We are hiking along the precipitous edge of
the Great Gulf. The Great Gulf is still a remarkably wild place. It was never
logged. The forests rising out of the gulf give no hint of the trails that lead
up this steep-walled glacial cirque, most of them built between 1908 and 1910
in a breathtaking spree inspired by Warren Hart. As the AMC councilor of
improvements, Hart believed trails could contain adventure in precipitous
and rugged ascents. Under his leadership emerged such challenges for today’s
hiker as the Madison Gulf Trail, Adams Slide Trail (no longer on the map—
too steep, too much loose rock, but climbable nonetheless), the Buttress Trail,
the Wamsutta Trail, the Six Husbands Trail, and the Great Gulf Trail that
shoots straight up the wildly steep headwall itself. (Guy and I had climbed
up Warren Hart’s Great Gulf Trail from Spaulding Lake, shimmering in the
sunlight 2,000 feet below us; we had climbed the gullies on nearby Mount
Clay. Thrillingly steep winter ascents with ice axes and crampons.)
To our left are the tracks of the Cog Railway, plainly seen, since here they
form a trestle five or six feet above the tundra. In some spots we are close
enough to be walking on coal. Only a few years ago the Cog changed to
cleaner-burning biodiesel fuel. But chunks of coal, spewed out by the engine,
still remain ground into the alpine vegetation. This is not pleasant to see,
and for the benefit of tourists the Cog continues to operate one coal-burning
engine. We discuss what this coal is doing to the soil these plants receive their
nourishment from. Dave tells a story of how a flying spark from the Cog
burned a hole through his brand new Gore-Tex jacket. In our view ahead are
Mounts Clay, Jefferson, and Adams, forming an arcing curve to our right.
Mount Washington is at our backs, its summit buildings dominating the
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skyline. We are headed for a spot a mile from the summit, at the junction
of the Gulfside and Westside Trails, not far above the col that separates Clay
from Washington.
We are not in wilderness. People pass us on their way up Washington’s
summit cone and go around us on their way down. We are here to observe.
Most of them are not walking on the trail, but to either side, on the tundra.
They are doing this because the footing is so much easier. Many of these hikers are wearing sneakers or running shoes, so, perhaps, are looking for less
jagged footing. Some have on traditional hiking boots.
Ryan, Dave, and I exchange looks that mean this trampling is very hard to
watch. It hurts, physically. We feel it deep inside. It’s like watching someone
get slapped across the face. You clench your teeth, you wince. This trampling
on the plants produces that kind of visceral reaction. We feel the pain. Guy
and I experienced this on the Franconia Ridge. I hope, I’m sure, every trail
worker in the alpine reacts this way when witnessing such damage. Here,
where we are standing, the tundra on either side of the trail is worn down to
the soil, hardly a plant left. It’s hard to fault the hikers for walking on it. The
damage has already been done. But we can see hikers skirting farther out.
There are enough people up here, going in both directions, that it is easier to
leave the trail entirely than dodge around to let people pass.
While we’re observing these hikers, Ryan brings up the question of climate
change. Is the treeline creeping higher as the planet warms, thus adding to
the pressures on the alpine vegetation? Dave’s reply could seem reassuring if
the changes in our climate weren’t such a real threat. Mount Washington’s
summit temperatures, kept by the observatory since the 1930s, though trending toward warming, do not exhibit a statistically significant change. We ask
why. Dave explains that thermal inversions and a high incidence of cloud fog
may explain the summit’s resistance to climate warming. But, he hastens to
add, the same does not hold true for Pinkham Notch at the mountain’s foot,
or the nearby valleys. They are warming.
All too frequently the Cog rumbles by. It sounds like a real train, and it has
a whistle that sounds like a real train’s whistle, too. I surprise myself by waving to whoever might be looking out of the windows. Ryan and Dave wave
too. The windows appear shut, cutting these tourists off from fresh air and
this alpine world that we are standing in. The train, we admit, has its charm.
What’s not to love about the Cog, so much a part of the mountain’s history?
It’s composed of one car for the tourists, and an engine that appears too
small—too toylike—to be doing the heavy work up such a steep incline. But
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The edge of the Great Gulf, a monstrous glacial carving that appears as an enormous,
forested green hole. DAVID GOVATSKI

the Cog has been toting people up and down for the past 150 years. Mount
Washington’s summit is accessible to anyone by the Cog Railway to the west
and the Auto Road to the east. I’m glad that toy train has cleaned up its act.
(Although with the trade-off of coal for diesel, hikers on the mountain are left
with an upsurge of engine noise.)
Many hikers turn their noses up at the tourists who choose to ride and
not to walk. It’s a silly, snobby attitude by hikers and climbers that I bought
into for many years. It gives a meaningless feeling of superiority. When Guy
and I began maintaining the Franconia Ridge Trail and had the opportunity
to interact with our fellow hikers—often newcomers, many with questions
when they saw us building a cairn or scraping out a water bar—that interaction often opened a pathway to a conversation about this alpine world that
could become their world to care for too.
I know that what is going on in the small space of Mount Washington’s
summit is, in part, an effort to show people something beautiful and worth
protecting.
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I know that in the summit buildings there are signs about being good
mountain stewards—not littering, not picking or treading on the alpine
plants. There is a museum with displays on the geology, the botany, meteorological data on the lowest and highest temperatures, great storms of snow or
rain, how frost feathers form, and how many have died since the first death
in the Presidentials in 1851. It’s all in an attempt to stir wonder and arouse
appreciation—even awe—for the natural world: the world outside the plateglass windows. If Mount Washington and the Presidential Range can generate
awe as seen by those standing behind this comfort zone, that could well be the
first step to expanding horizons.
So, while Ryan, Dave, and I are not in wilderness, we are in the wild. We
stop, for a moment, to savor it. We talk about wilderness, how we would
define it. It’s a place with few to no people, it’s difficult to access, there are
no human-made structures. When you enter it, you’re on your own. You
must be self-reliant and well prepared. We talk about what wild means to
us. Right now we are surrounded by it. The Great Gulf spreads itself out
before us, emanating wildness. As do the summits that form the gulf. These
summits are pure rock, no soil, or very little. Guy and I knew, and marveled
over, a diminutive birch that clung to a toehold just below the tip-top of
Mount Adams. Is it still there? Could it have survived the trampling of
recent years?
These Presidentials’ summits are hard to walk on—just great stone heaps.
Mount Washington is often called the Rock Pile. The footing can be tricky,
dangerous to ankles and knees. Mountains are indifferent to humans. And
beautiful beyond belief. Washington’s summit is accessible to everyone—a
sacrificed wilderness—where, it is my hope, those who visit can see beyond
the buildings into the heart of wild. Now, as Dave, Ryan, and I stand on the
edge of the Great Gulf, I feel as if I’m really seeing this monstrous glacial carving for the first time. Its size, by our eastern mountain standards, is enormous;
it’s a gaping, forested green hole. The Great Gulf dwarfs all other features on
Washington, even the ravines to the east, Tuckerman and Huntington. The
Gulf is deeper, larger, certainly more isolated than Tuckerman and Huntington ravines, and because of this, demands much more commitment to climb
out of, to reach its rim. I look into the Gulf with fresh eyes. My perspective
has changed. All the years I was actively climbing, I took such a scene for
granted: It was just a part of my climbing life. I had no ledge on which to
stand to see it otherwise. Today, because I haven’t stood on this spot in a long
time, I bring with me an overlay, or perhaps a foundation, of history. Not
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only a greater appreciation of the magnificent trail building that opened the
Great Gulf to people, but my own history of climbs here, mostly in winter
and mostly with Guy.
The path Dave, Ryan, and I are on, the Gulfside Trail, was constructed
by J. Rayner Edmands in 1890 to 1891. It extends throughout the Northern
Presidentials, connecting the cols of Madison, Adams, Jefferson, Clay, and
Washington. The trail is entirely above treeline. It does not go over the peaks
but involves long, slanting, gradual grades, most suited to Edmands’s conception of path making. It is among the most heavily traveled trails in the White
Mountains, and therefore in the East. It is part of the Appalachian Trail.
An astronomer with the Harvard Observatory, Edmands, possessor of
an intense, tightly wound nature, was called by some “a high-strung organism.” His brand of trail construction was unique in a region where Hart and
his sort made trails that went straight up, steepness and rocks be damned.
Edmands made paths that slid along the contours to avoid steepness. He
constructed graded, smooth, well-manicured footways, suitable for ladies in
their long skirts. His wife was a semi-invalid, and he applied the principles
that he saw in Colorado, where graded trails were used for pack animals, to
make the Presidentials more accessible to his wife. Or that was one reason
given for the kinds of paths he built. Perhaps what drove this painstaking
and conscientious man was imposing order in the chaos of the boulder fields
above treeline, discarding angular and sharp pointed rocks, selecting large
flat specimens, like paving stones, to form a stable and level treadway. To me,
Edmands’s deliberate care speaks to a deep love of his home mountains, and
a strong desire to share them with others in hopes that they would come to
value them too. At the time, the White Mountains were being heavily logged
and there were no laws in place to control this threat. His Gulfside Trail, built
130 years ago, is under threat today from heavy use.
Dave, Ryan, and I, along with other hikers, are walking on a historic trail.
Not unusual in the White Mountains where most of our footpaths were in
place before the Second World War, but all the more reason to pay attention
to the condition of a footway that causes hikers to abandon the path for the
easier footing of the tundra. To put what we are witnessing in the language of
trail workers, this is a badly eroded trail in need of rehabilitation, definition,
and stabilization. We are walking on a trail that exhibits excessive widening,
braiding, and downslope creep. In other words, the trail has spilled out of its
original bed. Dave and Ryan use a tape measure to find that the impacted
area ranges from 25 to 33 feet wide. Most trails are constructed to a standard
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of 4 feet. Braiding occurs when hikers bypass the official trail to create parallel
trails. Downslope creep refers to the trail tread gradually creeping down the
slope over time. This is common on steep sidehill slopes where the footing is
difficult, forcing the hiker downward. Some of the trail braiding is recent. We
can tell because organic soil is still present and the soil compaction appears
moderate. But other areas have lost most or all of the organic soil and the
alpine vegetation is damaged or lost. This is the kind of work the Waterman
Fund supports, and we request, as we do with all our grants, that ethical
and educational components be incorporated into the work. This is our way
of making sure the word gets spread about our own human impacts on the
mountain landscape we love.
We have arrived at the junction where the Gulfside meets the
Westside Trail, our end point, a mile below the summit. It is midday, and
the number of hikers coming up and going down has thickened. We pay
attention to where they are walking; mostly it is not on the trail, but if it is,
we find ourselves stepping aside to let them pass. We want them to stay on
the trail and not walk around us off the barely discernable treadway that has
often caused us to stop, confused as to the location of Edmands’s footpath.
The flat paving rocks are still there, but no longer continuously connected.
Years of the combination of boot traffic and heavy rains have upheaved both
rocks and soil. I think of the ancient city of Troy, buried under the cities of
other civilizations. Even Edmands’s carefully placed cairns are either missing
or no longer in line with the historic pathway, perhaps because of the changes
in the treadway itself due to human use. Whatever the reason, a misplaced
cairn can cause hikers to tramp through the alpine vegetation, taking them
further off trail. (All along, Dave has pointed out the occasional rare species.)
In whiteout conditions poorly aligned cairns set up a dangerous situation, a
scenario for a lost hiker. Yet, it is heartening to the three of us that the foundation of Edmands’s work, in places, remains. We assure ourselves that it will be
possible to restore this great piece of path making.
We turn around now and head back over our tracks, up toward the summit. I am last in line, Dave leading, Ryan between us. We move along at a
comfortable pace, close together.
A middle-aged man with a girl who looks to be not more than 7 or 8 is
coming down toward us. There is room here for them to pass, so we don’t step
aside. But the man stops—a sudden stop—right in front of me. I stop, too,
in surprise. He is no one I recognize. He fixes me with his brown eyes, claps
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his hands twice, and shouts, “Good for you!” This feels friendly and positive,
but I have no idea what his meaning is and my face must show this because
he says, again in a loud voice that conveys his excitement or perhaps approval:
“You are keeping right on the heels of your two sons!” I’m so startled by
this outburst I just resume walking. This whole interchange takes seconds; I
barely break stride. I hope, out of my innate tendency to be polite, I smiled
at him. Mostly I am trying to process what he has just said. Ryan, who can’t
have missed that loud voice, peers around and gives me a slow smile. Which I
return. I could be, I smile to myself, the oldest person on Washington today.
Kind of silly, but there’s no doubt my reaction to be so singled out is definitely
mixed: an interesting reality check of how I appear to others compared with
how I feel.
Countless hikers, climbers, and lovers of mountain scenery have
been active for decades to protect the range from excessive development,
despoliation, or being loved to destruction by an overflow of trampling
hikers.
The latest threat to Mount Washington’s alpine zone has come from the
Mount Washington Railway Company, and its owner Wayne Presby. The
MWRC owns a 99-foot wide tract of land on which it operates the Cog.
Presby wants to erect a 35-room “luxury” lodge that he would situate above
the steep slopes of the Great Gulf headwall at 5,600 feet. The building, square
in the alpine zone, would dominate this landscape on the west side of Mount
Washington. It would loom to greet anyone climbing up Warren Hart’s great
headwall trail. Hikers crossing the range would see a massive structure where
no building should ever be. Presby’s Skyline Lodge would irreparably harm
the alpine tundra, this Northeast’s mountain landscape that harbors numerous rare plants, insect species, and birds such as the American pipit. This ecology is too vital to lose. Too precious. There is a butterfly, the White Mountain
fritillary, whose entire worldwide range is limited solely to the Presidentials
alpine zone.
When the climbing community learned of Presby’s plan, they moved into
immediate action, forming a Protect Mount Washington campaign, raising
money, and collecting signatures in an online petition. For these young
climbers, many with international reputations, the Presidentials are sacred
ground. They cut their teeth on these precipitous slopes and in this wild
mountain weather, judged excellent training for loftier mountains. They are
fiercely loyal to this alpine zone that makes up less than 1 percent of New
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Hampshire’s land base,* and for the very reason of its rarity, they are willing
to go all out to save it from development of any kind.
Dave, Ryan, and I talk, as we head toward the summit, about Presby’s
“luxury” hotel, the outrage of it, the harm to the alpine vegetation, the false
sense of safety such a building will cause by its very presence. Where we
have walked today, we would scarcely have been out of sight of the 25,000
square-foot building. We would have been all too aware of the Cog bringing up hotel guests, and those guests walking around on the tundra. Presby’s
“luxury” hotel will dominate and banish any sense of wildness.
Mount Washington and its satellite mountains will weather this storm,
too. Stewardship of this mountain landscape is in the blood of those who love
and climb in them. They are home. It’s easy to become fiercely protective of
one’s home. A good thing, because such threats will never go away. So, the
torch is passed along as we continue to safeguard this mountain glory that’s
just on the other side of our back door.

Laura Waterman is a writer, climber, former homesteader, and conservationist. She
lives in East Corinth, Vermont. She writes often for this journal. Her many books
include the novel Starvation Shore (University of Wisconsin Press, 2019); the memoir
of her life with Guy Waterman, Losing the Garden (Shoemaker and Hoard, 2006); and
the classic mountain history Forest and Crag (originally published by the Appalachian
Mountain Club, latest edition from the State University of New York Press, 2019).
This essay is part of a forthcoming collection. She thanks Rebecca Oreskes, Ryan
Harvey, and David Govatski for their assistance.

* New Hampshire’s alpine is generally defined as being above 4,400 feet in elevation. The three
figures often quoted to describe alpine are that it includes 8 square miles, 4,000 acres, and less
than 1 percent of the state’s land base. If krummholz, considered a subalpine, is included, the
figure is still a fraction of 1 percent.
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Risk and Huntington
What is it that drew him to this mountain?
Michael Levy
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M

y pal Quinton and I look up at the west face of Mount
Huntington, in the central Alaska Range, the objective we’ve been
hoping to climb for months, but it’s nowhere to be seen: the granite wall is
now obscured by a dark cloud of snow barreling toward us. A deep rumbling
grows as it nears, the front advancing like so many billowing sheets. In the
precious few seconds since Quinton and I had looked up and first seen the
avalanche until now—as it’s nearly upon us—I might have thought of family
and friends. I might have turned to Quinton, given him a sorrowful, gladit’s-with-you-pal look of resignation and faced death head on. But that didn’t
happen.
Instead, now, I turn to Quinton with a timid smile. In what I imagine
must be a small, tinny voice, I utter the most ignoble last words I could have
written for myself: What do I do?
Quinton has thrown himself down against the slope, arms covering his
head, braced for impact. I grab the plastic orange sled stuck in the snow
to my left and, unthinking, shelter our open bag of gear, and leave myself
unprotected.
And then there’s just white.
If I could have dilated those few seconds between seeing the avalanche
above me on Huntington and becoming engulfed in its belly, stretched those
slivers on the clock out into meaningful minutes, the question I might have
decided to ask instead is: How did I get here? How did I get to the point in
my life that seeking the summit of Mount Huntington seemed like a good
idea? Not in an overly broad, George Mallory-esque1 way, but in a more personal sense: What drove me to this mountain? And, most important, was it
worth it?
In his Alpinist essay “Letter to My Son,” legendary climber-writer
Michael Kennedy, addressing his only child, Hayden Kennedy, writes, “Do
you remember when [Mom] told me that if I ever taught you to ice-climb,
1 George Leigh Mallory was the Mount Everest climber who told a reporter in 1923 that he
wanted to climb it “Because it’s there,” perhaps the most cryptic and frequently quoted reason
mountaineers go. Mallory and Andrew Irvine died on the mountain the next year. Mallory’s
body was found in 1999.

The West Face Couloir route on Mount Huntington begins on the snow field and follows
a thin band of ice. ALASDAIR TURNER
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she’d kill me? She figured that ice climbing was the gateway drug to alpinism.
Fortunately, you learned it on your own.” Hayden, who went on to become
one of the most lauded alpinists of his generation, took his own life in 2017
following the death of his girlfriend, Inge Perkins—in an avalanche while
they were backcountry skiing. That sport shares much with alpinism: the
same terrain, often the same tools for the approach (skis, skins, ice axes, avalanche beacons, crampons, etc.). Practitioners of one are often just as adept at
the other. For someone like Hayden, backcountry skiing was just one aspect
of his mountain prowess.
What is it about alpinism—something so indiscriminately dangerous that
mothers and fathers who know what it entails explicitly hope their children
never discover it—that draws some of us to it?
For me, the answer meshes perfectly with Michael Kennedy’s description
of ice climbing as a drug. But if it’s a drug, it stands to reason that it must
be a crutch or self-medication, something used to address an underlying
problem—be it pain, illness, or some nebulous state of distress. For me it’s
depression.
I discovered climbing in earnest in 2012 while living in Boston. Once or
twice each week I’d climb at the MetroRock Gym in Newburyport. I had

The approach to the West Face of Mount Huntington changes every year, as the Tokositna
Glacier shifts and teetering seracs collapse. Skis are critical to save time. QUINTON BURROWS
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just graduated from college and was in the midst of a major depressive episode. Moving over stone helped me cope with my demons better than any
pharmaceutical cocktail or professional psychoanalysis had thus far. Climbing
became the closest thing I had to a natural antidepressant.
Soon I discovered outdoor climbing, and from there I was off to the races.
Climbing propped me up. I wasn’t after pure adrenaline—that provided the
highest highs, sure—but everything else that came with climbing and the trappings of a climbing life: the focus, the distractions, the community, the purpose it provided.
It was an addiction. I soon needed more to get my fix. I progressed through
the disciplines of the sport as though reenacting the sport’s history in reverse.
I moved from bouldering in the gym to sport climbing outside to hard traditional climbing to big-wall climbing and, finally—like Hayden Kennedy—to
steep mountain faces.
Long, scary routes requiring alpine climbing carried high consequences.
The feeling of toeing the line, yet remaining in control, excited me.
Most high-profile climbers rebuff this idea—that danger is a motivation
for doing certain climbs. Jeff Lowe, perhaps the best American alpinist of the
1970s and 1980s, once told me, “No climb is worth the tip of my little finger.” There is a dishonesty here, though, I think. Many of Jeff Lowe’s seminal
ascents—often solo, sometimes ropeless, objectively dangerous by virtually
any yardstick—argue the opposite of his words. I see something similar in
Alex Honnold, the boldest free soloist ever, and how he rationalizes his own
dangerous climbs, differentiating between risk and consequence. The risk
is low, he argues, but the consequence is high—much like flying in an airplane: If it crashes, the consequences are catastrophic, but there are very small
chances of that happening. The climber fatality rate on Denali, for example, is
3 climbers out of every 1,000.2 And on Half Dome in Yosemite National Park,
just 31 climbers died over 85 years.3
Eventually, like Honnold, I became a free soloist. I scaled all the walls in
Eldorado Canyon, Colorado, without a rope. After soloing the Bastille Crack
in July 2018, I mentioned it to my mother. Her response caught me off guard.
2 Scott E. McIntosh, et al., “Mountaineering Medical Events and Trauma on Denali, 1992–
2011,” High Altitude Medicine & Biology 13.4 (2012), pages 275–280.
3 Gregory D. Richardson and Susanne J. Spano, “Death on the Dome: Epidemiology of Recreational Deaths on Half Dome in Yosemite National Park,” Wilderness & Environmental Medicine 29 (2018), pages 338–342.
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Looking down the Tokositna Glacier from base camp. Begguya (Mount Hunter)—the
third highest mountain in the Alaska Range after Denali (Mount McKinley) and
Sultana (Mount Foraker)—is the furthest mountain back in the frame, dead center.
QUINTON BURROWS

“Next time, before you do that,” she said, “think about the call your mother
will get if something goes wrong.”
I understood her sentiments, echoing those of Hayden Kennedy’s mother.
But I solo within my ability, I reasoned. Low risk, just like Honnold said.
Three weeks before heading to Alaska, I was sitting at my new
nephew’s baby-naming when I got a text from Francis Sanzaro, the editor at
Rock and Ice, where I too am an editor: “David Lama and Hansjorg Auer are
missing. Maybe Jess Roskelley too.” I thought he was joking. Those guys were
the best alpinists in the world. Over the next several hours, details firmed
up: a cornice had collapsed on Howse Peak in the Canadian Rockies, taking
Lama, Auer, and Roskelley with it—swept away by an avalanche’s billowing
sheets of snow.
At the very moment I received the text, I watched my grandfather, father,
and brother-in-law holding the baby of the hour, Nathan. Rabbi Sirkman was
intoning a prayer called “L’dor V’dor,” which means “from generation to generation,” as each of the three fathers gazed with love at the newest and smallest
member of the line. We’ll do anything to keep you safe, their eyes all said.
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On the flight home from the baby-naming, I was reading The Mountain
of My Fear (Vanguard, 1968), David Roberts’s classic account of the second
ascent of Mount Huntington via the first ascent of the Harvard Route, in
1965. Roberts spends the end of the book reflecting on Ed Bernd’s death
on the descent. He writes, “A remark Ed’s dad had made when we had
stopped at their house in early June stuck in my mind now. He had said, ‘It’s
hard for you boys to understand how parents can worry about this kind of
thing.’ I had simply agreed—it was harder for us to understand. Now it was
tragically easier.”
What terrible pain must David’s, Hansjorg’s, and Jess’s fathers and mothers have felt? How could they—how could I in three weeks time, and on the
same mountain that I had just read about in Roberts’s book—willingly put
themselves in a situation that could lead to such anguish?
Less than a minute after the snow cloud engulfs Quinton and me, it
dissipates. I shout to Quinton, “Are you alive?” His frazzled swearing is affirm
ation enough. The avalanche had buried us nearly to our armpits.
“Make good decisions,” my dad, our virtual weatherman for the Huntington trip, had told Quinton and me via satellite message the day before the
avalanche. We hadn’t, I realized.
In much the same way Ed Bernd’s death made it tragically easier for David
Roberts to understand a parent’s loss of a child, my own close call on Huntington brought everything home: David Lama, Jess Roskelley, and Hansjorg
Auer’s deaths; my parents’ concerns; the importance of coming home. Perhaps I should have realized such things sooner, but there is no simple algebra
for such things: Sometimes it’s hard to see the line until you cross it.
I pictured my own parents getting a phone call like the one Claudia and
Renzi Lama took after David Lama’s death on Howse. I imagined them sitting Shiva for seven days, neighbors bringing fruit platters and plastic wrap–
covered dinners for them to reheat. On a visit to Poland, later in 2018, I talked
with Claudia and Renzi. “I think he knew very well that risk was always there.
But life is a risk. Your whole life is a risk. You can get hit by a car on the street
and get taken away,” Claudia told me. She added, “Life is not always glad,
it doesn’t always follow a straight line. David knew very well what he did.
He knew death was possible.” Would my parents have handled my death
on Huntington with such graceful acceptance? Would they have performed
the Honnold-esque mental gymnastics necessary to understand my reasons
for climbing it? Or would they begrudge me for it, even while they mourned?
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What do I do? Implicit in those words was a fear not for myself, but for
my mother; my father; the nephew I haven’t gotten to know yet; my own
unborn daughter or son.
What do I do? In retrospect these feel like some of the more profound
words I’ve ever spoken, despite no one—not even Quinton—having heard
them. These words speak to a basic conundrum I cannot reason my way out
of. Climbing is an integral part of my identity. Pushing myself in the mountains, getting their good tidings, and finding that fine line without breaching
it—I rely on all of it. It is how I keep myself present, and how I make myself
whole for the others in my life that I care about. It is, perhaps, what keeps me
from a spiraling darkness the likes of which Hayden Kennedy was unable to
find his way out of.
But the obvious contradiction here is that dangerous,
high-risk climbing also seems
the thing most likely to kill
me, like any addiction. Austin
Howell, a talented free soloist
who died last July while climbing without a rope in North
Carolina, expressed similar
feelings: “Free soloing isn’t
a death wish, it’s a life wish,”
he once wrote. “It’s the single
best therapy I’ve ever found
for calming my tumultuous
mind. The control that I’ve
developed on the wall transfers into my daily life. This is
important, because I’m not
the guy who ‘beat depression.’
I don’t get to be that guy. I’ve
got to manage this for my
entire life.” I remember readThe author at the beginning of the most technical
ing those words, recognizing
climbing on the West Face Couloir on Mount
them in my own actions, and Huntington. He and his partner made it about
yet still dismissing them as halfway up the mountain on their final attempt
mildly deranged.
of the expedition. QUINTON BURROWS
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I hear the dissonance in these ideas, as others surely do in their own vexing
conundrums: The push and pull between satisfying one’s own selfish needs
and fulfilling the needs required of us from others can take any number of
forms. Like Austin Howell, I harbor no death wish: I want to watch my
nephew grow up and to visit my aging parents in the new apartment over the
railroad tracks where they plan to spend the rest of their days. I have no desire
to burden anyone with my own premature death in remote high peaks or on
small cliffs closer to home.
So once more: What do I do? Or rather, what do any of us do when faced
with an existential problem we see no clear solution to?
I have no answer. As best as I can figure, we do our best to keep swimming upward—whether against a deepening avalanche of snow around our
armpits, heartbreak, suffocating sadness, the loss of a child, or whatever form
the dark clouds take—and keep gasping, hoping for that fresh breath, the
next day. Maybe next time we simply choose not to do that climb, not to go
on that trip at all.
Quinton and I took stock there at the base of Mount Huntington.
We reburied our cache of gear, and skied down through the icefall back to
base camp, where we lay silently in our sleeping bags, eyes open. Our bright
orange tent pitched in the middle of the Tokositna Glacier was the only speck
of color for miles around.
Two days later, when our alarms roused us at 4 a.m., we layered up, brewed
coffee, and walked out into a minus 20-degree morning. We snapped into our
skis under the steely light of Alaska’s never-setting summer sun, and started
skinning back up once again toward the west face of Mount Huntington, to
try to climb it.

Michael Levy is the senior associate editor at Rock and Ice, Ascent, and Gym Climber
magazines. He did not make it to the summit of Huntington during the trip in this
story, but hopes to return to the Alaska Range to try again one day. He also serves as
Appalachia’s assistant Alpina editor.
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Trailsplaining
In the Sierras, four women disprove unsolicited doubts
Dianne Fallon
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“Y

ou know, it’s really hard,” the 20-something young woman
said to me as we soaked in Edison Lake at Vermilion Valley Resort,
a well-known stopover for Pacific Coast Trail and John Muir Trail hikers in
California’s Sierra Nevada. She was from Ohio, new to backpacking, and on
the trip of a lifetime, hiking the PCT solo.
I was lounging with her on a granite rock, relaxing after four nights of
backpacking in the Mono Recesses with three women friends, all of us in our
50s. I had just mentioned that I hoped to hike the John Muir Trail in the near
future, that this adventure was a sort of shakedown cruise. Years earlier, I had
celebrated my 30th birthday by making a life list, and the JMT has been sitting, uncrossed, on that list ever since.
The way this PCT hiker emphasized “really” and “hard” suggested that
she thought the JMT (which coincides with the PCT for a stretch) was probably too hard for me. I know that hiking the JMT, or any long-distance trail,
is hard. But I had 40 or so years of hiking experience while she had about
three months. Maybe her comment reflected her own experiences as a newbie
hiker, of learning how challenging climbing mountains could be. Maybe it
was hard for her to imagine someone 30 or 35 years older doing something
that tested her physical and mental limits every day. Now, at age 57, I wonder
why I hadn’t hiked the JMT in my 20s or 30s. I usually had summers free. But
most potential companions did not. What I lacked then was the confidence
to do a long-distance hike on my own.
Now, it felt strange to have someone else see me as perhaps not capable—
especially another woman. A theme was emerging. When we had returned to
the resort on the pontoon boat ferry earlier that day, Nancy, the general manager, told us she was glad to see us. “I was wondering how you were doing,”
she said when we came into the store to reserve bunks in the tent cabin hostel.
“Wondering” as in “concerned,” maybe even “worried.”
Later, John, the resort owner, told us he was glad we’d made it back safely.
A hint that maybe he thought we wouldn’t return? That we might have fallen
off the log bridge and into roaring Mono Creek? Or drowned after stepping
into a chin-deep hole in Laurel or Hopkins Creek? Or tumbled down a snowfield into a steep gully, or into the jaws of a hungry mountain lion?

The author’s three companions cross a snowfield on the way to the subalpine Laurel Lake,
in the John Muir Wilderness. DIANNE FALLON
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We hadn’t seen many people on our four-day trek in the recesses, four
hanging valleys that drop down to Mono Creek. Our planned route, along
Mono Creek toward Mono Pass, is a spectacular but neglected route within
the John Muir Wilderness, between Yosemite National Park, to the north,
and Kings Canyon National Park, to the south.
It now seems odd that other people thought we might not be up to the
task of backpacking in the recesses. I knew that there were moments when
I might not want to continue walking grueling miles each day carrying
everything needed to survive, battling mosquitoes and heat, sleeping on the
ground, digging a hole to poop in each day. Those are all good reasons not to
go backpacking, but I never doubted my ability to do the hike. What I have
always loved about backpacking is that success comes from the simple act of
putting one foot in front of the other. Even if I go slowly, as I do when hiking
uphill, I know that eventually I will get to my destination.
During our four days of High Sierra hiking, I mentally veered back
and forth between wanting more backpacking and wanting less. When the
going was fairly easy, and we walked on a slight grade through alpine meadows blooming with purple lupine, bell-shaped blue penstemon, and fiery
stalks of shaggy Indian paintbrush, I reveled in the beauty. I was so happy to
be out here, surrounded by granite mountain peaks and colorful wildflowers. I was pumped to start training for a long-distance hike. But then, as any
shade disappeared, the grade steepened, and my steps slowed, I wondered
why I would even consider hiking the JMT. Why would I put myself through
this day in/day out torture for 30-plus days?
Like many women, I placed backpacking at the bottom of the priority
list after I became a mother. Time to get away was scarce and precious and
involved lots of coordination. Instead of backpacking, I began to hike New
Hampshire’s 4,000-footers because I sometimes could get away for a day.
Or I might spend a night or two in an Appalachian Mountain Club hut,
sometimes with the family, sometimes solo. But several years ago, as our kids
grew into teenagers, my California-based friend Natasha and I decided that
we would start backpacking again. We celebrated her 50th birthday in the
Desolation Wilderness near Lake Tahoe. We knew that we probably couldn’t
yet do a trip every summer, but it was a good goal.
Four years later, we were here in the Sierras with two other friends, Vanessa and Amy. We had planned a 28-mile round-trip hike up to Fourth Recess
Lake, at 10,132 feet, where we would camp for a couple of nights and day hike.
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But a record snow year in the Sierra meant that now, in July, all the creeks
were running high and fast. Our route called for us to cross Mono Creek
once, and then eventually to cross over Laurel and Hopkins Creeks. Whether
we could cross any of the creeks remained a question as we set out.
We began our journey at Vermilion Valley, setting out on the 9 a.m. pontoon boat ferry across Edison Lake to the trailhead. Almost all of the other
hikers were heading back to the PCT. We had enjoyed listening to their trail
adventures and tips around the campfire the night before. One had taken a
tumble with an ice ax down a snowfield. Another described the recipe for
“ramen bombs” (a mix of noodles and instant mashed potatoes). One young
woman, a scientist working at a start-up pharmaceutical company, had been
granted an extended leave of absence to hike the PCT after she shepherded a
possible breakthrough cancer treatment into the first steps toward Food and
Drug Administration–approved human trials. A middle-aged man, focused
on mending a hole in his trousers, had set out on the trail on a quest for a
different kind of life: He had quit drinking, lost weight, found community.
They all continued on their adventure north while we headed south on a
short stretch of the PCT/JMT, following this well-trodden path through the
Sierra forest, to a junction where we would turn onto the Mono Creek Trail
toward the Second Recess, our destination for that evening.
The hike started off relatively easy, on a gentle grade through a forest of
Jeffrey pines. We knew that after a mile or so we would have to cross Mono
Creek. When we arrived at the crossing site, the log stretched across the rushing waters of the boulder-filled creek did not inspire confidence, as it had
many jutting branches to be negotiated and stepped over as the powerful
creek waters tumbled below. Fortunately, Amy had information about a second and easier log a bit further up the creek. After some bushwhacking, we
found that log, which ran parallel to another dead tree that offered something
to lean toward and grab if one of us lost our balance. Although the crossing
was nerve-wracking, all of us easily stepped along the log to the other side.
After the crossing, we hiked steadily uphill toward the junction. The forest
opened up into meadows and vistas of many jagged-edged granite peaks. The
California sun was hot, and we welcomed the shade when the trail dipped
back down into the forest. But among the trees, especially near the creek, the
newly hatched mosquitoes were ruthless. We pulled on head nets, and slathered DEET on our arms.
As we hiked along the wet and squishy forest trail, we were startled by a
large pack of female hikers: a teenaged Girl Scout troop hiking towards us
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with their middle-aged chaperones. The girls, all carrying heavy packs, were
chatting and laughing. At the sight of us, they asked us who had won the
Women’s World Cup final. It was great to see teenagers—especially girls—
out in the wilderness. But the leader told us they’d had to change their plans
because the creek waters were running too high to safely cross. She said we
might be able to get across Laurel and Hopkins Creeks if we did it early in
the morning, before the day’s heat melted more of the snowpack. The Girl
Scout troop was backtracking to the JMT and hoping to camp further south,
at Mott Lake.
We continued on. The four of us were tired. We hadn’t come all that far—
about six miles—but we were hiking at about 8,500 feet after coming from
sea level the day before. When we reached the cutoff for the trail to Second
Recess, we decided to make camp there, by Mono Creek. We definitely were
not going to hike up to Second Recess, as that would have required crossing
the creek, which was impossible now.
The campsite was OK, but a little gloomy. It lacked the expansive vistas
we’d enjoyed earlier. A short distance away, the creek roared, a nice sound, but
the mosquitoes were relentless. That evening, we ate our heaviest meal, weightwise: pesto tortellini with artichoke hearts vacuum-packed in water, plus sundried tomatoes and pine nuts. I didn’t regret carrying the food up the trail
because the deluxe meal provided an antidote to our weariness. But we finished dinner and cleaned everything by 6:30 p.m. It was too early to go to bed,
but there was no place to go, and nothing to see except trees and mosquitoes.
We retreated to our tents, planned the next day’s hike, and fell asleep. When I
came out of the tent at 9 p.m. to pee, the stars were brilliant, and the mosquitos had gone to bed. I wondered if every night would be like this. How could
we pass the time between peak mosquito biting and the starlit night?
We were worried about crossing Laurel Creek, about a half-mile from our
campsite. After the Girl Scouts, we’d met two other hikers who had hiked
over Mono Pass from the eastern side of the Sierra. They said the creek crossings were possible. But they were men, taller and beefier than us. Nearby, a
third party of hikers was camping with a dog. These two men, who seemed to
have lots of Sierra experience, told us they had decided against the crossings,
especially since they were traveling with a dog. Too risky. Instead they had
climbed up to Laurel Lake to fish for trout.
We decided to follow their example and hike alongside Laurel Creek up to
its namesake subalpine lake, set in a dramatic bowl at 10,300 feet. We could
camp there and maybe hike up to Grinnell Lake, tucked behind Laurel in
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another bowl. The map showed that the trail climbed steeply before leveling
off in a narrow valley, gaining about 1,200 feet of elevation in a mile or so.
Thanks to my years of hiking in New Hampshire’s White Mountains, I knew
we could do it.
We hiked steadily uphill, stopping to rest or to inspect the many varieties of wildflowers, now at their peak: white and magenta mountain phlox,
alpine daisies, and clusters of ruby red snow plants, sprouting from the earth
like oversized snow cones. The hiking was hard, but no harder than what I
was used to. I counted steps: Hike 100 steps and stop for a few seconds; go
another 100 steps, then take a ten-second rest. In small increments, I would
get to 10,000 feet. These small goals became a sort of walking meditation that
had carried me up mountains around the world.
As we climbed higher, we enjoyed magnificent views of the Second Recess,
a snow-covered cirque that reminded me of a larger and more remote Tuckerman Ravine. This vantage point offered a far better view of the recess than if
we were climbing up or alongside its slopes, where plenty of avalanche danger
still lurked.
After a couple of hours, we reached the narrow green valley carved by
glaciers and still being shaped by Laurel Creek. Rock-strewn slopes rose up
on both sides. Looking at the map, I could tell that we needed to cross the
creek to follow the trail. But where could we cross? The creek was running
fast and deep.
“Can’t we just follow the creek?” Natasha wondered out loud.
We could, but I knew that the trail had been placed on the other side to
make getting to the lake easier for hikers.
Suddenly, Vanessa felt a migraine headache coming on, one that might
impair her vision and balance. Natasha had some over-the-counter antimigraine medication in her pack. We stopped for lunch among some boulders
that offered good seating, and we rested until Vanessa’s headache dissipated.
We continued up the creek. By now, we realized we had definitely lost the
trail, but also knew that the creek would get us to the lake. The grassy bog
along the creek, however, gave way to a sloped field of rocks, and we found
ourselves climbing up and over granite boulders and rock slabs.
Natasha’s problem knee was starting to twinge a little and she wasn’t sure if
she could continue. But near the top of the boulder field, Vanessa discovered
a spot where some large rocks made it possible to cross the creek. I left my
pack with Vanessa and climbed back down toward Natasha to grab her pack,
to make it easier for her to get to the crossing.
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Once we crossed Laurel Creek, we continued to climb along the creek, but
we still couldn’t find the trail. We knew it was there because the map said so,
and because from the other side, we had seen a wooden sign that might be a
trail sign. We climbed high above the creek, but looking at the map, it felt like
we were too high. Where was the damn lake?
Finally, as all of us were feeling discouraged, frustrated at our inability to
locate the trail but certain it had to be nearby, I laid my pack under a tree and
scouted ahead to see if I could discover any evidence of the lake. I climbed
higher, certain I would see the lake over the next rise, but then, no lake. So I
climbed higher, confident that we might see the lake just over the next pitch.
But, again, no lake. Instead, a snowfield. Not a scary steep snowfield, but a
clue that the lake was further along—not just around the corner. I turned
back to hike down to the others, and on the way, I saw the packed-down dirt
of the trail we had lost.
We decided to hike down that trail to the meadow, spend the night there
by Laurel Creek, and consider our options. Finally, we passed the sign we’d
seen before—reminding us that we were at 10,000 feet, where no fires were
allowed. The weather-beaten
sign felt like a sign of civilization. Even though we were
alone in this remote valley,
somebody had been here before
us. But now, nobody knew we
were here—a strange yet wonderful feeling. We pitched
our three tents close together
so that we could enjoy “story
hour” together later, and then
stripped off our sweaty clothes
for a brief dip in the freezing
waters of Laurel Creek. Afterward, we dove into our shelters, seeking refuge from the
swarms of mosquitoes. As the
afternoon sun blazed upon our
tents, we lay inside resting, and The author in a head net stands in the meadow
pretended that we were at the by Laurel Creek. The mosquitos were voracious,
even in the hottest part of the day. VANESSA SPANG
beach.
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Eventually, we emerged from our tents for tea and dinner. The sun had
fallen behind the mountain, cooling down our campsite, and our rain gear
proved to be a sweaty fortress-like barrier to the penetrating proboscises. We
were settling in.
For reading material, I had brought a couple of issues of Appalachia. As
the darkness fell, we nestled into our tents for story hour. I read the Accidents
report about a middle-aged female hiker who found herself lost on the side of
Mount Washington in January after climbing Mount Monroe. She used her
gear, experience, and her outdoor smarts to survive the brutally cold night.
The Californians marveled that anyone would be out hiking when it was 20
degrees, and I assured them that in the Northeast that was considered a pretty
mild day for winter hiking.
The next day, the mosquitoes woke up shortly after we did, but in our rain
gear and head nets, we barely noticed the insects as we lingered over coffee
and oatmeal on another sunny blue-sky Sierra day. We learned that we could
drink coffee through a net but that oatmeal needs to get spooned under the
net. We decided we would try for the lake again but leave our camp set up in
the meadow. We did pack the stove and our dinner, though. If the lake was
mosquito-free, we could spend the afternoon and early evening there.
This time, we followed the trail up through the forest and then up higher
where trees became scarcer. We easily crossed over the first snowfield and
frequently checked the map to see if we were approaching Grinnell Creek,
which we would have to cross before again crossing Laurel Creek to get to
the lake.
As we climbed higher, the mountains opened up behind us: green meadows, wildflowers, and snow-covered peaks. I didn’t feel middle-aged as we
stepped our way across several snowfields and then dropped down to Grinnell
Creek, which was easily crossed at a wide squishy wet spot. Shortly afterward,
we found a couple of boulders nicely lined up for crossing over Laurel Creek.
The journey up to the lake seemed long, but I knew it wasn’t that far
from the campsite—about 1.5 miles. Eventually, we reached the lake, a deep
blue pool set in a granite bowl at 10,300 feet. Above the bowl, jagged sharptoothed peaks of the Silver Divide rose into the deep blue sky. As we ate
lunch in a shady nook just above the shore, we talked about hiking the lake’s
perimeter. On the other side, below the steep granite slopes, was a flat area of
pine trees that looked like a great camping spot.
But over to the west, from where we’d come, clouds began to form at the
far end of the valley. Summer clouds signal changing weather, which can
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The author’s friend Natasha Haugnes pauses above Laurel Creek’s glacial-sculpted valley.
DIANNE FALLON

happen rapidly in the Sierra. Instead of exploring further, we opted to head
back down the trail so that we could cross the snowfields and the creek before
any storm rolled in. If the weather didn’t turn, we could stop somewhere for
afternoon tea.
About an hour later, with the clouds lingering, but no evidence of storms,
we set up the stove in a shady spot just off the trail to enjoy a mosquitofree tea break. We lazed around, enjoying the wildflowers, and idly talking
about work, children, husbands, retirement goals, future hikes. Eventually we
packed up and made our way back down to the meadow campsite.
In the meadow, the mosquitoes were out in full force, but had become
barely noticeable to us. We enjoyed a meal of freeze-dried beans and rice
and lingered over tea. For story hour, we patched together the ripped pages
of a New Yorker magazine to read a short story set in New York City about a
washed-up movie producer and his estranged son. The story felt far away and
foreign but was strangely compelling. It was a long story and we decided to
finish it the next evening. As I fell asleep, I hoped the old man would reconnect with his son.
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On Friday, with most options closed off because of the high water, it
was time to head back toward Vermilion Valley Resort. We could catch the
4:45 p.m. ferry that afternoon or the 9:45 a.m. ferry on Saturday. It didn’t matter which, as we weren’t expected back until before Sunday, when I was taking
a red-eye flight back to Boston.
We took our time packing up camp, airing out sleeping bags and drying
tents and tent flies soaked by the humidity that the creek generated. The next
humans who passed this way would find no sign of our presence in this valley.
The night before, we had found the trail’s creek crossing: a perfectly
formed log just above the lip where the creek began its steep drop to the
Mono Creek valley. We easily stepped across the log and began the descent.
Despite concerns about problem knees, going down was much faster than
going up. After a short rest stop at our first night’s campsite, we continued
down Mono Creek trail. For several stretches, the trail wound uphill above
the creek, only to travel back down, and then up again, and down. But we
were definitely heading downhill.
The July sun beat down upon the dusty trail. Alone with my thoughts, I
wondered if I still had it in me to hike the John Muir Trail. I could, I know I
could. But did I want to, as I approached 60? Yes, I did, I thought as we hiked
beneath shady trees, and swatted away mosquitos. No, I didn’t, I reconsidered
as, guzzling electrolyte-laced water and sweating, I slowly hiked uphill under
the California sun. Really, why would I choose to endure day after day of hiking, setting up camp while exhausted, digging holes, worrying about bears?
But then, as I turned a corner, the trail leveled out, and another glorious vista
of mountain peaks opened up. Who wouldn’t want to spend a month or so
just being in these mountains?
At one point, Natasha tweaked her knee and she knew she had to stop and
soak her body in ibuprofen to keep going. We rested against a rock. “I can’t
hike the JMT,” she said. “But I think you should.”
We steadily made our way to lower elevation, and eventually turned left
onto the JMT, which would take us to Edison Lake. A 50-something dad and
his teenage son were taking a trailside break after having hiked down from
Selden Pass. “It was tough,” the dad said. “Lots of snow. We’re only hiking
nine miles today.”
Only nine miles. That sounded like more than enough. As we approached
the Mono Creek crossing, a pair of European hikers pointed us toward the
log crossing—the not-so-great log with lots of spikes. The father-son pair
stepped away to confer; I could tell the son was not happy about that log. We
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were happy to direct them to “our” log, further up the creek, and everyone
crossed safely.
Now, in the final stretch toward Lake Edison, we began to encounter the
strung-out group of southbound PCT/JMT hikers who had come off the
4 p.m. ferry. The knowledge that we could end our day with a soak in Edison
Lake kept our boots moving. We pushed on down the trail, found a bouldersurrounded campsite near the lake’s shore, then stripped off our clothes and
settled into the cool but not freezing waters of the lake.
A large group was camped on the opposite shore, about 150 yards across
the cove. But I didn’t care about the lack of privacy, and the water felt great
on my bare skin.
That night, after a homemade freeze-dried pasta meal, we settled into
our tents for story hour. The New Yorker story about the washed-up movie
producer had an ambiguous and not-satisfying ending. But when darkness
settled over the campsite, we were still awake for the starry night.
On Saturday, the ferry returning to the Vermilion Valley Resort was loaded
with PCT and JMT hikers from around the country and world: California,
Ohio, Texas, Italy, China, Germany, South Africa, all of them young, hungry,
and ready to drink beer. At Vermilion Valley, we booked four beds in the tent
hostel, pretty certain that we wouldn’t acquire any roommates. The young
hikers preferred the free tent sites.
We pulled swimsuits from our bags in the car and headed down to the
lake, where I swam out to the rock, and was joined by the young woman
from Ohio.
Yes, the John Muir Trail would be “really hard.” At the Vermillion Valley
store, I bought the four-foot long poster map of the John Muir Trail. Back
at home, I began to study its valleys, peaks, and passes: Donohue Pass, Red’s
Meadow, Evolution Valley. Eleven high mountain passes, 214 miles, 47,000
feet of elevation changes. I take a step closer to that trail every time I pass this
poster.

Dianne Fallon is a writer and teacher who lives in Kittery Point, Maine.
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Waterfall, Sounding
in this mountain stream, a pounding
fluent light—sleek, wet, curving—
pours ever new, never ending,
an insistent lustrous rush over
the dark rock drop.
It reveals itself as life does—
this and this, and then this and this—
emerging from primal fecundity
into tumult, into grace.
Its coursing braids together
reverence, dread, wonder.
How can I help but
bow in all directions?
Chris Hoffman

Chris Hoffman’s poetry has appeared in his three books, Realization Point (Poetic
Matrix Press, 2011), Cairns (iUniverse, 2013), and On the Way (iUniverse, 2016), as
well as in various journals and anthologies. He is also the author of The Hoop and
the Tree, a nonfiction work on ecopsychology and spirituality. In addition to writing,
Hoffman does volunteer work to help maintain a livable climate.
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Exploring the Ancient
Old North Trail
A 13,000-year-old route along the Rocky Mountain Front
Lisa Ballard
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A

mong North America’s long trails, the Appalachian Trail, the
Pacific Coast Trail, and the Continental Divide Trail are the big
daddies, but I recently spent some time searching for signs of a much longer,
ancient route now called the Old North Trail. Between 13,000 and 30,000
years ago, when the Bering Land Bridge connected Siberia to Alaska, the
earliest colonists in the Americas migrated from eastern Asia over this
50-mile swath of tundra, then continued south through what’s now Canada and the continental United States. Some eventually traveled to Mexico
and all the way to southernmost tip of South America. At first, those early
migrants stayed along the coast, but over time, they found a way to follow
the mountains on an inland route.
As the last ice age ended and the oceans began to rise again, the Bering
Land Bridge flooded, cutting off the route. The ancient trail remains about
100 to 165 feet underwater today, but traces of the ancient Old North Trail
remain on dry land. No trail markers or rock cairns show the way, so it’s not
conducive to putting on a backpack and then taking a few months to trek it.
Archeologists have explored it. Native Americans still talk about it, and historians have marked it in a few places. My husband Jack and I discovered it
when we passed a road sign mentioning it outside of Choteau, Montana, on
our way to a trailhead into the Bob Marshall Wilderness.
It was my first trip into “the Bob,” as Montanans call it. That wilderness is
immense, twice the size of White Mountain National Forest. Standing atop
Mount Wright (8,875 feet), on the eastern edge of the Bob, the unexpected
magnitude and feeling of impenetrable strength of those jagged, endless
ridgelines awed me. I could only imagine what those early Asian pioneers,
who, generations later, formed the Native American nations, must have felt
when confronted with such a view.
Ironically, a few weeks earlier, I had hiked to the top of another mountain
named Wright: Wright Peak (4,587 feet) in the Adirondack High Peaks. In
1925, the Bob Marshall for whom the Bob Marshall Wilderness is named,
along with his brother George and guide Herbert Clark, became the first to
ascend all 46 peaks over 4,000 feet in the Adirondacks. I felt a kindred spirit
to this famous hiker, forester, and conservationist.

Jack Ballard hikes above a burned area on Mount Wright, surrounded by jagged
ridgelines above 8,000 feet. LISA BALLARD
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I grew up in the Adirondacks, where, reaching a summit is the goal
of most serious hikers. Not so in the Northern Rocky Mountains. Most backcountry trips go to remote tarns, many in dramatic, hanging cirques above
treeline—inspiring destinations but still a thousand or more feet below the
snowcaps that surround them. Summiting a mountain in Montana usually
requires technical rock- or ice-climbing gear, or both. Mount Wright, on
the edge of the Bob, is an exception, a walk-up and one that has intrigued
humans for over 13,000 years.
Mount Wright sits at the geological boundary between the peaks and
prairie known as the Rocky Mountain Front. When the land bridge connecting Asia to North America was still intact, a significant percentage of
that north–south human migration took place along the Rocky Mountain
Front, from north to south. Imagine those prehistoric nomads trekking from
Siberia to the Seward Peninsula, then turning south. Their exact route is a
mystery, but what archeologists do know is that many of them hunted and
gathered their way to the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains, then continued down the continent in the transition zone between highlands and
flatlands. At first, they traveled on foot, then using dogs pulling sledges, and
later by horse.
“Imagine a footpath that runs along the base of the mountains following the ‘shoreline’ between the mountains and the plains—twisting through
stream gullies, unraveling over low ridges and around buttes, running on for
2,000 to 3,000 miles,” wrote Peter Stark in Smithsonian Magazine (July 1997),
referring to the Old North Trail.
The Old North Trail hugged the Rocky Mountains for four reasons: (1)
Drinking water was dependable and plentiful because numerous streams
drained out of the mountains. (2) Those mountain streams were easier to
cross compared with farther onto the prairie where they turned into broad,
deep rivers. (3) One could scout from the various rock outcroppings and
ridgelines. And (4) There were plenty of places to find shelter from storms or
to hide from enemies.
Later, the Blackfeet controlled much of the region to the east of the Continental Divide onto the prairie: from the Northern Saskatchewan River in
Alberta to the Yellowstone River in what is now southern Montana. That land
included the Rocky Mountain Front and the Old North Trail. For decades
before and after the Lewis and Clark Expedition (between 1804 and 1806), the
Blackfeet zealously guarded their territory, allowing few strangers to enter the
region, via the Old North Trail or otherwise, but they used the trail.
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Mount Wright sits at the geological boundary between the peaks and prairie known as
the Rocky Mountain Front. LARRY GARLAND/AMC

In 1896, a white man, Walter McClintock, traveled to Montana on an
expedition for the U.S. Forestry Service. He spent four years living with the
Blackfeet and was adopted by the tribe. In 1910, he published the book, The
Old North Trail: Or Life, Legends and Religion of the Blackfeet Indians (Forgotten Books, 2015), which gave a rare look into the route’s uses.
“There is a well-known trail we call the Old North Trail,” said Blackfoot
Chief Brings-Down-the-Sun in McClintock’s book:
It runs north and south along the Rocky Mountains. No one knows how
long it has been used by the Indians. My father told me it originated in the
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migration of a great tribe of Indians from the distant north to the south, and
all the tribes have, ever since, continued to follow in their tracks. My father
once told me of an expedition from the Blackfoot that went south by the Old
Trail to visit the people with dark skins. . . . It took them 12 moons of steady
traveling to reach the country of the dark-skinned people, and 18 moons to
come north again. They returned by a longer route through the ‘High Trees’
or Bitterroot country, where they could travel without danger of being seen.
They feared going along the North Trail because, by that time, it was also frequented by their enemies, the Crows, Sioux, and Cheyennes. I have followed
the Old North Trail so often that I know every mountain stream and river far
to the south as well as toward the distant north.

Today, much of the Old North Trail has become overgrown or obliterated
completely by modern roads and cities such as Calgary, Alberta, and Helena,
Montana, but there are places outside of Choteau where the path was worn so
deeply that you can still see it if you know what to look for. Thirty-three miles
of it are officially marked outside of this rural town of 1,600.
We bought several days’ worth of food at the local grocery store in Choteau,
then drove west on Teton Canyon Road into Lewis and Clark Forest. The
road turned to dirt and got increasingly rougher as civilization faded. We
drove deeper and deeper into the mountains toward the trailhead for Mount
Wright, where we planned to pitch our tent, 33 miles from town, a coincidental distance, though half of it was, in fact, along the Old North Trail.
We followed the North Fork Teton River. Some of the most extreme
changes in elevation in the shortest distances occur along the Rocky Mountain Front in this area. In 1983, the Bureau of Land Management called the
Rocky Mountain Front “a nationally significant area because of its high wildlife, recreation, and scenic values.”
It’s a distinct ecosystem, a transition zone between rolling prairieland and
giant alpine peaks, with a variety of wetlands, riparian areas, grassland, and
forests. Black bear, cougar, elk, lynx, moose, wolf, wolverine, and deer all live
here. When Meriwether Lewis and William Clark came through in the early
1800s, thousands of bison grazed here, and grizzly bears ruled the landscape.
The bison are long gone, but this area harbors the densest population of grizzlies in the Lower 48, about 1,000 of them that travel from the mountains
onto the prairie.
“Carry your bear spray all the time!” warned Jack as we set up camp under
a couple of tall Douglas firs a hundred yards from the river.
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Fly-fishing along the North Fork of the Teton River. LISA BALLARD

Indeed. In November 2017, Montana Public Radio reported 46 human–
grizzly bear conflicts where we stood, here on the Rocky Mountain Front
south of the Blackfeet Indian Reservation. I affixed my pepper spray to my
belt then peered around me to see if a big brown bruin lurked nearby. My
eyes landed on a couple of rusty wagon wheels still attached to their axles. I
forgot about bears and wondered if perhaps we had camped precisely on the
Old North Trail. Were these abandoned wagon parts from a pioneer party
traveling on the trail? It was fun to imagine.
Our two goals on this trip were to climb Mount Wright and net a
westslope cutthroat trout. After setting up our tent, we grabbed our fly rods
and a pack. Neither Jack nor I had seen a westslope cutthroat before and
considered them the fishing version of a coveted prize, like a birder who seeks
a distant, exotic avian.
Montana’s state fish, westslope cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus larkia lewisi)
historically finned the west side of the Continental Divide throughout most
of Montana, as well as the Upper Missouri River drainage on the east side of
the Divide, including the Teton River. But its numbers have dropped by half.
The introduction of non-native brook trout, rainbow trout, brown trout, and
lake trout; agriculture; logging; roads; mines; and dams have all contributed
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to the westslope cutthroat trout’s decline. Numbers now may have stabilized
because most of them have been pushed into wilderness areas.
A month before our arrival, unusually heavy rains washed out the road to
the trailhead, along with houses, bridges, and power lines. It also washed away
most of the fish, though we didn’t know that. Jack and I bushwhacked along
the North Fork Teton River deep into a canyon where a fishing buddy had
told us to look for cutthroats. We cast and cast into each chilly water hole we
found. Nothing.
We trekked farther into the rocky chasm. A fish-loving harlequin duck
played in a riffle then hopped onto a rock to preen.
“There must be fish in this river if there are harlequins,” I thought.
After a couple of hours, the act of casting became more habit than purposeful. My attention drifted to a lone gaillardia blooming near the river, my
frozen toes, the can of stew I would make for dinner. Suddenly, my rod tip
bent. A fish! A few minutes later, I held my first westslope cutthroat trout, a
15-incher with telltale red slashes under its chin and black freckles covering its
silver-green body and tail.
“You might be the only one left in the neighborhood,” I said, as I let it go.
The next morning, we attempted Mount Wright, which rises 3,200
feet over a 3.9-mile trail. It was worth every step. The lower trail, one of
the primary gateways into the Bob Marshall Wilderness for backpackers, followed a branch of the North Fork Teton River, west toward Teton Pass. After
a flat half-mile along the creek, we left the main trail at an unmarked but
obvious junction, turning north, and began to climb.
The path took us through a forest, or what was left of it. A wildfire had
scorched the area in 2007. A plethora of blue and white wildflowers, including bog gentian, blue flax, fleabane, death camas, mariposa lilies, and marsh
marigolds, speckled the green flora below the barren tree trunks. We paused
frequently to take photos of the lovely flowers, one of my passions, and to
examine a spot where it looked as if a fault line was forming. A long crack had
opened at a random place in the soil.
“Let’s not dally here,” I prodded Jack, as he focused his camera on a flaming red Indian paintbrush. We picked up our pace to clear the area.
As we approached treeline, about 1.5 miles into the climb, I heard a rustling and grabbed the pepper spray off my belt, but it was only a mule deer
doe. She paused to watch us, then trotted over a nearby hillside. Her two
fawns soon emerged and followed.
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“Better a deer than a bear,” I smiled, relieved.
At 2 miles, the trail bent 90 degrees to the west and headed up a long
ridge. Though the day was mild, the sun beat down mercilessly as we continued uphill, and the footing turned to scree. The slog felt like a parabolic
curve, getting steeper and steeper as we climbed, but more beautiful, too.
At first, we could see only the burned hillsides we had just hiked through,
but the higher we got, the more numerous the mountains. When we turned
onto on the summit ridge, a bouquet of 8,000-footers burst forth from the
landscape, taking our breath away as much as the exertion of the climb had.
By the time we reached the summit, I was overwhelmed by the expanse. Row
upon row of alpine peaks lay before us.
The view into the Bob Marshall Wilderness from atop Mount Wright
is staggering. Established in 1964 with the advent of the Wilderness Act by
Congress (which Bob Marshall, himself, influenced), it is the fifth largest wilderness in the Lower 48. Its 1,856 miles of trails are only open to foot traffic
and stock (horses, llamas, goats, and other domestic animals used for carrying
supplies). However, from our perch atop Mount Wright, it looked like an
endless array of impenetrable acreage.
The vista mesmerized me as I sipped from my water bottle. I couldn’t get
enough of the scene. What mountains! This was Mother Nature’s stronghold,
and she was allowing me a rare, unobstructed look at it, but only temporarily.
Though the day was warm and calm, clouds formed on the horizon.
The Rocky Mountain Front is famous for its violent weather. As warm,
moist air from the Gulf of Mexico drifts north, the front pushes it upward
and eastward. Hail, lightning, blizzards, and tornadoes often originate here
then head east across the Great Plains. It can snow at any time.
“Time to go,” nudged Jack, shouldering his pack. “We don’t want to get
stuck up here in an afternoon thunderstorm.”
The Blackfeet called the Rocky Mountain Front “the backbone of the
world.” They climbed to mountaintops such as Wright on their vision quests.
Their ancestors, the earliest adventurers who came to this region via the Old
North Trail, undoubtedly drew strength and inspiration from the panorama,
too. I will never forget my encounter with a small piece of this prehistoric route.

Lisa Ballard is an award-winning writer, photographer, and filmmaker based in Red
Lodge, Montana, and Chateaugay Lake, New York. See her piece on the Rainbow
Mountains on page 8.
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Given to the Winds
A friendship strengthens on Doubletop
David Heald
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L

ast night’s rain clinging to the trailside underbrush soaked
our thighs as we pushed up the lower part of the trail up Doubletop
Mountain, in Maine’s Baxter State Park. The day was clear and bright, and
a warming midsummer sun promised to dry us out when we reached the
north peak.
This was our third trip to Baxter. On the first two excursions, we had
stood exhilarated on Katahdin’s Baxter Peak. This year, 1991, we had begun
exploring the surrounding mountains. We spent the night in a lean-to at
Nesowadnehunk Campground and set out early the next morning for the
summit of Doubletop.
Doubletop’s symmetrical shape and steep cliffs rise strikingly from the
Nesowadnehunk valley, where the rutted perimeter road wends around
the park. The view from the mountain’s twin peaks is of forests as far as the
eye can see, ponds reflecting the sky, and to the east, mile-high Katahdin—the
great mountain—above the east and west branches of the Penobscot River.
My hiking companion, Nat Bowditch, had been my dearest friend since
childhood. These trips were our means of reconnecting, an open space apart
from our increasingly busy lives. Quiet talks by the campfire, tramps through
the woods, strenuous hikes up steep mountainsides, paddling the ponds of
the park and, at the end of the day, bracing swims in frigid mountain streams,
strengthened the bonds of love that drew us close together.
Nat and I saw no other hikers on our way up the slopes and shoulder of
Doubletop. The crowds, no doubt, were amassing atop Katahdin. We reached
the north peak in two hours’ time and ate cheese and bread, content to stretch
out our legs and linger in the sun.
As we hiked into the saddle on our way to the south peak, I spotted a
plaque affixed to a granite boulder just off the trail. A six-pointed star with
rays extending outward crowned the inscription and, beneath the words, an
oil lamp, evocative of undying light. The plaque faced south, and the sun,
having risen high in the morning sky, illuminated its face, throwing the words
into sharp relief:
KEPPELE HALL. JUNE 10, 1872 — APRIL 25, 1926. HIS ASHES WERE
GIVEN TO THE WINDS AT THIS PLACE AUGUST 20, 1926, AT SUNSET, BY HIS WIFE.
David Heald, left, with his friend Nat Bowditch on the south peak of Doubletop
Mountain in Maine’s Baxter State Park, in 1991. DAVID HEALD
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And beneath this the words: LOVE ONLY IS ETERNAL.
I called Nat over. We gazed at the memorial, wondering who this man was
and, even more so, who the woman was who scattered her husband’s ashes to
the winds as the sun set and daylight began to fade. Many years later, by means
of an online search that linked to the Schlesinger Library on the History of
Women at Harvard University, I began to unfold the story of their lives.
Keppele Hall was a Princeton graduate who became a successful electrical
engineer and was a pioneer in the field of “scientific management,” a business
model to enhance labor productivity. He married Fanny Southard Hay in 1896
in Trenton, New Jersey. The Halls lived briefly in Maine, where they apparently retained ties over the years, before moving to Ohio, eventually settling
in Cleveland.
Fanny was a member of the Ohio delegation that marched in the 1913 suffrage parade in Washington, D.C. After World War 1, she became involved in
many Cleveland civic associations, her work focusing primarily on women’s
penal reform. A member of the Women’s City Club, the League of Women

This plaque on Doubletop memorializes an electrical engineer who died of influenza.
DAVID HEALD
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Voters, and the Women’s Council for the Promotion of Peace, she was instrumental in organizing the 1924 women’s Peace Parade for the Prevention of
Future Wars in Cleveland. She was the first American woman to serve as
forewoman of a grand jury.
The Halls moved to New York City in 1926 where Keppele died from an
outbreak of influenza. Having subsequently lost a great deal of money in
the stock market crash of 1929, Fanny continued her civic involvement and
became a home visitor in the Great Depression era Emergency Work Bureau.
Later in life, she continued her interest in prison reform and was a frequent
visitor at the Reformatory for Women at Framingham, Massachusetts. She
died in Brattleboro, Vermont, in June, 1968, at the age of 94.
In 1926, the year of her husband’s death and the scattering of his ashes on
that mountain summit in Maine, Fanny was 54. The trail to the south summit
of Doubletop from the Kidney Pond Camps—then privately owned—covers
just under four miles. The lower part of the route, because of the occasional
confluence of stream and trail, is often wet and muddy. Higher up, the trail
climbs a steep, timbered slope to the summit. The Appalachian Mountain
Club’s Maine Mountain Guide notes that the traveling time from pond to
summit via this trail—somewhat different than the one Fanny would have
used—is three and a half hours. I imagine her climbing up there in the hiking attire women wore in the 1920s. She was carrying her husband’s cremains
in her rucksack. In 1926, a fire lookout tower stood atop the north peak. I
wonder if she climbed the tower. Was she alone? If not, who accompanied
her? And what was said as she gave her husband’s ashes to the winds? Or was
the call of a raven cruising the mountain slopes, and the rushing of the wind
on the summit, sound enough for such a solemn occasion as this?
The walk down the mountain and back to the camps was through the
waning light of dusk; perhaps a Swainson’s thrush serenaded her on the way.
Cabin lamplight in the dark, and a dinner—such as only the old wilderness
camps provided—welcomed her on her arrival back at the pond.
On that strikingly beautiful July day in 1991, Nat and I lingered on the
mountain. After lunch, we made our leisurely way back down the north side
of the mountain to our lean-to at Nesowadnehunk Campground.
Zen calls it the “great matter of life and death.” What is it? A woman standing on a mountain summit giving her beloved’s ashes to the winds. Just that.
For the Penobscot Tribe the Katahdin wilderness is a sacred place where
the Spirit roams freely. Dennis Kostyk, in his film Wabanaki: A New Dawn,
tells us, “To be with the mountain is to make a commitment to participate
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fully in life itself, to encounter the forces of life and to be in balance
with them.”1
For all people, mountains embody a mystery beyond our control, just out
of reach. Edwin Bernbaum wrote in Sacred Mountains of the World:
Floating above the clouds, materializing out of the mist, mountains appear
to belong to a world utterly different from the one we know. . . . Mountains
have a special power to evoke the sacred as the unknown. Their deep valleys
and high places conceal what lies hidden within and beyond them, luring
us to venture ever deeper into a realm of enticing mystery. Mountains seem
to beckon us, holding out the promise of something on the ineffable edge of
awareness.2

As she gave her husband’s ashes to the mountain winds, perhaps Fanny felt
herself standing at the ineffable edge of a great mystery. As she walked back
down into the lowlands, perhaps she did so sensing a renewed commitment
to embrace life and to serve others at the margins of society.
In my work as a hospice chaplain, I often find myself aware of a
mystery just at the edge of awareness. But I stand not on a windy mountain
summit but at the bedside of the dying. As a chaplain, my challenge is to give
voice to that mystery; it is to stand hand-in-hand with grieving family and
friends and to speak words that will invite depth and meaning.
For people aligned with no particular religious tradition or who are
uncomfortable with the formulaic trappings of formal religion, I have had to
find other words. The simple act of holding hands around the bedside of the
dying gave birth to a different language, a new way of speaking. And what
emerged was the language of love.
But before words there is silence; to hold meaning, words must come forth
from silence. In the silence I often gaze out the window at the sky or at the
trees or am soothed and made still by falling snow or a gentle rain. I listen,
too, for the song of birds or the “caw” of a crow passing over on its way to a
perch in the woods. Or I listen to the breathing of others—whether family or
friends—gathered in the room, or to my own breath. Coming to our senses
grounds us in the moment.
1 See wabanakicollection.com/videos/wabanaki-a-new-dawn/.
2 Edwin Bernbaum, Sacred Mountains of the World (University of California Press, 1998).
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And then these or similar words come:
This is a sacred time, a time of crossing over. We stand in awe at the edge of a
great mystery. As we gather together in a circle of love, may our dear one be
embraced by love. And may our lives be renewed by the love that we carry out
into the world.

Love only is eternal.
Even as we minister to the dying, we are also mindful of their legacy. Each
of us will leave a legacy of how we experience our death, of how we are able
to be with our own dying. Joan Halifax, a Zen Buddhist priest and founder
of the Upaya Zen Center in Santa Fe, New Mexico, writes of this legacy of
how people cross through the ultimate rite of passage. In Being with Dying
(Shambhala Publications, 2008), she recalls the story of Martin Toler, who
died in the 2006 Sago Mine accident in West Virginia along with eleven other
miners:
Slowly dying in the thickening air of the mineshaft, the oxygen wicked up
with every breath, Toler used what little energy he had left to write a note of
reassurance to those closest to him—and to the millions of us who later heard
about it, too.
From deep inside the earth, Toler addressed the entire world, beginning
his note: ‘Tell all—I see them on the other side.’ . . . He expresses for all of us
the deep human wish that our connections will transcend the event of separation we suffer at the moment of death. ‘It wasn’t bad, I just went to sleep,’
the note continues, and scrawled at the bottom, with the last of his ebbing
strength, are the tender, unselfish words “I love you.”

Halifax further explains that Toler’s last words honored the lesson that life is
sacred and relationship holy.
In October, sixteen years after our hike up Doubletop, Nat’s wife called
me from the intensive care unit of the local hospital. “Can you come?” she
asked. “Nat is very sick.” Nat’s father had died in August. After the memorial service, I was taken aback by how poorly Nat looked. Word eventually
came that he had been diagnosed with multiple myeloma, a blood cancer.
He started on chemotherapy in preparation for a stem cell transplant that
he hoped to have in Boston later that autumn. In the meantime, the chemotherapy had little effect; he developed a secondary condition resulting in
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congestive heart failure. Now the simple act of walking from his bedroom
down the hall to the kitchen left him breathless.
During one of my last visits, sitting on the edge of Nat’s bed, I asked him,
“What lifts your spirits? What gives you hope?” And he responded, “You
do—my friends and family. I’ve got so much to live for. I love you, brother.”
Seeing the pain and grief in my eyes, Nat said, “Don’t worry . . . I’m OK.”
When words failed, we would lie next to each other on the bed, holding
hands. He died a few weeks later.
A week before his memorial service, I returned to Doubletop. My wife,
Sukie, and I were staying at a cabin on Kidney Pond. I climbed the mountain
alone this time and was feeling my age as I scaled the steep slope to the summit. In the low 50s down below, it was cold up top, a stiff wind blowing from
the south. I found the flat expanse of granite where Nat and I stood arm in
arm for our photo. A mourning cloak, a black butterfly with blue spots dotting the gold fringes of its wings, flitted across the ledge and was gone. After
lingering for an hour or so in the sun sheltered away from the wind, I put my
pack on and reluctantly headed back down the mountainside. Turning once
to gaze up at the south summit, I spoke under my breath and then aloud, “I
love you, my brother.”
Farther on, walking along an old logging road down below, the trail was
littered with fallen yellow birch leaves and, here and there, a red maple leaf.
The autumnal equinox was just hours away and the turning of the seasons was
everywhere evident. Just before 4 o’clock, Sukie greeted me back at the cabin
with a hug and the promise of hot tea.
A woman stands on a mountain summit at sunset, at the edge of a great
mystery, and gives her beloved’s ashes to the winds.
On that same mountain, two friends stand shoulder to shoulder in the
warming sun, smiling at the camera. A raven cries as it rides the gusts along
the ridges and then veers off, out into the vast open sky.

The Rev. David Heald is an Episcopal priest. This essay is based on a sermon he
gave in Scarborough, Maine, in 2014.
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Bully Raven
When my dog was a pup
two ravens used to steal his food.
One would bite hold of his tail,
and when he turned to chase it
the other would swoop down
and quickly eat what it could.
They took turns—
those wicked, cunning birds—
until there was nothing left in his bowl.
Now, whenever a raven flies overhead,
he tucks his ragged tail between his legs
and growls and barks at the sky.
John Smelcer

John Smelcer’s most recent poetry books are Indian Giver (Leapfrog Press, 2017)
and Raven (Leapfrog Press, 2019).
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Holding Back
Sometimes, advice is not required
Elissa Ely

T

he dog and I were climbing up the Manning Trail on the way
to Firescrew Mountain. We were somewhere between the trailhead and
the first view when we came upon about a dozen and a half young teenagers resting on rocks. It looked like a year-end class trip with the usual divisions of temperament. Some seemed forthrightly cheerful, some resigned,
and a few already grumpy. There were bottles of water and lunch bags, and
I thought I glimpsed a couple of hiking poles, which were actually GoPro
Selfie Sticks.
This route up Firescrew and over Mount Cardigan, in central New Hampshire, is so familiar to us it resembles a set of steps we ourselves have laid
down: the log crossing before ledges begin; the slight rock hop before the first
view; the “chute,” which is worrisome when wet (as it was on this late spring
day); the ridge where vistas follow across. We come as often as we can—5.6
moderate miles we plan to grow old with.
The teens seemed in no hurry as we passed, and the dog followed me with
reluctance. She would much have preferred to stay with them; some were
already opening their lunches, which is her criterion for a good trip.
—Hey, can I take a picture with that dog? a boy called, in an accent I
didn’t recognize.
—Where are you headed? I said.
—Up this . . . Hey, what’s this place called? The girl who answered wore
fist-sized hoop earrings that, under the circumstances, looked a little hazardous. She too had an accent I did not recognize.
—Mount Cardigan, someone answered.
—Mount Cardigan, she said.
By the time they caught up to us at the first view, a few were panting, and
a sense of diminished good humor was in the air. Emerging from their center,
a young man appeared to be in charge. He approached politely.
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—We’ve never been here before, he said, holding out a map. —Could you
tell us how far we’ve come?
Is there anything so pleasant, so benevolent, so whole-hearted in this life
as giving advice? What quantities of it we have to offer! Solicited is preferable,
but any kind will do. Here was an outright gift to an advisor: a group without
much experience on mountains, and probably not so much in life, either. I
showed him where we were—about one-third of the way along the loop—
and then proceeded to the satisfying part of the interaction.
—These rocks get a little rough when it’s been raining, I began. I was warming up and ready to hold forth on the hazards of wet rock when he interrupted.
—The kids are nervous, he said, sounding a little nervous himself. —It’s
their first hike. Maybe we’ll take a vote about turning around.
A metaphorical hill becomes a mountain for many reasons, and the
smallest hike can have its traumas. If they were inexperienced and already
unhappy, it spoke badly for the challenges ahead. Turning back was the best
choice—and yet, every once in a while (to my surprise), I manage to restrain
myself from clarifying it. Maybe it’s because the best advice is the most subtly
offered. Instead, I agreed that voting was a good idea.
We left them to their democratic process and continued over a small pool,
up the chute across the cloud-driven Firescrew ridge and down into the forest

The vista between Firescrew Mountain and Mount Cardigan in Alexandria, New
Hampshire: dramatic, challenging, somehow comforting. KEN GALLAGER/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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before the final scramble to Cardigan. Walking this route always feels like
visiting beloved relatives who can’t travel. Every cranny is a family reunion.
After a while, I began to worry. Some of the markings were a little hard to
see. Also, their leader might not have realized that yellow blazes on the route
turn white. Years ago, I once ended up on an unpaved road in Orange, New
Hampshire, as the sun was setting, instead of back in the Appalachian Mountain Club parking lot. If I had given the advice I’d wanted to, and if they had
taken it, turning back would have been a prudent decision, based (one could
modestly say) on excellent consultation.
But on the final push to the Cardigan fire tower, we heard voices behind
us: gaining, boisterous, triumphant voices.
—Hey, can I take a picture with that dog? one called familiarly.
—Wow, WOW-O, WOW, someone else said.
Their leader was at the head, high-fiving each arrival. I turned back to
congratulate him. They had taken the right vote in the end.
—Made it, I said. —Last trip of the school year?
—No no, he said, —oh no.
He took a minute to explain. These hikers were new to the country, just
arrived, and enrolled in a program that prepared young immigrants for life in
the United States. They had little knowledge of local geography, and none of
each other. The members of this particular group, together for the first time,
had relocated from Bangladesh, Ethiopia, and Haiti.
—Remember Haiti, 2010? he said, shaking his head in wonder. —One of
our students was in class when his mother just happened to call him home
early, ten minutes before the earthquake struck. He was the only one in the
school who survived.
The boy sprawled in a circle of his new compatriots on the low, fire-scarred
summit. After an elevation gain of 1,900 feet, they were pretending to gasp in
the pretend high altitude, opening potato chip bags, hoisting GoPros, enjoying themselves. The dog was among them, now, in lunch-bag heaven.
Among them, also, were life experiences I would never understand. The
dog and I watched from a short distance, which was also a long distance.
Knowing every rock of the route so well, and offering advice so busily, I’d
assumed that I also knew who we were offering it to. I forgot how much there
is to learn on a mountain.
Elissa Ely is a Boston-based community psychiatrist and nonfiction writer. She created WBUR public radio’s “Remembrance Project.”
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The Veil
High blue September sky,
the trail around
		 the mountain, morning

a red-tailed
hawk on an oak
		 branch, wary but content,

leaf shadows
on scree, remnants of
		 an abandoned sugar shack,

undaunted by
my presence.
		 He swivels his head

burnt scent
of autumn drifting,
		 leaf-edges not quite

side to side,
blinks his golden
		 corneas, his piercing

color-tinged.
Shadow of the mountain’s
		 south face: a grove white

black pupils.
Breast feathers
		 white like the boneset,

with boneset, more boneset
than I have ever seen,
		 flowerheads dense above

flecked with rust.
I stand beneath,
		 part of this wild veil,

lance-shaped leaves,
brightness fired by
		 their own petals. Above

drift away dazed,
that sweet glimmering
		 a memory to fill the years.
Wally Swist

Wally Swist’s books include The Daodejing: A New Interpretation, with David
Breeden and Steven Schroeder (Lamar University Literary Press, 2015), and Candling
the Eggs (Shanti Arts, LLC, 2017). Swist’s new books are The Map of Eternity (Shanti
Arts, LLC, 2018), Singing for Nothing: Selected Nonfiction as Literary Memoir (The
Operating System, 2018), and On Beauty: Essays, Reviews, Fiction, and Plays (Adelaide
Books. 2018). He won the 2018 Ex Ophidia Press Poetry Prize for A Bird Who Seems to
Know Me: Poems Regarding Birds & Nature (Ex Ophidia Press, 2019).
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A 15-Year-Old Sets Out
Alone for the Tetons
Part 1 of a climber’s memoir
Steven Jervis
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W

hen I was 10 years old I decided to climb every mountain in
the world. I made a list, starting with the Appalachians. When I was
halfway through the 53 14,000-foot peaks in Colorado, I realized that my
goal might be a little unrealistic. But I could make a start.
Four years later I signed up for a month of guided climbing in the Tetons.
I arrived in July 1952, just after my 15th birthday. In an old notebook, I
penciled all the highest peaks, including the Grand Teton by three different
routes, two of them Robert Underhill classic routes, the East Ridge and the
North Ridge. I had modestly allowed for an occasional rest day. My technical climbing at that point was limited to a few weekends in the Shawangunk Mountains in southeastern New York State. I had no idea what the big
mountains were like.
I was staying that summer at Betty Woolsey’s very comfortable Trail Creek
Ranch in Wilson, Wyoming, on the outskirts of Grand Teton National Park.
Woolsey had been a champion skier, captain of the American team at the 1936
Winter Olympics. She had climbed with the great Fritz Wiessner. She told
me that Wiessner disliked guidebooks and preferred to find his own way. He
was certain that the North Ridge of the Grand Teton began at the Gunsight
Notch, composed of some of the most rotten rock in the range. His unsuccessful attempt culminated in a three-person shoulder stand, with Bill House
on the bottom, then Wiessner and Woolsey, the lightest, on top. The party
(of six) had no time for the North Ridge, although they did reach the top of
the Grandstand, where the proper difficulties begin. To my regret, I never
asked Woolsey about this, nor about her participation in the 1936 expedition
to Mount Waddington, the highest peak in British Columbia’s Coast Range,
when by Wiessner and House made the first ascent..
That August 1952 became a terrible time for Woolsey. Her 19-year-old
cousin, Corinne, visited from Switzerland. She made an easy climb with a
group of women, but chose to descend by a difficult chimney, unroped. She
fell to her death. Woolsey said nothing to me about this, but she looked
understandably grim and depressed.
Despite its comforts, the ranch was not a good location for a young
climber without a driver’s license, much less a car. Woolsey was no longer
climbing, nor were any of her guests when I was there. The mountains were
an hour north, and I had to take what rides might be offered. One morning I
Steven Jervis, right, with Leigh Ortenburger after they climbed Symmetry Spire in 1953.
OSKAR DORFMANN
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had to leave at 3:30 a.m. for a 7:30 start. Just as I was going, some of the staff
returned from Jackson Hole. “Drinking and gambling,” I said with headshaking disapproval.
The guide service, run by Glenn Exum, had a small but enterprising team,
many of whom later ventured to the Himalaya and environs. Leigh Ortenburger climbed on Makalu; Dick Pownall on Everest; Willi Unsoeld on both
these peaks. Unsoeld pioneered a new route on Everest and climbed in the
Karakoram (Masherbrum, first ascent). Art Gilkey climbed on K2.
Exum was in his 40s and had settled into a modest routine. He often took
beginners to the practice rocks, and he guided the Grand Teton at least once
a week. I wondered whether he ever felt like Eugene O’Neill’s actor father,
who played the Count of Monte Cristo more than 6,000 times. Exum had
rarely ventured beyond the Tetons in recent years, but his conservatism was
matched by a single daring ascent.
On July 31, 1931, less than a month past his 20th birthday, alone and wearing football shoes, he found an entirely new route on the Grand. Only two
routes had previously been climbed. Glenn’s begins on the south side, on an
upward angling ledge, “Wall Street.” The ledge is very wide at the start, but
narrows as you go up. Then it ends in a gap a few feet from a promising ridge.
There he took one of the boldest leaps in climbing history. Why he chose to
jump this gap is a mystery, as it is possible to climb past it with only moderate
difficulty. The place is wildly exposed. Garnet Canyon is more than a thousand feet below, with nothing to stop you. If Glenn had missed . . .
But he did not miss. Then, still solo, he found his way up the ridge that
now bears his name. It is a gorgeous route on solid rock, and not very hard in
good weather. For more than 80 years it has been the most popular way up
the mountain, much more so than the easier but less aesthetic original ascent
line from the late nineteenth century.
Before I had a chance at the Grand, I made a couple of shorter climbs.
First was Symmetry Spire, by a moderate ridge named for Jack Durrance, who
pioneered many routes as a Dartmouth College climber in the later 1930s. My
guide was Bob Merriam, a lanky, lantern-jawed cellular biology graduate student in his late 20s. I was stunned by the way Merriam climbed it. He had
put me second, perhaps to keep an eye on me, trusting me to belay the third
man, C.D. MacDaniel. Most of the time, Merriam stationed me carefully at
belay stances, but he did not tie me in. I always had a strong position, but I
was glad that C.D. did not test me with a fall. I was even more amazed by
the way Merriam led—completely unbelayed! I soon learned that in the big
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The author climbed Mount Owen with Willi Unsoeld. They learned that there is no easy
way up. STEVEN JERVIS
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mountains you have to keep moving. Merriam did take a belay, but only on
the three hardest pitches.
It didn’t feel like the Shawangunks.
Soon I was thought ready for Grand, Exum Ridge. Our climb was
uneventful, but noteworthy for its participants. The leader was Glenn Exum
himself. He had seven followers, far more than usual. We were broken into
three groups. Exum led the first, with the least strong followers: Mary Blade
and Henry Kritzler, a middle-aged self-described shepherd. (He may have
had some additional line of work.) Ellis Blade, Mary’s husband, led me on
rope two. Last came three members of the Schickele family: Rainier and his
two teenage sons, Peter and David. The weather was clear, the climb mostly
uneventful. What I most recall is Exum asking one of the Schickele brothers
to hold one end of a rope while Exum tossed it down to work out its kinks.
But the brother didn’t grip the end tight enough, and down went the rope,
several hundred feet. Exum descended to retrieve it. “It would have been
better to hold it tight,” he said in his understated but unbending way. More
than 60 years later I came across Peter Schickele at a concert. By then he was
known to the world as PDQ Bach, the music satirist. “Come clean, Peter,” I
said. “Which one of you dropped the rope?”
“Dropped what rope?” he asked. By then PDQ and I were the only survivors of the climbing party, so the question will never be answered.
Having completed the highest peak in the park, I was ready for the second, Mount Owen. It was the last of the major peaks to be climbed (the first
ascent was in 1930). There is no easy way up. Here was my introduction to the
charismatic Willi Unsoeld, then known as Bill and beardless. He was guiding three of us, including Ellis Blade, up the East Ridge. Unsoeld woke us
promptly at 3 a.m.—he never needed an alarm clock. As we crossed the chilly
and still dark Teton Glacier, I felt a sudden pang of homesickness. Why wasn’t
I back in green, sunny Connecticut with my parents and our swimming pool?
But then the sun rose and I realized that I was where I belonged.
Unsoeld decided to climb right up the final ridge, which no one had previously done. Even he required some direct aid. Blade followed. We other
two prusiked up (using loops known as Prusik loops tied to the main rope).
Unsoeld’s point was that we could leave behind our heavy ice axes by avoiding the customary snow slope to the south. On the descent someone kicked
loose a stone, which didn’t miss Unsoeld by much. “A little quicker warning,
gentlemen,” was all he said, imperturbably.
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Bob Merriam had an idea for a new route: the direct east face of Teepe
Pillar. He recruited Chris Marshall and me as clients. Marshall was a Stanford
University football player who must have weighed a good 200 pounds—60
more than me. He did not fall, so I did not have to see whether I could hold
him. In fact nobody fell on this lovely climb on steep, solid rock. Many years
later Fred Beckey asked me whether there had been any excitement, such as,
“Leader falls.” Perhaps I should have invented something.
Then came the third-highest summit, Mount Moran. Bob Merriam was
again my guide. We began our pack-in during the late afternoon. It was lucky
that we had waited no longer. We had been walking an hour along String
Lake before Merriam realized that we had left the rope in the car. By the time
we had retrieved it and reached the idyllic, grassy campsite, it was nearly dark.
Moran by the East Face route (called the CMC route after the Chicago
Mountaineering Club’s first ascent in 1941) proved an easy affair, although the
farther right we moved the harder it became. If we had gone even farther that
way we would have encountered the enormous, improbable black dike that
transects the face. The amazing feature is plainly seen from the valley below.
On the return, I belayed Merriam on Drizzlepuss, an aptly named dripping
overhanging rock cleft.
Finally I made a guideless climb, the nontechnical Mount Saint John,
with Bill Buckingham. A few weeks earlier I had met Buckingham at Woolsey’s ranch. He was a year older than I, a native of—but not typical of—
Jackson Hole. He had short, sandy hair and wore glasses. Musically gifted,
he played a sonata on a keyboard on the ranch porch. He was very smart (a
future Phi Beta Kappa at Stanford) and went on to a Princeton University
master’s degree in mathematics. I wondered whether he could keep up with
me on Mount Saint John. By the time we were halfway up, he was 30 minutes
ahead, and I was puffing. He waited patiently for me on the summit.
Buckingham was an unspectacular but reliable climber, very modest
about his skills. One of his favorite assessments of a forbidding pitch was,
“It’s goable.” As Leigh Ortenburger said, “He gets up things.” That included
many new routes in the Tetons, Canada, and Alaska. Buckingham disliked
crowded regions and often headed for remote places with a partner or two.
He died, much too early and not in the mountains, in 1990.
I had completed fewer than half of my schedule of climbs. I would
have to return in 1953. During school term I used my Tetons experience,
slightly embellished, as material for my tenth-grade English class essays.
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But this time, no remote dude ranch for me. I had convinced my parents
that I knew what I was doing (which was partly true) and that I could take
care of myself. My small mountain tent and I headed straight for the public
campground, just a few hundred yards from Jenny Lake and access to the
peaks. The camping limit had been cut in half, to 30 days. That would be just
enough for me. Because I was alone, I did not want to appropriate an entire
campsite. I chose a small, dusty corner without a fireplace or table as my
home for the next month.
I had a small Primus stove with which I cooked—that is, heated—Dinty
Moore beef stew, Chef Boyardee spaghetti, or whatever else I could find in a
can at the Jenny Lake store a mile away. There I picked up newspapers from
Denver and Salt Lake City. I read the baseball box scores obsessively while waiting for my next climb. For a welcome diversion, I helped out at Glenn Exum’s
training rocks, a short walk from the boat landing across Jenny Lake. There he
prepared beginners for the Grand. They learned belaying and, above all, rappelling. The descent from the Grand is a mere scramble except for a sudden airy
drop of about 100 feet. The bottom half of the rappel is free: Your feet cannot
touch the rock. Reader, take note: we had no body slings or harnesses. You
straddled the rope, brought it across your chest and over the opposite shoulder.
If you did anything wrong, rope burns were an unpleasant possibility.
Evenings were quiet at the campground, except for the occasional bear.
There were entertainments such as when the Schickeles arranged classical
music for humming, or later when Unsoeld told how his expedition had
failed on Makalu (the fifth highest in the world; it remained unclimbed until
1955). I recall only one detail of Willi’s narrative: The local support staff was
making tea. They seemed to take a long time about it. That was because, in
puzzled irritation, they were tearing open the bags to get at the leaves.
The guides’ shack was a short walk from the campground. Glenn’s wife
Beth managed the concession with serene efficiency. I embarked on another
Symmetry Spire route, my third: Templeton’s Crack, a prominent gully just
right of the Durrance Ridge. Templeton’s Crack is a mixture of steep chockstones and easy scree walking. My guide was Mike Brewer, but we were not
alone. Just ahead were Unsoeld and his wife Jolene. She was diminutive and
looked frail but was a strong climber who had little trouble with the route.
I cannot say the same for me. Near the top I tried to follow Brewer up an
intimidating wall of gray rock. I ventured to the right. “Don’t do the right
side,” Unsoeld called down calmly. “That’s suicide.” I moved left. He said,
“Don’t do the left side. That’s suicide.” I did get up, eventually.
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Next came Buck Mountain, a somewhat obscure destination toward the
southern end of the range. This was my first time guided by Leigh Ortenburger. He came to be the great historian of the Tetons, about which he wrote
many articles and several guidebooks. His own ascents, in the Andes and
Himalaya, were challenging and imaginative. But in 1953 most of this was in
the future. My Gunks friend Mary Sylvander joined us on Buck. Mary was
a feisty woman in her mid-40s who talked about a husband she called “my
lord and master, Hjalmar,” whom some thought imaginary. He had never
appeared on Gunks weekends (he was real, however). We packed up to the
base of the north face, tenting in well after dark. Mary observed, with characteristic heat, that we could have stopped much sooner. Next day the face
went easily; then Ortenburger led us down the West Ridge, which no one
had climbed up. There it is in the guidebook: First descent, August 11, 1953.
Ortenburger and Sylvander wondered about the army-surplus helmet
I was wearing. Helmets were a rarity in those times. Mine felt heavy and
uncomfortable, but it might have protected me from falling rocks. I’ll never
know because it soon fell off and found a permanent home in a crevasse in
the glacier below. I was past caring about the loss because I had become horribly nauseated. This was my introduction to mountain sickness. “Unpleasant”
doesn’t begin to describe it. Yet by the time we reached the valley floor, I was
fine. It’s true what they say about this affliction: It’s awful; like seasickness it
has two low points: when you think you are going to die, and when you realize that you won’t; and it will go away when you descend.
My most exciting climb that year was the first complete ascent of the
Jensen Ridge on Symmetry Spire. In its day, it was one of the hardest routes
in the area. Just a moderate now, it must still be taken seriously, particularly because of loose rock in the middle section. My climb was guided by
the indomitable Willi (now no longer called Bill) Unsoeld. I made only two
contributions: by discouraging Unsoeld from making a wild leap to a jutting
flake near the top, and by thinking of the route in the first place. The previous
summer from the Durrance Ridge I had seen four climbers on the ridge to the
right. They were Unsoeld, his pal Doc Lee, and a couple of college neophytes.
I wondered how they could have reached their improbable, airy stances. They
were on the Jensen Ridge, perhaps untouched since its first ascent by Bert
Jensen in 1938. But Unsoeld, like Jensen, had bypassed the forbidding first
300 feet of the ridge. My proposal was to start at the very bottom.
So in mid-August Unsoeld, Sylvander, and I made the two-hour trudge
to the start of the ridge. To my immense dismay, Unsoeld revealed that he
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and Doc Lee had climbed the bottom 300 feet two days earlier. Moreover,
the first pitch had been largely direct aid, and he wasn’t going to repeat that.
So we would just have to start up Templeton’s and traverse, as he had done a
year before. Unless. “There are some slabs to the right,” Unsoeld said doubtfully, “but they looked much too hard.” To his amazement, they proved easy.
After more than 60 years, I remember the next few pitches—steep, beautiful,
solid rock. A right-facing corner required a layback. Here Sylvander took a
fall—the only one of the day. Unsoeld held it from a tiny stance some 60 feet
above. “I wondered what would happen,” he said, with his customary calm.
The route eases off after those first 300 feet, but the rock is less sound.
Then it gets steeper and harder as you approach a scary overhang. I have
no idea how Unsoeld managed it the previous year, but this time he stood
beneath a jagged flake. I could see his legs flex for a jump. I shouted something—maybe, “For God’s sake, Willi” or just “Don’t!” Anyway, he didn’t.
Instead he entered a cleft that the guidebook describes as awkward and overhanging. After a few moves the ridge opened onto grassy slopes on which
sheep could have grazed.
The ridge became a Tetons classic for a time; in 1959 Appalachia called it
“one of the hardest climbs” in the park. That’s now far from true, but like any
other steep rock, it can be dangerous. In late August 1976 my Gunks friend
Chuck Loucks took a fatal fall from the easier but less stable middle section
of the ridge. Loucks was a strong, careful climber, and a well-loved one. He
had apparently thought that the moderate pitch required little protection.
Symmetry Spire and I were not done with each other. The very next day
(according to Exum records, though I doubt it was so soon) I was back on the
Southwest Ridge with Ortenburger. The second client was an Austrian, Oskar
Dorfmann, 49 years old. Oskar was, in the best sense of the word, a character.
He was voluble yet modest, and full of European wisdom. One of his many
talents was to make humorous watercolors of mountains and their climbers.
He had a fat book of these, eminently publishable. (You can find two of them
in a book about Glenn Exum published by the Grand Teton Natural History
Association.) He resembled the leading Gunks climber Hans Kraus, whom he
claimed to know. When I told Kraus that autumn, he laughed and wondered
what strange fellow I was bringing into the Appalachian Mountain Club.
But Dorfmann did come to New York, joined AMC, and enlivened its rock
climbing section for many years with his humor.
Ortenburger asked me to accompany him on an unclimbed pinnacle on
the Grand. There were few virgin peaks in the range, and this turned out to
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be my only chance to climb one. But on the morning of the attempt, Ortenburger rapped on my window to say he had abandoned the project: Unsoeld
had got there first! The pinnacle was accordingly dubbed “Okie’s Thorn”
because Ortenburger, who was from Oklahoma, had missed out. As had I.
The Unsoeld route is not very hard, rated 5.4.* A year later, Bill Buckingham
established a harder line. This little peak draws scant attention, and the
descent is uninviting. The guidebook: “The narrow, steep, and extremely rotten couloir descending west from the notch should be avoided at all costs.
The couloir descending to the east, although not so steep, is very nearly as
dangerous and is also not recommended.” This description has tempered my
regret.
I did have a chance for a guideless technical ascent. Jim McCarthy, the
emerging star of the Shawangunks, led a repeat of the previous summer’s
Teepe Pillar route. With us was McCarthy’s Princeton friend, Tim Mutch.
Mutch was in military service and had driven overnight all the way from
Kansas or some such place. Despite his exhaustion, he was fine on the climb
except for one slip. He thought that I did not catch him fast enough and
expressed serious displeasure.
On the flight home, I bought newspapers at every stop. They carried a
story about Art Gilkey, an Exum guide I had never met. He had been on
K2, the second-highest mountain in the world and then still unclimbed. The
heartbreaking story is familiar to all followers of serious mountaineering. His
team was poised for a triumphant ascent, when a fierce storm pummeled
them for nearly a week. Gilkey developed life-threatening thrombosis, was
lowered in an improvised stretcher, saved by a miraculous belay, but then
apparently swept away by an avalanche. As I read on, the Tetons momentarily
felt very small.

Steven Jervis is the editor of this journal’s Alpina section, a lifelong climber, and
former English professor at Brooklyn College.

* The Yosemite Decimal System rates technical climbs from 5.1-5.15, with 5.1 the easiest.
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In Memoriam

Gene Daniell after a bushwhack up Mount Kelsey, elevation 3,472, in Coos County,
New Hampshire. COURTESY OF JEAN-SEBASTIAN ROUX

Gene Daniell
Appalachia journal’s former longtime Accidents editor, Gene Daniell, died on
December 11, 2019 at the age of 72. Gene was a true icon of New Hampshire’s
White Mountains. His contributions to the Appalachian Mountain Club and
the hiking community were manifold and wide reaching.
Gene was a White Mountain hiking legend in the era before the internet.
Deane Morrison, the longest-tenured member of the AMC Four Thousand
Footer Committee, hiked and bushwhacked extensively with Gene in the 1970s
and 1980s, covering 1,500 miles and 500,000 feet of elevation gain. Deane fills
in Gene’s early history, which includes a surprising entry into peakbagging:
As a young man in his early 20s, two events occurred that affected Gene’s life
and subsequently thousands of aspiring future New England peakbaggers. The
first event was Gene’s introduction to the AMC and several prominent members such as Bruce Brown and Dick Stevens. They introduced Gene to the
concept of climbing a list of mountains (the New Hampshire 4,000-footers).
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The second event was based on Gene’s principles. As a conscientious objector
Gene spent seventeen months in federal prison. To keep himself occupied,
Gene acquired a full set of New England U.S. Geological Survey maps and
began constructing a list of all the 3,000-foot peaks in New England. When
the list was finished, it contained 451 peaks, the majority of which had no
formal trails. Gene would joke that creating the list kept him sane but anyone
who would want to climb his 3,000-footer peak list would be certifiably crazy.
Those seventeen months he spent creating the 3,000-footer list of New England spurred a movement that will continue to capture the hearts of thousands
of hikers for years to come.
After Gene was released from prison, he restarted hiking the New Hampshire 4,000-footers and finished on September 1, 1973, on Mount Hale. He finished the New England 4,000-footers on September 6, 1975 on North Brother.
A day later, he finished the New England 100 Highest list on Snow Mountain.
During this time Gene was leading AMC trips, developing written routes
on the trailless peaks, and talking (as Gene did quite well) to everyone he met
about peakbagging. He fell completely in love with our New England mountains. Because of his passion for encouraging everyone around him to climb
those lists, he became fondly known as the “grand pooh-bah of peakbagging.”
Throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s he spent countless weekends traveling all over New England with me and a few others attempting to finish the
list he created while in prison. He was in the first group to bag (complete) the
New Hampshire 3,000-footers and was in the second group to climb all 451 of
the New England 3,000-footers. So it did turn out there were several individuals (including Gene) certifiably crazy enough to climb his list. Today that list
has expanded to all the 3,000-footers in the Northeast, totaling over 770 peaks.

In 1989 Gene became the first to climb the White Mountain 4,000-footers in
every month. Nowadays this latter pursuit is popular and called “the Grid”
(a term he disliked). By this time his New Hampshire license plate read
“PKBGR.”
Gene also completed peakbagging lists in New York’s Adirondack and
Catskill Mountains. He traveled to all 50 states, ascending most of the high
points, climbed a number of Colorado peaks above 14,000 feet, and hiked up
Mount Fuji in Japan.
Gene was much more than “just” a peakbagger. For a quarter-century
he coedited the AMC White Mountain Guide and its offshoot, the AMC
Southern New Hampshire Trail Guide. He and his coeditors made landmark
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improvements to the guidebooks, such as adding elevation gain data and creating the engaging geography subsections. He carefully crafted his descriptions, as befits a brilliant writer who earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
English. In the field, he was often seen pushing his classic red surveyor’s wheel
as he obtained precise trail measurements for the guidebooks.
Gene was Accidents editor for Appalachia for twelve years, from its
June 1990 issue through June 2002. He dispensed mountain wisdom in his
thoughtful, detailed analyses, which one reviewer called “delightfully scathing.” The reports were “must reading” for habitués of White Mountain trails.
None of us wanted to be written up by Gene.
Gene chaired the AMC Four Thousand Footer Committee from 1978
through 1986 and continued on the committee as archivist until 2006. He
processed more than 11,000 hiker applications, responded to countless inquiries, and presided with witty commentary over many of the annual awards
ceremonies. Bushwhackers could look forward to reading Gene’s delightful
essays in the committee’s published New England Hundred Highest route
descriptions and in summit registers.
Gene also did his share of trail work, laboring on a remote section of the
Davis Path, and he strongly encouraged other peakbaggers to get involved in
trail maintenance.
For many years he was a stalwart trip leader for AMC’s New Hampshire
Chapter. I got to know him in the late 1980s, when I went on several of his
winter 4,000-footer trips. I first met him at the Wilderness Trail parking lot
on a bitterly cold morning in January 1988. This was the first of two Daniellled winter trips to Owl’s Head—perhaps his favorite peak—that friends and
I signed on for.
On this day we were a group of fourteen, including Gene’s 12-year-old
daughter, Karen. (His children were precocious peakbaggers.) Our route was
a bushwhack from Franconia Brook up the steep eastern flank of the mountain. We reached the small clearing at the wooded summit after seven hours
of strenuous trail-breaking through deep, sugary snow.
The trip down was much faster! I had a chance to chat with Gene during
the long slog out on the flats. I learned that this was his seventeenth or eighteenth time up Owl’s Head. “I’ve been on easier and harder routes to Owl’s
Head,” he said, “but I’ve never heard anyone call it trivial.”
Over the next couple of winters I went on more hikes he led. His trips were
invariably entertaining, full of his inimitable humor and stimulating conversation. At rest stops he would pull out his trademark two-liter Pepsi bottle.
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While ascending Mount Moriah, I learned that he was a man of principle.
He told me of his seventeen months spent in a federal prison as a conscientious objector to the Vietnam War. During a loop over Galehead and the
Twins, Gene anointed me an “oddball” hiker, a term he also applied to himself. I took it as a high compliment. Despite his many accomplishments,
Gene never took himself too seriously. He always insisted that peakbagging
was a thoroughly democratic activity.
When guidebook coeditor Jon Burroughs resigned in 2001, Gene invited
me to take his place. I had the pleasure of working with Gene on two editions each of the AMC White Mountain Guide and the AMC Southern New
Hampshire Trail Guide. I soaked up his mountain knowledge and his editorial precision. During that time various friends and I served with him on the
AMC Four Thousand Footer Committee. There were numerous lively discussions during those meetings, and his name will forever be associated with the
committee he helped guide for nearly three decades.
Eugene S. Daniell III was born in 1947 in Laconia, New Hampshire,
the son of Eugene S. Daniell Jr. and Eva Burns Daniell. He graduated from
Franklin High School in 1964, Harvard College in 1969 with a BA in English,
and the University of New Hampshire 1974 with a MA in English. His love
of the mountains began in his 20s when his brother-in-law, Thomas C. Holt,
gave him a copy of the AMC White Mountain Guide. As a person who always
liked lists, he began hiking in earnest after he found a list of 4,000-foot peaks
in the guide.
When diabetes ended his days of serious hiking, he continued walking
flatter and shorter trails with his wife, Debi. While vacationing across the
country, they discovered cranberry bogs, marshes, beaches, floodplains, and
trails to lakes and waterfalls.
He is survived by his wife of 36 years, Debra Y. Clark; two sons, Eugene S.
Daniell IV of Wrentham, Massachusetts, and William S. Clark of Concord,
New Hampshire; two daughters, Karen G. Daniell of Stratham, New Hampshire, and Caitlin D. Clark of Concord, New Hampshire; and his grandson,
Mitchell T. Daniell of Wrentham, Massachusetts.
Gene was truly one of a kind. He touched many lives, and there are sure
to be many stories and memories shared among those who knew him. The
mountains won’t be the same without him.
—Steven D. Smith
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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere

A

s last summer’s images of open trails and late light faded
into early December’s long nights, three of us, former and current editors of this journal, gathered at Cardigan Lodge to teach “Writing from the
Mountains,” an Appalachian Mountain Club workshop. We were joined
there at road’s end by fifteen writers and by early-advent winter. For the
second year in a row, we found significant snow and cold in the folds of the
Shem Valley; on the second night the temperature dipped to zero. The workshop seeks its words and sentences along the many trails that fan out from
the lodge, and from the two parent mountains—Cardigan and Firescrew—
that rise sharply above. On the second morning as I walked along the Manning Trail, I noticed that already we and others had shaped the beginning of
a beaten ridge down the trail’s center, and that moment cast me both back
and forward to one of hiking’s least-favored words, monorail.
A monorail is a singular, raised track of old snow and ice that persists
down the center of popular trails. The surging popularity of winter hiking,
climbing, and skiing (not to mention their variants), aided by ever-better
clothing and footwear, has put many more feet on the winter trails. Those
feet beat the snow into a compact mass after every storm. It’s rare now to
find a popular trail unbroken—uncompacted—more than 24 hours after the
snow stops falling. So, by the time serious melt sets in, there has been a lot of
traffic along any route. That traffic also often continues in the “mud season”
that most once avoided. Hence, the monorail, a dense, icy, sometimes undermined track that goes right up the trail’s center and slopes down to its edges.
Especially on trails facing away from the day’s sun, a monorail may make it
all the way to summer solstice.
Which brings me to this column covering May 1 through October 31,
2019. Winter 2018–2019 still gripped many slopes in the White Mountains
when the calendar paged forward into May. But warmth in the valleys and
general spring euphoria suggested otherwise, especially to those who live
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south of the mountains. Spring’s hikers arrived geared for a season that hadn’t
yet reached the high peaks and north slopes of the Whites. There followed
a spate of early May rescues, a number of which had trailed our old friend
“monorail” into trouble.
In the spring of 2019, monorails were everywhere in the White Mountains. Their presence wasn’t new or news, but their prevalence was news of
the quiet sort.

May Days: 5/8–5/13, 5 Calls
The Mount Washington Observatory’s weather archives record the following
statistics for May 8 to 13, 2019: high temperatures: 27, 42, 44, 32, 31, 28 Fahrenheit; lows: 18, 20, 27, 18, 17, 19 F; average wind speed: 38, 18, 50, 53, 20, 34
mph; precipitation: 0, 0.04, 0.85, 0.10, 0, 0.07 inch. The Mount Washington
summit, where these were recorded, has its own extremes, but its proximity to the sites of these five rescues at least gives us a sense of their weathers.
These figures are not especially severe for Mount Washington. Still, it’s easy to
see that if you are under-equipped,
marooned, and wet in the snow
and darkness, and in some cases,
unshod, you are near deep trouble.
Incident 1, Falling Waters Trail
below Franconia Ridge: Monorails
are hard walking and symbolize winter’s endurance. Not only do they
slough off water and resist melting,
they slough us off too, especially if
we are wearing summer shoes. As
New Hampshire Fish and Game’s
Lt. Jim Kneeland put it in a press
release about this May 8 incident,
“Microspikes are still a necessity as
the trails packed over the winter are
last to thaw causing icy traveling.”
An 8:40 p.m. call on May 8 asked
NHFG to go to the assistance of
Jevin M., a 22-year-old hiker from

In spring, after a season of foot-beating
on popular White Mountain trails, a
“monorail” of compacted snow and ice often
persists. ARI OFSEVIT
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Florida, who reported that he had lost the Falling Waters Trail while descending and was stuck. Once off trail, Jevin had come finally upon Dry Brook,
and he had used the water course as a route to hike back up until he could
get cell service to call for help. That brook-work had gotten Jevin wet, and
the deep snow had stripped off his boots. Temperatures were forecast to drop
into the low 30s overnight.
Kneeland summoned and sent a team of two NHFG conservation officers
to coordinates derived from Jevin’s cell phone call. The COs reached Jevin
at 1 a.m. and supplied him with dry clothing, footwear, food, a headlamp,
and—as Kneeland noted— “motivation.” After thrashing through thick
cover and deep snow, the threesome reached the trail and, finally, the parking
lot at 4:10 a.m. Jevin declined any further medical attention.
In a press release, Kneeland outlined just how ill-prepared Jevin was for
his hike: “He did not know he would encounter snow and ice on his hike.
He also wore primarily cotton clothing, which is one of the worst fabrics to
wear in cold, wet conditions.” Kneeland also said he carried only two of the
hikeSafe program’s “ten essentials, ” a knife and a whistle, lacking map, compass, warm clothing, extra food and water, a light source, matches, first aid
kit, and rain gear.
Comment: This incident is common in many respects: an out-of-state
hiker sets out to enjoy White Mountain spring and finds a different season.
He persists, even as he is woefully underprepared. Climbing up over bad footing is easier than descending. On the way down, he gets off trail and mired in
snow, which, finally, keeps first one boot, then the other. By the time rescue
arrives he is wet, cold, and shoeless on a night when hypothermia is a given.
In short, he gets his life saved.
Here’s the kicker: As of this writing, the detailed, official report has not
been released because Jevin is contesting being charged as negligent for the
cost of his rescue. That gets him included in this column.
Incident 2, the Baldfaces: Less than 24 hours later, NHFG’s call-line rang
again. It was late in the day, and the light was fading. The caller, Zachary S.,
age 26, said that he had lost the trail somewhere between North Baldface
and South Baldface. Now, he was mired in knee-deep snow, out of food and
water, without a headlamp or extra, dry clothing; he wanted help. Despite the
poor phone connection, NHFG was able to receive coordinates that placed
Zachary just over three miles from the trailhead. Lt. Brad Morse summoned
two COs, and at 9:05 p.m., they climbed into the night.
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Just after 11:30 p.m., the COs reached Zachary, provided him with food,
water, and a headlamp, and then guided him down, arriving at the trailhead
at 1:50 a.m. Morse’s interview with Zachary found that he had left for the
9.6-mile circuit at 10 a.m. on the 9th, “carrying a small pack with only some
extra water, food, and socks. . . . He had no map, compass, added layers of
clothing, traction devices, snowshoes, and headlamp.”
Comment: Lt. Morse recommended that the state bill Zachary for the
cost of the rescue, as he had acted “negligently in that he knowingly hiked a
long and difficult trail while unprepared for the conditions.” I concur with
this recommendation, even as billing for rescue continues to be a controversial subject. While I have written at some length in the past that the right to
bill for rescue costs offers a false promise of helping fund NHFG’s growing
search-and-rescue budget, I believe that in incidents where hiker negligence
is clear, billing can act as a deterrent to others. That is true if it is used judiciously and publicized. Morse, a veteran rescuer cited often by the rescue
community for his skill, is a trusted voice in this respect. (See “End Note” in
this column for a few further thoughts about billing.)
The circuit Zachary attempted is a demanding one, even in warm, dryrock conditions. On a cool, early May day with abundant snow and ice still
in the shaded sections, it’s a route only the most capable and experienced
should try.
Incident 3, Falling Waters Trail: This short account could describe any of
the region’s most common rescues. On May 10 at 8:42 p.m. NHFG got a call
about a hiker benighted on the Falling Waters Trail. Jason R., age 49, had
taken a wrong turn near the end of his loop hike, and, without a light, map,
or rain gear, had called for help. A NHFG CO hiked in, provided Jason with
a light, and the pair reached the trailhead at 10:30 p.m.
Comment: I include this incident for its timing with the other four, its
frequency, and because, as of this writing, Jason was contesting NHFG’s
request that he pay rescue costs on the basis of his negligence. Really?
Incident 4, Mount Moosilauke: May 11 began innocuously enough for an
introductory hiking and camping class of Dartmouth College students, who
set out to climb Mount Moosilauke as part of the culmination of a physical
education course. By 8:30 a.m. the group had gone 1.5 miles up the Gorge
Brook Trail, and Arun A. (age not reported) decided to turn back. He was
concerned that his mesh sneakers were inadequate, and he spoke with one
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of the group leaders before heading back down alone. The rest of the group
continued up and completed their hike in the afternoon. At some point late in
the day, people noticed that Arun was missing. NHFG got the call at around
8 p.m. Lt. Jim Kneeland set about organizing a series of night searches with
volunteers from Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue Team, Upper Valley
Search and Rescue, Lakes Region Search and Rescue, and New England K-9
Search and Rescue. When these searches turned up nothing, NHFG set about
planning for the 12th.
Kneeland then called in NHFG Sgt. Thomas Dakai to take over the
search, and he further suggested that Dakai summon Lt. Mark Ober to help.
Working with Civil Air Patrol’s cellular phone forensics team, Ober was able
to determine that Arun had tried to call 911 at 9:38 a.m., about an hour after
he had turned around, but that call had contained no voice content and
had been dropped. The 911 dispatchers attempted to call him back, but that
call did not go through. A member of the Dartmouth hiking party got a
call around this time, but the call dropped and no message came through.
Arun’s father had received a blank text message about the same time, so he
thought his son was trying to send a routine note about the hike. Arun was
out overnight.
The 911 system had received coordinates from Arun’s dropped call. Arun
was off trail near the Gorge Brook Trail. (Plugging those coordinates into
Google Earth gave me a location a quarter-mile west of the Gorge Brook Trail
at about 3,000 feet.) Early on the morning of the 12th, a team had conducted
a line search (in which a group of searchers work their way through an area as
a moving line, always staying together and checking every bit of ground). But
they neither found nor heard any sign of Arun.
A water bottle found near that same area late on the 12th turned out to
be a bottle Arun had borrowed for the hike. For a second night, darkness fell
without Arun being found. More search plans formed for the 13th. At around
9:30 a.m., a party ascending to their search area came upon Arun on the
Gorge Brook Trail, shoeless and hypothermic, working his way down. Searchers helped him down the short distance to the Ravine Lodge, where he was
met by an ambulance that took him for treatment at Dartmouth Hitchcock
Medical Center. Arun recovered fully.
Comment and Aftermath: This incident seems as tangled as the snowpacked undergrowth hobbling the search. It points—among other lessons—
to the way “lost” can be only yards away from “found,” especially in terrain
made denser still by soft, deep snow.
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We can dispense with the Dartmouth party’s mistakes quickly: They
allowed an inexperienced hiker to begin a demanding hike in inadequate
footwear and without necessary gear. When Arun wanted to go down, the
party’s leader let him do so alone. Witnesses said that Arun said he’d go
down on his own. The Gorge Brook Trail is avenue-wide for part of the way,
but clearly he needed an escort. It then took some time after everyone had
returned for anyone to note Arun’s absence, so the search didn’t get underway
until early evening, when later cell phone evidence showed that Arun knew
he was in trouble by 9:30 a.m., when he tried to call for help.
Dartmouth acknowledged these problems by initiating a thorough review of
their outdoor programs and volunteering to pay $19,000 for search costs before
NHFG could request any payment. Coincident with Dartmouth’s report outlining a number of improvements needed in its program, the school’s newspaper, The Dartmouth, reported that the program’s director had resigned.
What makes this a cautionary tale is the way someone can go missing in
what seems a small area and still not be found by a skilled and determined
richness of search groups. As noted in the incident narrative, a plotting of the
coordinates of Arun’s attempted calls early on the 11th, when only he knew he
was in trouble, suggests that he was within a quarter mile of the trail.
During his post-rescue interview with Sgt. Dakai, Arun said that, after
he left the group and while he was heading down, he had been fiddling with
his phone. When he looked up, he said, he had lost the trail. This summons
a common picture from city streets and one I’ve begun to see on mountain
trails: the bent-necked posture of a cell phone walker-watcher, who stays in
motion but tracks what’s happening on the screen rather than underfoot.
Trading the actual world for the screened one invites collision with objects
such as trees, stones, or mailboxes. But the loss of awareness of one’s real
world is deeper than that. The screen life becomes the familiar one; the real
life becomes surpassingly strange. It is, some screen-involved steps later, like
coming awake in the land of a dream. How did I get here? you wonder. That
question is, of course, at the heart of being lost.
Arun said he survived the 11th and 12th by finding a secure or known place
near a stream and then striking out from it to seek the trail. When he found
no trail, he would return to his secure spot. In essence, Arun was staying put,
thereby diminishing his chances of getting more deeply lost, and waiting for
help. By the morning of the 13th, he felt that he would perish if he stayed put
any longer, and so he set out, finding the Gorge Brook Trail, where he was
found by searchers.
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Statistics combed from the official NHFG report on the three-day search
between May 11 and 13 point to the scope of that effort. Twenty-three COs
were joined by 60 volunteers from PVSART, UVSAR, LRSAR, and New
England K-9. Also aiding the search were helicopter crews from the New
Hampshire Army National Guard and the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Advanced
Response Team. NHFG COs alone drove a total of 5,383 miles on this call.
This account ends with a mystery within a mystery. On the first night, Lt.
Kneeland had line searchers go through that area and several K-9 teams were
also in the area. Kneeland wrote to me, “I think he parked himself near a small
stream that he mentions [in his account to NHFG], and it is possible the flowing water covered the sounds made by searchers. The line search team comprised Upper Valley Wilderness Response Team members, and they continually
blow whistles and make noise. It doesn’t seem possible that he didn’t hear them.
It is possible that he was further from the trail than I think, and he may have
been out of the search area, but I don’t think so due to the depth of the snow.”
Incident 5, Mount Isolation area: The same difficult conditions that plagued
the previous four incidents stymied Kyle W., age 26, and Kenneth B., age 27,
during an ambitious hike on May 11 up the Glen Boulder Trail. They planned
to climb Mount Isolation and return. As the day ebbed, Kyle and Kenneth
contacted Kyle’s mother to let her know that they were off trail and stuck
somewhere near the Davis Path and its spur path up Mount Isolation. Just
before 8 p.m., she got in touch with authorities and offered coordinates she
had received in a text from her son, placing the two friends where they had
suspected they were, near Mount Isolation, almost five miles by trail from the
nearest road. Authorities advised Kyle’s mother to have her son call 911, which
Kyle was able to do at 10:20 p.m.
Dispatchers patched him through to NHFG’s Lt. Mark Ober. Ober
learned that Kyle and Kenneth were mired in deep snow amid many blowdowns, and, though they thought the Davis Path was nearby, they couldn’t
find it. The pair reported also that they had sufficient equipment and supplies
to spend the night, which they agreed to do. The three agreed that Kyle and
Kenneth would try to find their way out in the morning.
On the morning of the 12th, Ober, who had been called in to help with
the search for Arun A. on Mount Moosilauke (see earlier), turned this incident over to CO Matthew Holmes. Holmes’s thorough incident report
details a persistent, and finally successful, effort from Kyle and Kenneth to
get themselves out of the aptly named Mount Isolation area. It also describes
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the equally persistent efforts of two Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue
rescuers, who fought their way along the same decaying snows and vanishing
trails to the site where Kyle and Kenneth had camped on the 11th. Carl Herz
and Steve Dupuis confirmed that the trail was indeed very hard to follow in
the snow and through extensive blowdowns.
Holmes had called AVSAR early that morning, hoping for some volunteers to check the Glen Boulder and Rocky Branch Trails. He got the gold
standard in Herz and Dupuis; they agreed to meet at the Glen Boulder trailhead at 10 a.m. At 9:40, Kyle’s father arrived at the trailhead, bringing with
him news of an early morning phone call with his son. Kyle had said that he
and Kenneth were up, fine, and going to try to reach the Glen Boulder Trail.
Herz and Dupuis climbed away at 10:20 a.m., with a plan to search the Glen
Boulder Trail and then the Davis Path going south to the Mount Isolation
Trail; from there, if they had not found Kyle and Kenneth, the pair would
aim for the coordinates of the prior night’s encampment.
AVSAR members Herz and Dupuis climbed rapidly, and around 1 p.m.,
they reported by radio that they were near the intersection with the Davis
Path and working hard to get through deep snow. By a 2:30 p.m. check-in, the
pair was approximately a mile from Kenneth and Kyle’s campsite and finding
the way very difficult.
By 3 p.m. CO Holmes had no new information, and he conferred with
NHFG Sgt. Alex Lopashanski, who, upon completing a call, planned to join
Holmes. Holmes also called NHFG’s Law Enforcement Division leader, Colonel Kevin Jordan, who authorized Holmes to ask for a NHANG helicopter.
That help would be forthcoming, but only after the helicopter completed its
search for Arun A. on Mount Moosilauke (see Incident 4).
At 3:20 p.m. Holmes learned from Kyle’s father that, after not relocating
the Glen Boulder Trail, his son and Kenneth had taken a compass bearing
and headed due east along it. At 3:55 p.m. Dupuis and Herz reached the prior
night’s campsite, but amid the many tracks couldn’t tell which way Kyle and
Kenneth has finally gone.
A 4:25 p.m. call from Sgt. Lopashanski finally got through to Kyle, who
said he and Kenneth had come upon a cross-country ski trail. Lopashanski was able to use a mapping program to locate Kyle and Kenneth, and he
directed them by phone. Some twenty minutes later the pair emerged from
the woods at the Rocky Branch trailhead at Route 16. Though tired and hungry, the two men were uninjured. Herz and Dupuis made it back to the
Rocky Branch trailhead at 9:35 p.m.
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Comment: Kyle and Kenneth’s plan to hike out to and back from Mount
Isolation amid these spring conditions was overly ambitious. Caught by snow
and amid blowdowns, the pair did well. Advised by Lt. Ober to wait for daylight, Kyle and Kenneth burrowed into the snow with a space blanket and
added layers of clothing and did just that. Encountering further problems
following the trail on the 12th, they used a map and compass well, matching
it to the terrain they could see and figuring out a bearing that aimed at the
nearest road. Even with sketchy phone coverage, they also managed to keep
those waiting for them apprised of what and how they were doing.
NHFG faced a possibly demanding rescue effort at the same time they had
most of their resources—staff and volunteers—at work on Mount Moosilauke looking for Arun A., whose plight seemed dire. The work done via
phone and radio carried the day, and two deeply capable volunteers provided
the assurance that, should Kyle and Kenneth be unable to extricate themselves, help was near, albeit it moving slowly over very difficult conditions.
Unlike the four prior May Days, this one brought no recommendation
that the hikers be charged for the rescue effort. Instead it carried the satisfaction of self-sufficiency and a nicely calibrated response.
Spring snow figured prominently in all of these incidents. Its monorails
make going slippery and slow. When trails vanish beneath it, a problem
opposite to the monorail can arise: Late-season snow off trail is often soft and
unstable; when walkers punch through its mealy, often undermined surface,
the snow sometimes shucks off a boot or shoe that’s in deep. Why don’t these
lost hikers retrieve their boots? For those in mid-wallow, digging out a boot
from two or three feet of snow may seem too much.

June’s Cold
June 13 didn’t offer much to recommend the summit of Mount Washington:
The observatory archives coded its weather as 126, which is shorthand for fog,
fog reducing visibility, and glaze or rime ice. The temperature peaked at 45 F,
bottomed out at 28, and 0.28 inches of rain fell, hurried on by winds averaging 40 mph, with a top gust of 70.
A family of three climbed into that day, and by its end, despite heroic
efforts by NHFG COs and Mount Washington Park staff, they were one
fewer. Sandra L., age 63, her husband Paul, and daughter Amanda were near
the summit, when, at around 2:30 p.m., Sandra said she could not go on.
Amanda called for help, and at 2:35 p.m. NHFG Sgt. Glen Lucas reached
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Amanda by phone and heard her frantic plea. Knowing that the trio was only
0.2 mile from the top, Lucas encouraged them to keep moving up, and, if
that was impossible, to keep moving in place. Lucas then called Mount Washington State Park to get someone to go to the family’s immediate assistance;
while he was calling, Lucas got another call from Amanda, who said that her
mother had collapsed and was wavering in and out consciousness. Lucas said
that help was on the way down from the summit, and he and CO Ben Lewis
scrambled into their truck and headed for the base of the Mount Washington
Auto Road.
While the COs drove up, state park personnel responded. At a little after
3 p.m. park manager Patrick Hummel set off from the summit down the Tuckerman Ravine Trail with supplies for dealing with hypothermia. He found the
family at 3:20 p.m. spread out along the trail; at the back was Sandra who was
“sitting awkwardly” just off the trail. Hummel described the scene in a postincident report: “She was repeating, ‘I cannot move my legs,’ and I asked if
she had fallen. She replied again about not being able to move her legs. She
was wearing light layers, glove liners, and no hat.”
Hummel summoned Amanda, and as he unpacked some dry gear to try
to warm Sandra, he gave Amanda supplies for her father as well. Sandra kept
repeating that she couldn’t move her legs, and as Hummel tried to put a hat
and dry parka on her, she resisted. He noted in his report, “Sandra’s lack of
cooperation and resistance did not appear to be something she was actively
aware of doing.” Hummel called for added help, and soon park employee
Kevin St. Gelais arrived.
St. Gelais persuaded Paul and Amanda to go on to the top, and he tried
to help Hummel get dry clothes on Sandra, who continued to resist. The
two then tried to get Sandra up and walking, but she “stood upright stiffly,
and would not voluntarily move her legs.” They then tried to carry Sandra
between them, but could manage only a few feet of progress. Hummel then
tried carrying Sandra on his back, but her resistance made that impossible. At
3:50 p.m. Hummel sent St. Gelais back to the summit for a litter.
A few minutes later, NHFG COs Lucas and Lewis arrived, and the three
men managed to get Sandra onto Lucas’s back. Lewis then led, while Hummel boosted and stabilized from behind. At 4:10 p.m., they reached a warmed
state park truck and got Sandra into it for the ride down the Auto Road to the
valley. As St. Gelais drove, CO Lewis kept track of Sandra, checking her pulse,
maintaining head-tilt for an open airway. Her pulse was slow, her breathing
shallow. At the base of the Auto Road, Gorham EMS met them, and, after
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checking Sandra’s pulse, began cardiopulmonary resuscitation. A short while
later, Sandra was pronounced dead at Androscoggin Valley Hospital.
Comment: Both the mistakes and the sad cost of those mistakes are evident. Whatever the season, Mount Washington can and will deliver weather
not to be trifled with. Of note in the facts detailed by NHFG and Mount
Washington State Park employees is how cold works variously on people. All
three climbers were underdressed and under-equipped, and all three suffered
degrees of debilitation from the cold they encountered. Two were able—with
assistance—to get through it to the summit; one was not. Sandra’s agitated
resistance to help when it came is consistent with the range of responses
found in hypothermia literature. In extreme moments, the deeply cold can
respond irrationally. For those of us working into and with cold, it’s good to
know that its effects may vary widely.

Later That Day
June 13 was waning, but it wasn’t done with the NHFG COs from the prior
incident. This call came in at 7:48 p.m., and soon Sgt. Glen Lucas and CO
Ben Lewis were back in the truck, headed back also to Mount Washington.
Kevin M., age 19, and Aiden M., 14, had called 911 to say that their 80-yearold grandfather James C. had not returned from their hike up Mount Washington via the Tuckerman Ravine Trail and Lion Head Trail. Light was fading
at the end of this long June day, and they knew that James was not carrying
a light, phone, or overnight gear. The weather, as noted in the prior incident,
was foggy.
From the summit, Lucas sent two COs down the Tuckerman Ravine Trail to
the Lion Head Trail and asked the Appalachian Mountain Club to send a staffer
from its Hermit Lake Shelters up the Lion Head Trail. At 9:40 p.m. AMC’s
employee, Sebastian Dawson, found James lying on the trail, curled up and
unable to speak clearly. By 10:15 p.m. the COs had arrived also, and the three rescuers worked to rewarm James, stripping off his wet, cotton clothes, replacing
them with warm layers and then getting him into a sleeping bag and bivy sack.
As the initial rescue proceeded, Lucas summoned a litter and carrying
team made up of AMC personnel and NHFG COs. They drove to the Alpine
Garden Trail on the Auto Road and hiked the 1.5 miles across to James, reaching him at 1:15 a.m. They took him back to the vehicles by 5 a.m. At the base
of the Auto Road, an ambulance met James and took him to Androscoggin
Valley Hospital, where he recovered.
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Here’s the scene (as reported by Sgt. Lucas) on the way down the Auto
Road in the (very) early morning: Lucas was driving and James sat in the
front seat next to him. Lucas asked for James’s account of the day. James cast
back two days for the start of his narrative. On the 11th, he and his grandsons had climbed Mount Marcy in the Adirondacks. On the 12th, they’d
headed up Vermont’s Mount Mansfield (where James had fallen, bruised
himself, and abandoned the climb); that brought them to Washington on the
13th. Dressed primarily in cotton clothing and working with a three-day-old
weather report, James headed up at around 11 a.m.
At this point, James broke his narrative and said, “I thought I was going
to die.” He said that his legs had stopped working and that he was so cold,
he just lay down on the trail. Now he felt very lucky to have been found. “I
did something foolish,” he said “This mountain is nothing like the Smokies
or Shenandoah Mountains. I’ve hiked there many times, and they are nothing
like this mountain.”
Comment: All of that rings true. Let’s look at the decisions of all three
hikers earlier in the day. Early in the climb, James and his grandsons agreed to
split up, as the pair could move faster than James. James’s new plan then was to
reach the summit and take the Cog Railway down, arriving at the base of the
Auto Road that way. That the Cog drops down the other side of the mountain
was news to James (even though he was carrying a map). As he climbed, James
reported the early weather to be mild and agreeable, but as he reached treeline,
he said it turned rainy and cold, with sleet mixing in. Still, he pressed on, in
part, he said, because descending was more painful for him. That decision
wired him into the trouble that ensued.
The grandsons reached the summit, experiencing a much harder hike than
anticipated. “It was way worse than expected,” said Kevin. That led them to
decide on another route down, and they reported taking the Nelson Crag
Trail. In the aftermath, Lucas asked why they hadn’t gone down the trail their
grandfather was climbing to check on him, and they said the trail was too
hard. Lucas, fresh off Sandra L.’s death not far from where James was found,
voiced his disgust, a rare moment in NHFG official reports, but surely one
merited.
Still, because we—people in general—are complicated beings, it wasn’t
long before another version of the story emerged in a Boston Globe article
on June 21. The rescue had excited a lot of comment and media attention,
a good deal of it taking the family to task. In this version, James defended
his grandsons for adhering to the plan they had agreed upon, and he took
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full responsibility for that plan. That seems fine to me. James also ascribed
his physical collapse to rhabdomyolysis, “a dangerous condition in which
muscles damaged by injury or severe exertion dump toxic material into the
bloodstream,” the article said, “threatening kidneys and other vital organs. It
was not a condition he had had before, he said.”
OK, I thought as I read and researched. The net effect would be similar to
hypothermia. In either event, he had been struck down, high on the mountain, by himself in bad weather, and, even as the article made clear his unusual
(for an 80-year-old) level of fitness, James had no business being where he was
found.
The article proceeded to portray James as much more informed and prepared than the rescuers found him. Sgt. Lucas’s description of their conversation on the way down points to James’s being unaware of basic Mount
Washington geography. In the article, James claimed to have been researching
the climb for a year and wearing five layers of clothing. That’s not the scene
rescuers found, and so, while I’m surely inclined to back away from intense
criticism of a 19- and 14-year-old caught in a tough bind, that simply intensifies my questioning of James’s preparation and decisions.

Looping It
On June 24, Christopher S., age 70, left Lincoln Woods Trail in the wee hours
for a planned Pemi Loop. The popular 31-mile circuit that includes roughly
9,000 feet of climbing draws more foot-folk of varied stripes each year. The
trails that make up this loop around the Pemigewasset Wilderness get walked,
run, raced, and rambled to such an extent that one suspects a Pemi Loop is an
automatic entry on any mountain bucket list. The loop even has its own FKT
(fastest-known time) of 5:45. June’s long daylight makes it a favored month
for looping. Christopher intended a clockwise loop that would take him up
the Osseo Trail, across Franconia Ridge, around to Garfield and the Twins,
and finally across the Bonds and down the Bondcliff Trail, eventually back to
Lincoln Woods.
Around 2 p.m. Christopher’s wife called him, and he said he was about
three-quarters of the way around and that he’d be home (near Boston) by
9 p.m. When he hadn’t arrived by 11 p.m., and her calls to him went unanswered, his wife called for help. So began a rare, protracted search that grew
to include 70 volunteers, 3 K-9 units, 14 NHFG COs, numbers of all-terrain
vehicles, a National Guard helicopter, and numerous passersby. All this effort
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ended happily on the evening of June 28, when two hikers came across Christopher near the intersection of the Bondcliff and Wilderness Trails. What
happened during Christopher’s nearly five days in the wilderness took some
sorting out and remains vague. Time’s steady markers and geography’s locations can vanish when you’re lost.
In post-rescue interviews both NHFG officers and Christopher sought to
understand what happened to him between the June 24 2 p.m. check-in with
his wife and his June 28 evening rescue. Christopher is an experienced hiker,
and he knew the route he had planned. The three-fourths mark around the
loop would have placed him in the vicinity of the Bonds, and he would have
had cell reception at that height before descending into the uncertain coverage of the Pemigewasset Wilderness valley.
On June 25, initial searches of the loop’s eastern trails between Mount
Garfield and Lincoln Woods by NHFG COs and AMC hut personnel from
Galehead Hut didn’t find Christopher. NHFG CO Thomas Dakai was able
to get confirmation of Christopher’s 2 p.m. phone call with his wife from the
Civil Air Patrol’s cell phone forensics team members, but they could not provide Christopher’s coordinates. Late that afternoon, one of the AMC searchers reported having talked with two hikers who said they’d seen a man who fit
Christopher’s description the day before. The encounter was on Mount Bond
heading toward Bondcliff at around 6:30 p.m. They reported that the man
had told them he’d injured his thumb and was out of water. NHFG COs also
encountered three other hikers who said they’d seen a man who looked like
Christopher that day (the 24th). They tabbed their meeting as midafternoon
and near Galehead Hut.
Search plans for Wednesday the 26th expanded into drainages and trails
leading away from the eastern side of the Pemi Loop but turned up no sign
or new sightings of Christopher. NHFG search leaders Dakai and Lt. Jim
Kneeland considered the evening sighting on the 24th near the Bonds to be
the “last point seen,” especially since the two hikers who reported that sighting had identified a photo of Christopher texted to Galehead Hut as surely
the man they had met on trail.
And so, on the 27th, search leaders concentrated their growing number of
searchers in that area’s cliffs and drainages. They also had a NHANG helicopter fly searchers to locations where they could hike down into the drainages
rather than having to climb them. ATVs delivered other searchers to various
areas nearby. They found no sign of Christopher on the 27th. Kneeland did
speak with two more hikers who also said they’d seen Christopher on the
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24th. The first hiker had seen him near Galehead Hut around 3 p.m. and
described him as exhausted. The other hiker had seen Christopher at the
intersection of the Twinway and Bondcliff Trail in late afternoon. He’d asked
for Gatorade, but she hadn’t had any.
On June 28, the helicopter returned, as did more searchers, including
three dogs and handlers from New England K-9 and volunteers from Upper
Valley Wilderness Response Team, PVSART, and LRSAR. The plan included
a line search the length of the trail from Lincoln Woods to the West Bond
Trail, a distance of 10.9 miles. They found no sign of Christopher.
That evening CO Dakai spoke on the phone with the couple who had
seen Christopher in the Bonds on the 24th. They confirmed the meeting
and said that they’d given him some of their water for his 16-ounce bottle.
He’d asked about next water sources, and they had pointed to the brook you
can first hear and eventually cross below Bondcliff.
After searchers had left the area, a call from Lincoln police at 7:41 p.m.
alerted Dakai to a man fitting Christopher’s description having been found
by hikers near the intersection of the Wilderness and Bondcliff Trails. He was
described as extremely dehydrated and confused. COs responded via ATVs,
and, after walking Christopher between them to the bridge at Franconia
Brook (because riding on an ATV safely seemed beyond him), they transferred him to a larger vehicle from the Lincoln Fire Department, which drove
him to the trailhead. From there, an ambulance took him to Speare Memorial
Hospital in Plymouth where he began his recovery.
Comment and Aftermath: Lt. Kneeland conducted a pair of interviews
with Christopher, one on June 29, the other on August 11. By the second
interview, he’d regained some of the estimated 25 pounds he’d lost, and the
considerable media attention had died down. Still, the events of Christopher’s
days “away” confused both men. Late on June 24, coming down from Bondcliff, Christopher thought he had arrived at Black Brook. From there to the
trail’s meeting with the Wilderness Trail, the brook’s never far away. Over the
days he was lost, Christopher remembered spending a good deal of time sheltering beneath a rock overhang, and he recalled hallucinating, at one point
having an extended conversation with a rock. At another point, he heard
voices and thought he saw someone across the brook, but when he waded
over, he found no one. He speculated that he must have spent his time on the
east side of the brook, because he crossed over it when he made his final push
to get out on the 28th and was found by the hikers. His pack also disappeared
during these days, and it is still out there.
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What’s clear from the interviews is that the linear sequencing on which we
depend to track time and its days vanished for Christopher. So, not only was
he off trail and lost, but he was out of time-touch as well. On the day he was
found, motivated by knowing he needed to get out or he would die, and, he
said in a later interview, by wanting to see his family, he worked to refind a
way. That led him finally to his meeting with the Samaritan hikers.
Endurance athletes who sustain long efforts report all manner of odd perceptions, hallucinations, and imaginary conversations during their trials. At
some point—one that varies among us, and one that shifts also with age—the
depletions of extreme work tip us out of our predictable, navigable world and
into being “away.” My own modest experience with this came at the end of
a six-hour cross-country ski marathon, when my peripheral vision became
crowded with “beings.” When I turned to look, they vanished. But “they”
were “there,” I was sure. A friend had to drive me home, because I couldn’t
see “straight.” In the much more extreme, multiday, 300-plus kilometer Tor
des Géants trail race, in Italy, hallucinations are so normal that participants
compare the timing of when they start. It seems that Christopher crossed
over into such a world late on the 24th, and through will and good fortune
returned from it on the 28th.
The exact point of exhaustion beyond which reality shifts or vanishes is
uncertain. Such variables as fitness, diet, weather, hydration, and others make
each foray hard to predict. Aging, too, diminishes endurance as well. In short,
it’s hard to know when you’ll go beyond this point and into a different world.
Christopher’s age, 70, made him more susceptible.
The aftermath of his experience unsettled Christopher, as it would, I think,
anyone. “I planned this for two years,” he said in a subsequent interview. “I
wanted to do the 31-mile loop. I don’t know why, but I wanted to get it done.
And I came close. But what does it matter when I almost did myself in?”
There is a great deal of information and insight in that brief statement.
That it ends with a question mark points us back to the ongoing wonder of
why we do what we do.

End Note—Billing for Rescue
A reading of this season’s SAR work shows a consistent willingness by NHFG
to bill for SAR brought on by negligence. I asked Col. Kevin Jordan, head of
NHFG’s law enforcement division, about my perception, and he agreed with
it. He said that, while it’s impossible to tell how much the threat of billing
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deters hikers from negligent behaviors, he and his COs do believe it prevents
some of those risks and behaviors. So, NHFG sees such billing as a tool to
address risky behavior patterns, not as a way to balance the SAR budget.
Jordan also points out an important statistic that shows sparing use of this
option: While NHFG has averaged 189 SAR missions per year over the past
decade, they have billed for only an average of 11 of those SAR missions per
year. For me, this policy makes good sense.

Postscript: Appreciation
Late fall brought the unwelcome news of Gene Daniell’s death. As longtime
readers of this column will remember, Gene was its editor from the late 1980s
into the early 2000s, and so, when I became the journal’s editor-in-chief in
1989, I inherited him. As happens often when we are new at a job, resources
(articles, notices, wisdom) were sparse, and I worried about being able to conjure a first issue and then a second from all this absence. Amid this concern, I
got a thick envelope whose return address said simply, Daniell, NH.
Inside that envelope, I found pages of accident narratives and analyses, so
many in fact that I considered briefly making the issue an accident-themed
one. I sat down to read. After this first read-through, I knew two things: I
had copy, lots of it, and this guy Daniell sure knew the ground his reports
covered and the surprises that ground could deliver.
Those of you who know Gene’s legend, his work with AMC’s White
Mountain Guide and his being the first to complete what’s now known as the
Grid—climbing all of New Hampshire’s 4,000-footers in each month—aren’t
surprised by this depth of mountain nous. And those who met and hiked with
Gene won’t be surprised by this either: Gene liked to talk, in person and on
paper. Story followed story, and each one had also siblings and spawn; Gene’s
stories sometimes digressed like a braiding stream. So many channels, so much
information. And—no surprise here either—Gene held opinions, strong ones.
For an editor, this sometimes posed a challenge. Gene sent me columns
full of richly detailed stories, as were his precise analyses of those incidents.
But this detailing also made him reluctant to let go of his column when
deadlines neared; there was always more to say. So the gift of so much good
copy was not unalloyed. If I’d allotted 12 pages for the column, I’d sometimes
receive 23, with only slim hours left before I had to turn in the edited version.
Editor’s sigh. And I had to be aware of Gene’s tendency to layer on judgment.
I wanted his column to reflect the kindness I knew in the man.
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So, I had some work to do, often late at night. But the results were invariably good and useful, and very closely followed. Gene’s readers were many,
his critics few.
I learned the subtleties of parsing people’s troubles in the backcountry
from my work with Gene. In particular, I learned to focus on water in its
various states and seasons as a force to be wary of. I knew this from my own
wanderings, but Gene’s emphasis on paying close attention to river and brook
crossings made me a better foot-traveler. And a better writer. I think back to
journal committee meetings and my work with Gene, and see a big, bright
bear of a man, who sometimes had trouble sitting still because there was
always another trail out there.
—Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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Alpina
A semiannual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges

The 8,000ers
The major news of 2019 was that Nirmal (Nims) Purja, from Nepal, climbed
all fourteen 8,000-meter peaks in under seven months. The best previous
time was a bit under eight years. Records are made to be broken, but rarely
are they smashed like this. Here, from the Kathmandu Post, is the summary:
Annapurna, 8,091 meters, Nepal, April 23
Dhaulagiri, 8,167 meters, Nepal, May 12
Kangchenjunga, 8,586 meters, Nepal, May 15
Everest, 8,848 meters, Nepal, May 22
Lhotse, 8,516 meters, Nepal, May 22
Makalu, 8,481 meters, Nepal, May 24
Nanga Parbat, 8,125 meters, Pakistan, July 3
Gasherbrum I, 8,080 meters, Pakistan, July 15
Gasherbrum II, 8,035 meters, Pakistan, July 18
K2, 8,611 meters, Pakistan, July 24
Broad Peak, 8,047 meters, Pakistan, July 26
Cho Oyu 8,201 meters, China/Nepal, September 23
Manaslu, 8,163 meters, Nepal, September 27
Shishapangma, 8,013 meters, China, October 29
He reached the summits of Everest, Lhotse, and Makalu in an astounding
three days. (Here and elsewhere he used a helicopter to reach a base camp.)
He did have support, which varied from one peak to another, from Mingma
David Sherpa, Geljen Sherpa, Lakpa Dendi Sherpa, Gesman Tamang, and
Halung Dorchi Sherpa, along with Dawa Sherpa, who acted as a base camp
manager. Nims timed himself to tackle the westernmost peaks in summer, as
they are less affected by the monsoon. July and May were his most prolific
summit months. At times the project was in danger because of lack of funds.
The biggest question came at the end. Shishapangma is the only 8,000er
to lie entirely in Tibet. Chinese authorities, declaring the mountain unsafe for
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anyone, closed it October 1. After some delay, they opened it just for Nims.
His immediately classic photo of the crowds on Everest appears in the previous Alpina.

The Mountains Are Heating Up
Perhaps the only good thing about climate change is that it is being felt already,
and people are paying attention. The effects are especially observable in the
mountains. Routes are crumbling, and ice is melting. When I was in Zermatt,
Switzerland in 2003, a large hunk of the normal ascent route of the Matterhorn
fell off. Nobody was on it at the time, but many climbers higher up had to be
plucked off by helicopter. And when I returned to Chamonix–Mont Blanc,
France, in 2014, 54 years after my previous visit, the environment looked sadly
different. The famous glacier Mer de Glace (river of ice) had in effect retreated,
leaving unsightly rubble and moraine. The average temperature in Chamonix rose by more than 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit during the twentieth century.
Ludovic Ravanel, a geomorphologist with France’s National Centre for Scientific Research and a specialist in the evolution of alpine environments, said that
nearly all of the most popular mountaineering routes in the Mont Blanc area
have been affected—and some obliterated—by warming temperatures. “The
mighty Aletsch—the largest glacier in the Alps—could completely disappear
by the end of this century if nothing is done to rein in climate change,” according to a report from Agence France-Presse on September 19, 2019.
The fearsome north face of the Eiger is safer in winter, when it is frozen,
than in summer, when melting lets loose a fusillade of rocks. The New York
Times reported (on October 13, 2019) that scientists had determined that “2.8
million cubic feet” of ice on the Eiger’s western side “appeared unstable.”
In Africa, the famed Diamond Couloir on Mount Kenya (5,199 meters)
has lost much of its ice, which could disappear completely. Something similar
is happening on the Tetons’ most famous alpine route, the Black Ice Couloir.
The situation may be more dire in the Himalaya. Glacial melt has produced lakes with moraine borders that could collapse, with disastrous consequences lower down.
Mountaineering publications have documented these hazards. Alpinist magazine 68 (Winter 2020) features an article about “melting giants.”
Its focus is the Meije (3,983 meters), the last major peak in the Alps to be
climbed (1877). In early August 2018 two rock pinnacles came crashing down
the normal ascent route, seriously injuring two climbers. The experienced
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guardian of the Promontoire Refuge has never seen so warm a summer. Situated around 10,000 feet, the refuge had seen only one subfreezing day in the
70 days since its seasonal opening.
In the 2019 American Alpine Journal John Harlin III writes sorrowfully
about Chamonix: “In a few decades most of the valley glaciers will be gone.”
We don’t know how bad it will get—only that it will get worse.

Himalaya
The photograph below and on the title page of this journal is one of the most
dramatic you are likely to see: a lone climber, viewed from above, atop the
prowlike summit of a peak in Nepal, with a glacier far below. The photographer was a drone; the climber was David Lama. The mountain was the previously unclimbed Lunag Ri (6,907 meters). The summit was the culmination
of a multiyear effort by Lama. Twice before he had been accompanied by
the Himalayan veteran Conrad Anker (see Alpina, Winter/Spring 2018). This
time Lama was alone. He reached the top October 25, 2018, after three days of
very difficult climbing.
The achievement was
awarded a Piolet d’Or.
It is impossible to
salute this triumph
without sadly noting
that, as described in
the previous Alpina,
Lama was killed in an
avalanche in the Canadian Rockies in April
2019. A great career, A drone captured David Lama on Lunag Ri.
and a life, cut short.
SEAN HAVERSTOCK/RED BULL CONTENT POOL

Alaska
Karl Egloff, a 38-year-old Swiss-Ecuadorian who must move very fast indeed,
climbed Denali (20,310 feet) in less than twelve hours, round trip, by the
West Buttress—the fastest time ever. Egloff has established other speed
records on major peaks, including Kilimanjaro (19,341 feet)—under seven
hours—and Aconcagua (22,841 feet) in under twelve.
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The year 2018 saw two impressive solo ascents: Colin Haley on the formidable North Ridge of Mount Hunter (14,573 feet) and Cole Taylor on the
very steep North Pillar of Devil’s Thumb (9,077 feet).
In the first part of 2019, Denali, as always, attracted the most attention:
1,230 climbers set out to climb North America’s highest peak; 65 percent were
successful. In contrast, Mount Foraker, at 17,400 feet the fourth highest in
North America, had only 21 aspirants.

Are the Mountains Getting More Dangerous?
The spring 2019 season on Everest ended in eleven deaths. This was a year
that claimed the lives of six of the foremost climbers in the world—two in
the Himalaya (Nanga Parbat), three in Canada (Howse Peak), and one in
Mexico, noted later. Condemnation has followed with such proclamations
as climbers are selfish and reckless and the sport is much too dangerous and
getting more so.
None of this is new. In 1865, during the golden age of mountaineering
in the Alps, seven men made the first ascent of the Matterhorn. On the way
down, four of them fell to their deaths. At the time, rappelling had not been
introduced, so you had to climb down what you had climbed up—often a
more perilous task.
The British press was filled with indignation. Charles Dickens wrote, “Reckless Mountaineering is greater folly than gambling.” Mountaineers were not
deterred. They extended their efforts to the Caucasus, Andes, and eventually
the Himalaya. Casualties ensued. In 1895 the great visionary English climber
A.F. Mummery made the first serious attempt on an 8,000-meter peak, Nanga
Parbat. He underestimated its challenges, but did make progress on a route
now named the Mummery Rib. (This line, still not completed, is where two
challengers died last year in a daring winter attempt.) Then Mummery disappeared with two Gurkha companions, while searching for an easier way up.
The first great age of Himalayan climbing began with the British expeditions of 1922 and 1924. Seven men died on the first trip, four on the second.
These figures were dwarfed by two German expeditions to Nanga Parbat: ten
fatalities in 1934, sixteen more three years later. In all these cases, these were
the only expeditions on the peak. The ratio of deaths to climbers is shocking.
Everest has dominated climbing news recently: tons of garbage removed,
scams, bodies emerging as temperatures warm, and most of all overcrowding—see the previous Alpina for an iconic view of the throngs on the summit
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ridge. There were many more ahead of them and behind. In 2019 the Nepalese government issued 381 permits for foreigners. Adding an equal number
of local guides makes over 750 climbers. And then perhaps 200 more on the
other standard route from Tibet. About 1,000, all vying for the few good
weather days in May.
The eleven deaths number the same as in the two British trips of the 1920s,
but the often-cited fatalities-to-summits ratio is far different. For last spring,
it was approximately 2.2 percent. You cannot make the calculation before the
first ascent in 1953 because you cannot divide by zero. Until the 1970s, the
major Himalayan peaks rarely saw more than one attempt in a season. Casualty figures, still high, had to be measured against the relatively small number
of challengers. Currently not only Everest but other 8,000-meter peaks such
as Cho Oyu and even the very difficult K2 entertain numerous commercial
expeditions, with clients of varying training and ability.
At the cutting edge, climbers will probe such remote areas as the polar
regions and eastern Tibet. But remote is a relative term. In 1922 the British had
to trek for more than a month to reach Everest Base Camp. A road goes there
now. Communication has become immensely easier. Take your satellite phone.
Rescues, though often hazardous, are often feasible in distant places. Helicopters can fly very high and have plucked climbers from the most improbable ledges. And the equipment! A famous photo shows George Mallory and
Edward Norton high on Everest in 1922. They might be out for a scramble
on an easy alpine peak. Their ice axes are long and cumbersome, their boots
leather, their jackets mostly wool, and their hats look designed for the tropics.
Today one wears vapor barrier boots, a complete down outfit, and a helmet.
Despite the explosion of mountain activity, casualty figures have remained
surprisingly stable. The American Alpine Club’s tally of fatalities in North
American climbing has fluctuated little. The highest number was in 1976.
What has been done can be surpassed. Mountaineers will always be pushing standards higher. In March 2019, Jim Reynolds, a young American,
free soloed to the top of Mount Fitz Roy (11,020 feet), in Patagonia, by a
route somewhat easier but much longer than Alex Honnold’s on El Capitan.
More remarkably, Reynolds climbed down the entire route (you can walk off
the top of El Cap). Similarly, it was not until 1964 that the last of the world’s
8,000-meter peaks was climbed. In 1986 Reinhold Messner become the first
to ascend all of them. As noted, Nirmal Purja recently climbed them in a
single year.
Such ventures are indeed risky. Climbing is dangerous. It always has been.
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In Memoriam
Bob Swift, age 89, died October 25, 2019. He was prominent in the golden
age of Yosemite climbing, often teaming with the pioneer Allen Steck. He was
also a member of many foreign ventures, including one to the Karakoram,
which resulted in the only first ascent by an American team of an 8,000-meter
peak, Gasherbrum 1 (8,080 meters), also known as Hidden Peak.
Wayne Merry, Swift’s Yosemite contemporary, died five days after Swift.
He was 88. Although most famed for his role in the first ascent of El Capitan in 1958, he made other notable Yosemite Valley ascents and in the 1970s
helped establish Yosemite Search and Rescue and the Yosemite Mountaineering School. One of the critical and troubling episodes in Merry’s life came
when he was a ranger in Denali National Park. In that capacity he played a
major but frustrating role in the efforts to save seven climbers stranded by a
storm in July 1967. In the mountain’s worst tragedy, all of them died. Merry
struggled against bureaucracy to mount an overflight that was too late.
Brad Gobright died last November in an accident in northern Mexico’s
El Potrero Chico, a national park. He was 31. His death adds to the list of talented young climbers lost last year. He had made many difficult rock ascents
in Yosemite, Eldorado Canyon, Squamish, and elsewhere. Many of these
climbs were unroped solos. By a sad irony, his death came while rappelling
with a partner, Aidan Jacobson, who survived with injuries. Gobright had
slipped off the end of his rappel line.
Immediately after the accident, Alex Honnold wrote on Instagram, “I
suppose there’s something to be said about being safe out there and the inherent risks in climbing but I don’t really care about that right now. I’m just sad
for Brad and his family.” Many months have now passed, and it is appropriate to note that this was an accident that need never have happened. If these
climbers had only tied knots in the ends of their ropes (they were rappelling
simultaneously) they would not have fallen.
A Canine Correction
Apologies to the late Ralph Waterman (see previous Alpina). He was indeed
a member of the Appalachian Mountain Club, until it was revealed that he
was a dog.
—Steven Jervis
Sources include the Kathmandu Post, Alan Arnette’s blog alanarnette.com/blog/,
and the New York Times. Thanks to Assistant Alpina Editor Michael Levy.
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News and Notes
A Tribute to AMC’s Walter
Graff from a Daughter He Once
Carried to Galehead Hut
When I was about 5 years old, my
parents planned a three-day backpacking trip. We would hike to Zealand Falls Hut on the first day, spend
the night, and head over to Galehead Hut on the second day, returning home on the third.
Almost three decades later, I don’t
remember much of the trip, though I
am sure my parents nurtured excitement before we embarked on the
adventure. As we hiked, my mother
would tell us stories, sometimes
about a magical fairy (for me) or
a mysterious bear (for my brother,
Walter Graff carrying his daughter, Tasha,
on a backcountry ski trip.
Gabriel). My father would hold his
COURTESY OF TASHA GRAFF
hand up and we would freeze like
wobbly statues and silence ourselves,
as he pointed upward or sideways, his keen ears picking up the susurration
of birds in a tree or bush, whispering them out of hiding. The wilderness, for
our family, was a place of joy, curiosity, bribery by chocolate, and sometimes,
like on that particular trek from Zealand to Galehead, of tears.
Several miles into our journey, the skies opened up and it started to pour.
It was too late to turn around, so we forged ahead. My brother, delighted
by the new obstacle, ran ahead, leaving splashes of mud and a despondent
younger sister in his wake. I am sure I complained every step of the way.
Being my father’s daughter, I was equipped with rain pants and a rain jacket,
but my face was wet with tears and I gave up, refusing to take another step.
I don’t remember announcing my refusal, though I probably wailed it with
all the fervor a kindergartener can muster, frightening nearby creatures. I do
remember my dad scooping me up, above his heavy pack. I’m not sure what
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he said, but I can guess, from many more years of experience, that it was kind,
and perhaps even funny.
For the last precarious mile of the journey, my dad carried me on his
shoulders, while singing “You Are My Sunshine” and songs from the “Annie”
soundtrack, my favorites—making me forget my tears, my tired legs, and the
rain. This small memory represents the three most prominent traits of my
father: his love of the outdoors, his endless positivity, and, most importantly,
his love of people.
Eleven years before I was born, in July 1974, Walter Graff found himself in
Pinkham Notch, freshly hired as a program manager. He grew up in New
York City and spent many hours playing baseball in the wilds of Central
Park. Somewhere between Manhattan and Yellow Springs, Ohio, where he
attended Antioch College, he fell in love with nature.
In his first job at the Appalachian Mountain Club, Walter settled into
life in northern New Hampshire, building deep friendships (and ultimately
a family) in his newfound home, studying plant, bird, and tree identification
books at night to prepare for his job guiding fellow nature enthusiasts around
the trails of the White Mountains.
Over the next few decades, Walter built AMC’s outdoor education program. In 1995, Walter was promoted to become AMC’s deputy director, where
he worked on the re-permitting process of the huts that AMC operates in
the White Mountain National Forest. He also created a stronger tie between
AMC and the local community. In 2002, he started to lead the Maine Woods
Initiative, his proudest achievement. AMC has purchased and protected
70,000 acres in Maine and laid the groundwork for larger conservation and
recreation projects.
For the last decade, in his role as AMC’s senior vice president, Walter continued his work in the Maine Woods, working not only to buy and protect
land, but also to open Little Lyford Lodge and Cabins, Gorman Chairback
Lodge and Cabins, and Medawisla Lodge and Cabins.
Growing up, I spent many happy hours running around Pinkham with my
brother, going on trips with the whole family to the huts (on my own two
feet) and, later, to the Maine lodges. I’ve visited the AMC offices in Boston,
Portland, Brunswick, and Greenville. I’ve eaten meals at the Highland Center, attended annual meetings, and watched my father make his classic dad
jokes in front of a warm crowd. I’ve grown up knowing and loving so many
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of his colleagues. And yet.
AMC was only a small piece
of my childhood. For my
dad, for both my parents,
AMC was always secondary
to our family.
I recognize that many
people know my father in
different capacities from his
45-year career at AMC, from
the long-haired guide in his
late 20s to the fundraiser
and conservation visionary.
People who have worked
with my father always talk
Walter and his daughter Tasha, now grown up.
about his hard work and
COURTESY OF TASHA GRAFF
dedication, his listening
ability and his gentle—and
sometimes not-so-gentle—nudges to move a project or idea forward. People
tell me about his legacy, they point to maps and permits and projections and
acres, and use such words as perpetuity and phrases such as forever wild.
My dad has worked for AMC for my entire life, but that was not how I
described or thought of him as a child. He was and is my dad. The family man
with lifelong friendships. The hugger, the pancake maker, the man who easily shed tears, who laughed often, who told me he was proud of me so many
times that his voice is etched into my memory, who carried me—literally and
metaphorically—through hard times, and celebrated every accomplishment,
however large or small, as my brother and I grew up.
For me, for my family, for all those lucky enough to call my dad a friend,
his legacy is one of love and kindness. How lucky we all are that he used his
career to protect the wilderness and continues to use his life to protect those
he loves.
—Tasha Graff

Tasha Graff is a writer and teacher who lives in Maine.
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Lisa Ballard Wins Travel Writing Award for Appalachia Article
The Society of American Travel Writers awarded Lisa Ballard its Silver Award
(second place) in the Special Purpose category of its 2019 Lowell Thomas
travel awards. She won for her story and photos, “Climbers as Humanitarians” (Summer/Fall 2018). Ballard’s story covered a trip to Mexico to help
people in the high country after the 2017 earthquake. Team members helped
migrants who had been hurt riding trains through Mexico on their way to
the United States. The judges wrote, “Ballard’s story, which includes a long
climb up a mountain, is filled with humanitarian deeds told in her moving
narrative style.”
Since the early 1980s, the Lowell Thomas competition has recognized
excellence in the field of travel journalism. The competition awards more than
$20,000 annually in prize money for outstanding print, online, multimedia
works, photography, and both audio and video broadcast in various travelrelated categories. It is the premier competition in this field, akin to the Pulitzer Prizes for travel journalism. The awards are named for Lowell Thomas,
an acclaimed journalist, prolific author, and modern-day world explorer who
achieved numerous “firsts” during five decades in travel journalism and whose
spirit of adventure and discovery epitomized that of the inquiring travel journalist. This year, there were 1,335 entries in 25 categories, which were judged
by 26 faculty members at the Missouri School of Journalism.
—From press release

The Night the Land and Water Conservation Fund Was Restored
In the gallery of the U.S. House of Representatives on the evening of February 26, 2019, a handful of nonprofit partners from across the Land and Water
Conservation Fund (LWCF) Coalition sat in gleeful disbelief as we watched
the yes votes tick up, up, up on the electronic tote board, as members of Congress and their staffers milled about the massive chamber below. 50 . . . 100 . . .
200 . . . 218, that’s a majority but we need two-thirds to pass tonight under special
expedited rules . . . 270, getting close . . . 290!!! We won!! . . . but it’s still going up!
. . . 300 . . . 325, wow . . . 350, never thought we’d win so big!! . . . 363 votes in
total for S. 47, the John D. Dingell, Jr. Conservation, Recreation, and Management Act. That total was 363 bipartisan votes to permanently reauthorize
LWCF.
Our joy in this bipartisan vote was only equaled by our shock—so many
years of work on the seemingly impossible task of getting Congress to do
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something, something so critical for the places we love, for parks and trails,
for mountains and forests, for clean drinking water and wildlife habitat and
playgrounds for kids. And now after watching America’s most important conservation and recreation program expire twice in five years, after sweating
bullets as we counted down the days, we finally won. And won by a landslide.
Of course, we weren’t just sitting around idly counting down the days. I
worked harder than ever before in my life to save LWCF, rallying partners and
stakeholders, land trusts and recreation groups, sportsmen and ranchers, business owners and local officials to all speak with one voice: This program is vital
to our communities. You may wonder what Appalachian Mountain Club conservation policy staffers do all day, and how our partners at such groups as the
National Audubon Society, The Wilderness Society, The Conservation Fund,
Outdoor Industry Association, and countless others do their work to protect
the places we love. Well, once in a while we sit and watch Congress vote . . .
but every day before that we hustled to make that vote happen.
On February 26, closing in on victory, I accompanied a rafting business
veteran, the head of a small land trust, and a Republican county commissioner from an economically depressed corner of West Virginia to meet with
representatives about past and future LWCF funding needs to keep building
the recreation economy along their world-class rivers. Then I rushed to our
“war room” in the Capitol to work the phones with my colleagues, supporting
our Congressional champions leading the effort and squashing any potential
hints of trouble. I sent mass email blasts to inform more than 1,000 partners
in the LWCF Coalition how things were going and what they needed to do
to ensure their representatives voted yes. I strategized about which local voices
could best help win over swing votes. I wrote a press release and social media
posts. I answered everyone’s questions from California to New Hampshire
and made sure they all stayed on message. I kept massive spreadsheets of all
members of Congress, their history of support for LWCF, their key staff contacts, and the latest we’d heard of how they would vote. Even though we were
confident of victory that day, you never know what will happen in Congress,
and you better keep your eye on the ball, as there are countless ways it can
all fall apart.
It took years to build up enough momentum to get to the floor of the
House, to create the opportunity to have that crucial vote. Congress has infinite priorities and only so many hours in a day. As manager of the national
LWCF Coalition, I spent much time roaming the halls of Congress meeting
with lawmakers so that state by state, district by district, they understood the
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benefits of this program to their constituents. I refuted misinformation from
opponents about how the program works, how it’s not a “federal land grab”
but a set of tools for communities to choose from and use according to what
kind of conservation they need and want. I strategized with DC insiders to
get through each specific step in the legislative process and each roadblock we
met along the way. I rallied the nationwide troops, spread the word on social
media and in the press, and gave a voice to as many local advocates as possible to connect the places they love with an abstract federal program needed
to protect them, and then with their members of Congress who needed to
make it happen.
And I relied on countless local field staff at AMC and hundreds of partner
organizations. For every state and region, there are people who know that
place and its people, know the LWCF projects that have successfully protected beloved landscapes and recreation areas, know the places under threat
that are waiting for funding and could at any point be lost to development,
and know the local members of Congress and their staff. For them, the job
is more immediate: They keep their friends and colleagues informed about
what’s happening in DC, and keep the folks in DC informed about what’s
happening on the ground. They show the concrete benefits of conservation
and recreation to the local economy—in Maine and New Hampshire, that
means protection of working forests to protect the water supply and keep jobs
in the woods; acquisition of inholdings at Acadia National Park, in the White
Mountain National Forest, and along the Appalachian Trail to increase access
and prevent incompatible development, spreading out visitors and protecting their experience of these natural wonders; and creation of hundreds of
local parks and playgrounds, greenways and bikeways, boat ramps and fishing access points that connect people to the outdoors. There are more than
42,000 stories to tell about the success of the LWCF in protecting the places
we love, and through amazing partners in this coalition I have tried to tell as
many of them as possible. Now I give back my own success story, not about a
beautiful landscape but a map of 435 Congressional districts woven together
to #SaveLWCF.
—Amy E. Lindholm

Amy E. Lindholm is the LWCF Coalition manager for AMC.
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A Ramble in the Alps: Hütte to Hütte
We sat on a terrace that wraps around Dossenhütte. The Swiss alpinist I was
talking with casually balanced his stein on the edge of the parapet and went on
to describe how last winter he had skied down the face of Rosenlauigletscher.
Today, in the summer, that glacier is serrated with crevices as it tumbles off
the mountain, and my companion wondered at his own descent.
I couldn’t take my eyes off that beer stein. It sat at the edge of a 100-meter
plunge into the mist and rocks below. The Swiss have a very casual attitude
toward dizzying heights.
While planning my hike, I narrowed my planning to the 153 hüttes of
the Swiss Alpine Club (SAC); these most closely resemble the Appalachian
Mountain Club’s huts in the White Mountains of New Hampshire.
Each SAC chapter runs its own hüttes, which range from bivouacs to selfservice to full service.
Huts are micro communities with norms that help them operate, and I
didn’t know the Swiss customs. So I approached Gelmerhütte with a bit of
uncertainty. In the entranceway was the first obvious hint. One wall was covered with a boot rack, and a second wall was covered with shelves full of foam
clogs called Crocs. No boots inside the hut.
I found the “hüttenwarte,” the hut warden, and she showed me around,
and pointed out my place at one of the communal tables and my place on
the sleeping platform, then told me the times for supper and breakfast. The
hut itself was built of stone and perched on top of a cliff face, well above the
treeline. Below us a mountain stream launched itself over a cliff and nearly
disappeared as the wind blew it into a mist.
That evening I shared a table with two women and their three young
boys. The boys were buried in their comic books as I practiced my German
with their mothers. We ate backerbsen (croutons) in a broth soup, salad,
mashed potatoes with a pork stew, and for dessert a hard meringue with
cream and fruit. At the table in the corner of the room was the only nonSwiss party I met on my ramble, an English family with three generations of
rock climbers.
In all the huts I visited we slept in a dormitory, close under the roof.
The room had two tiers of sleeping platforms, one at knee level and one at
shoulder height. Each platform was covered with a thick foam pad that could
accommodate a dozen sleepers. Each place on the pad was provided with a
duvet and a pillow. I had come prepared with a “sleep sack,” a lightweight
sleeping bag.
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Breakfast was coffee, muesli, black bread, butter, cheese, and more. Today’s
hike involved dropping 1,200 meters to the Aare River, then a climb of 1,500
meters to a blank spot on my map.
Hütte wardens are the masters of their valley, so when I was planning my
hike and encountered that blank, I emailed the warden at Gaulihütte. She
advised me against the pass from Bächlitahütte, but suggested that the high
pass over the Grubenjoch was a bit challenging but perfectly reasonable. Joch
literally means yoke and is a pass, or as a New Englander would say, a gap.
When I expected my trail to vanish, it went from red and whites blazes to
a very few blue and white splashes. I later learned that these were the marks
of “alpinist” or “mountaineer” trails. After a pretty sketchy scramble and an
encounter with a ibex, I finally topped the joch and the whole of the Gauli
basin opened below me. I could see tonight’s hütte 3 kilometers west and 1
kilometer below me. At the head of the valley is the Gauli glacier and its many
feeders. Below the glacier is a lake, turquoise with “glacial milk,” which didn’t
show on one of my maps, because it has only formed in the last decade as the
glaciers have retreated.
I was a bit late, so was happy to make up some time by tobogganing on
my back across a few snowfields. I almost made it to dinner on time. I had
finished my soup and salad by the time my table companions were dishing up
the Chinese chicken and rice.
“So where did you come in from?” they asked me. I told them Gelmerhütte, which surprised them. Surely I meant Grubenhütte? I thought perhaps
I had scrambled the names and so pulled out my map. Indeed I had started
at Gelmerhütte. What surprised the Swiss wasn’t the distance so much as the
idea of a point-to-point hike alone. Most guests came to the hütte for a few
days and radiated out from here, exploring the glaciers or rock climbing.
That evening I described the AMC huts to my table companions and the
hütte staff, and what astonished them the most is that the AMC hut crew
would carry in supplies. The next morning I witnessed the Swiss solution.
Every other day a helicopter supplies the hütte.
The next morning I sat in the high alpine meadows for an hour, absorbing
the sounds of the mountains. These hills are alive with the sound of rushing,
cascading, plunging water.
When I finally left the hütte, I filled my water bottle with the traditional
marschtee—marching tea. This tea is reddish and brewed from rose hips. The
Swiss will expound on the virtues of marschtee: vitamin C and the energy to
take on a steep climb, but I think part of this was derived from the honey that
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some hikers added. The tea was offered either hot or cold, and traditionally
each hiker is limited to a liter.
As I descended into the valley, I heard sheep bells. It had been springlike
at Gaulihütte, but now it was hot, humid, and summerlike in the valley. And
then it was time to climb 1,400 meters to Dossenhütte. Every hour I climbed
back a month in the season. I passed from forest to grassland to alpine meadows and then through scree, talus, and alluvial, lacelike streams. Blue and
white blazes since the valley floor had forewarned me to expect an alpine
experience and soon I found myself traversing a cliff face on a very narrow
ledge—with a steel cable fixed to the rock.
Dossenhütte was embedded in clouds and rain when I arrived. The hütte
warden told me that there had been a number of cancellations because the
weather was expected to continue to deteriorate in the next few days. As it
was, another pair joined us. They had no desire to descend to the Rosenlaui
Glacier in that cloud. The descent, which I would inch my way down tomorrow, was a “via ferrata,” an “iron trail,” with steel cables and ladder rungs
mounted to the rock face.
Dinner was remarkable: cucumber and cream cheese on pumpernickel,
carrot and ginger soup, an amazing salad. The main course was pasta with
a four-cheese sauce and tomatoes. And for dessert, a freshly baked cake. It
was the best meal I had in Switzerland. As the hütte warden (a true chef )
explained to me, “If you are going to have a helicopter deliver supplies, why
not request the best?”
One of the parties that evening was a father in his mid-60s, and his
20-something son and daughter. They had been out on the Rosenlauigletscher
that day with ropes, ice axes, and crampons. I think the son and daughter
were doing their best to keep their father out of trouble. They told me that
at one point, the ice had collapsed under their father and they had to haul
him out of a deep crevasse. I got the impression that the children thought the
father a little careless. The father shrugged.
He told us that he had been out on a 30-day backcountry ski trip last
winter. Warum tue ich das? Denn wenn ich das tue, weiss ich, dass ich lebe, he
told us. They translated for me, “Why do I do this? Because when I do this, I
know I am alive.”
—Timothy P. Smith
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Long Trail South to Cowles Cove Shelter
A nine hours’ stride along
this mountain ridge in clouds,
patches of color over
the rubble-boil in rain,
poncho hopeless, hat
a crumpled sponge, boots
a-slosh in a trail of mud.
Night now, chill air
pours across the path.
Headlamp strapped over hat,
string of white patch blazes—
skiff in a gale,
yawing and pitching,
boulders like breakers
looming to be climbed. The chill
pounds the thermometer down,
stabs skin, stiffens muscle,
seeps into spine. The fog-blurred
beam—then, there!
Shelter wall, flat
touch, no mirage
of tree trunks: a dark wet wall—
shaggy, improbable, dream-like—
slant of roof, ecstasy of goose
bumps, driving cloud at thirty-two
hundred feet above sea level. Swells
of water over the ridge, under the shelter’s
floor. Layers of clothing, cooking
water warming on the stove.
Parker Towle

Parker Towle retired in 2014 after 53 years in the practice and teaching of neurology at Harvard and Dartmouth. His most recent book of poems is World Spread Out
(Antrim House Books, 2015). He resides with his wife Phyllis in Franconia, New
Hampshire.
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Research
Two Old Loons Spark New Wonder
I think I have a couple of loon stories worth telling. One is a reunion of sorts
with a very old loon—who feels like a friend—and the second a familiar loon,
also old, whose identity we nearly lost. Both loons have touched my life in
unforgettable ways.
Recent experiences with these two loons inspired me and my longtime
colleague Lucas Savoy to dig a bit, with the help of others, and assemble a
small data set of older banded loons. It was a first look at what we knew or
didn’t know in this case. And, there was a big surprise in the findings.
The loons are most certainly the stars in this story, but without color
bands and a long-established methodology of successfully tracking banded
loons, there wouldn’t be a story. So, it seems appropriate to provide some history: a brief general history of the banding program, and some personal early
experience of mine.

Lee Attix in his boat near loon habitat, taking notes. DICK GREENAN
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Banding loons first began in the 1980s. Each adult loon is tagged with four
bands, two on each leg, allowing skilled researchers to track and identify individuals using binoculars or a spotting scope, without the need to recapture
them. Early on, findings disproved some long-held beliefs about loons, such
as loon pairs mate for life. You may have read this in early literature or likely
heard it around a lakeside campfire. It’s wrong. Bands helped us discover and
document both long and short-term pair bonds in loons, a relationship not
unlike the fragility of human marriage.
My first experience with banding and tracking loons was in 1997 in New
Hampshire. The Loon Preservation Committee took a gamble on a 40-yearold former sales professional and entrusted me with a seasonal field position
conducting loon productivity surveys in Coos County, the remotest part of
the state. I was nearly in Canada. I liked it, a lot!
I wasn’t very good at identifying banded loons at the outset, but I was
driven, some would say insanely so, by the opportunity to identify an individual loon. Sometime in that first field season, I spent an entire day (eight
hours or so) in Errol on the shore of Round Pond trying to identify one loon.
Besides skill, which I was still striving to acquire, I needed the cooperation
of the bird. It’s easiest to see the bands when a loon preens and lifts its leg(s)
out of the water. Alternatively, you need a close-up view with calm water and
a stationary loon, relatively near. This loon wasn’t cooperating, and the insects
were thick and hungry and fouling my view.
My stubborn persistence paid off. Just before dusk the banded loon surfaced very near shore in front of me, and lingered, calmly, long enough for a
positive identification. I’m pretty sure my feet never felt the ground on the
way back to my vehicle. I know elation kept me awake well into the night,
and I’ve been hooked on band identification ever since.
The following year (1998) I was rehired as the Lake Umbagog loon guy. At
the time Lake Umbagog had quite a few banded loons to identify and track,
which always woke me early. A dawn departure from the dock often meant
navigating the serpentine Magalloway River in still or billowing lake fog in
search of loons, nests, offspring, and of course, banded loons. It also meant
calm water, an advantage for sighting bands.
This endeavor—resighting bands—can be maddening. Loons on lightly
developed lakes like Umbagog are often easily spooked. This made for trying
days of observing loons for hours without any luck. Too many loons would
stay on the surface just long enough to give me a glimpse of bands and then
dive and disappear. One welcome exception was the Sweats Meadow female.
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The Sweats Meadow female first banded in 1993 (front) swims with her mate (first
banded in 1994) and their chick in 2018. LEE ATTIX

(Researchers name loons by lake and territory.) If I kept the rough-running,
two-stroke motor on low idle, I could approach her at trolling speed without
any alarm or change in behavior. Remarkably, for this relatively new loon guy,
she would just float on the surface and allow me to pass or linger close enough
to see her bands with my naked eye. And, this meeting or greeting of sorts
would be repeated just as described every year for multiple years. It became
an annual ritual, as reliable as the sun rising, and a special bond for me, and
seemingly for her.
Twenty years later, in the summer of 2018, I received a phone call and email
that alerted me the Sweats Meadow female was still alive. Really? An old fire
within was rekindled. My first action upon remembering my own age and
doing a little cerebral math was to scurry to the database. Just how much time
had passed? How old would she be? I would learn she was originally banded as
a breeding adult in 1993 (estimated 6+ years old). Wow! This would make her
approximately 31 years old.
She was identified in a neighboring territory called Harpers Meadow, just
a very short distance from where she was originally banded. Remarkably, she
was still breeding and had successfully hatched two chicks. This finding set
off an immediate flurry of excited dialogue with colleagues and made us ask a
number of questions. More on that later.
Immediately, I knew I had to get back to Umbagog and have a reunion
of sorts with this old friend. Could I boat right up to her again as I had
two decades ago? Would she remember me? I had rather romantic images
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of floating by her in my kayak in a new morning mist, mirrored water. . . .
And, I had hoped to be joined by another colleague, whose time on Umbagog
preceded mine. He had his own, even older relationship with her, and now an
old friendship with me, but that plan fell apart.
Pushing on, within a few weeks (July 18, 2018) I arranged to reunite with
the Sweats Meadow female by hitching a ride on a boat with a crew from the
Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge. They conduct annual monitoring
of the loon population, and they were the ones who had first reported her
status. We found her perhaps a quarter-mile east of Route 16 in a favorite
cove, foraging with her mate who is also banded*, feeding most of their catch
to pestering, month-old chicks with insatiable appetites. Unfortunately, the
wind was blowing a gale, with whitecaps even in the river. We were getting
tossed around pretty good in a 22-foot pontoon boat. We couldn’t get close
and couldn’t linger. This wasn’t the intimate, blissful reunion I had imagined.
I don’t think she recognized me hanging out over the railing with my camera,
cursing the wind and waves. Nevertheless, it was a meaningful reunion, and
well worth the effort.
During this same time I was conducting loon surveys on Little Sebago
Lake in Windham, Maine. For two decades I had been tracking an older
banded loon there. In recent years her identity could not be confirmed, as she
had lost both bands on her left leg over her long life span. I could see her silver
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service band, and a very faded band I photographed.
After blowing up the image, I concluded it was an old orange band, and she
was likely a female originally banded on the lake in 1997, but recapturing her
would be the only way to positively determine her identity.
Loons are elusive, strong divers, and challenging to catch. Researchers capture loons with young at night when the loons can’t see them and will remain
in their territories to defend chicks. As luck would have it, after many years of
unsuccessful breeding, this year she had a single chick. With good conditions
(dim moon and calm winds) we gathered a volunteer crew, including Savoy,
his young daughter, and a local lake resident who coordinates volunteer loon
monitoring efforts. The capture was quick and uneventful, with one amazing
twist. When we got her in the boat and free of the net, the metal band fell off
her leg, and the faded plastic band simply fell apart. Unbeknownst to us, if
* The banded male who bred with the Sweats Meadow female in 2018 was banded as a chick in
1994 in the Magalloway River, just a short swim away. This makes him 26 if he survived the winter, and New Hampshire’s only banded loon who returned to his natal lake to successfully breed.
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This loon, known as the Horse Island female, builds a nest in 2018. LEE ATTIX

we hadn’t recaptured her then, we likely never would determine who she is, as
the bands were going to be lost at any moment.
What was left of the worn, weak metal band did confirm this was a female
loon, the one I believed her to be. She was originally banded in the Horse
Island territory in 1997. This meant she was 27 in 2018.
Soon after these two events, our curiosity spawned lively conversation. A
number of burning questions arose; how many of these “old” banded loons
do we know of, how old are they as a group, where are they in relation to
where they were originally banded, and how many of them are still breeding
successfully? Nobody had ever looked at this.
Our long New England winter was the perfect time to research this. We
would interrupt report writing and fundraising, naps and snow sports, but
these were burning questions, ones well worth the effort.
Data was requested and received from loon researchers in Maine, New
Hampshire, New York, Vermont, Massachusetts, and Montana. As a first
look, we asked for records of any loons banded in 2004 or earlier who were
positively identified in 2018. Once completed, we had a list of 42 adult loons
from this region who survived whatever threats they encountered and were
now at least 20 years old.
When we analyzed the information we had on the group, many of the findings were unremarkable. The age range was 20 to 31 years, with an average age
of 23.6 years. The number of males and females were almost equal. However,
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there was one big surprise. When we looked at breeding status, 33 (79 percent)
of the 42 adults were still actively breeding, qualified as adults who laid eggs
and/or hatched chicks. Twenty five of these 33 (76 percent) were successfully
hatching chicks. For me and I believe most if not all the others, this was a
remarkable finding. The oldest loons were amazingly successful breeders. Not
a single researcher who submitted data could have predicted that outcome.
Armed with this surprising finding, the group has a renewed commitment
to prioritize tracking this group of loons and other loons who survive into their
20s. What does this mean? Certainly more data is needed in the years to come.
I would hazard a guess, however, that there is a strong correlation between
sustained breeding success over a loon’s lifetime and long-term survival.
It’s a new mystery, and one this old loon researcher plans to continue to
investigate with the passion and vigor displayed in pursuit of that early band
identification at Round Pond.

2019 Update
The Sweats Meadow female returned to Lake Umbagog. She was identified
somewhere in the Androscoggin River, in or near her 2018 territory. She
didn’t pair or occupy a territory. We estimate that she is now approximately
32 years old.
The Horse Island female also returned to Little Sebago lake. Her 2018 territory was occupied by her 2018 mate and an unbanded female early in the
season. Later in the season, the Horse Island female occupied the territory
with a banded male from another territory. They did not breed. We estimate
that she is now approximately 28 years old.
Will these two “old gals” be back in 2020? Where will they be? Will they
occupy a territory again and successfully breed? I can’t wait to get out there.
—Lee Attix

Lee Attix is the director of Loon Conservation Associates. He collaborates with lake
associations to help them understand their loon populations and implements conservation measures. He has devoted more than twenty years to loon research and conservation in Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, the mid-Atlantic states, and Canada.
He is now working with the Kezar Lake Watershed Association, the Little Sebago Lake
Association, the Belgrade Lakes Association, the Watchic Lake Association, the Somes
Meynell Wildlife Sanctuary and several others. Contact him at lcattix@gmail.com.
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Books and Media
The Unlikely Thru-Hiker:
An Appalachian Trail Journey
By Derick Lugo
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2019. 224 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-118-7. Price: $19.95 (paperback).
Dear Mr. Moose, I promise not to be a nuisance if you show yourself to me. A quick picture, maybe a video. Oh, and I would like to
touch your antlers. That’s all. Thanks.
—Mr. Fabulous
P.S. I’m the one with the dreadlocks.

In anecdotes like this one shared in his thru-hiking blog, city dweller Derick
Lugo writes insightful perspectives on self-reliance, reverence for nature, fitness, and fierce determination to endure.
The fish-out-of-water formula has long been a successful plot device in TV
sitcoms, big-screen comedies and, in recent years, first-person adventure tales.
Bill Bryson had readers alternately guffawing and grimacing in 1998 with
his A Walk in the Woods (Anchor, 2006) Cheryl Strayed’s 2012 memoir, Wild
(Knopf, 2019), about her emotionally wrought solo hike on the Pacific Crest
Trail, was equally hilarious and cringe-worthy.
Lugo emerges as an even more improbable narrator: an inner-city black
man better accustomed to taking in stand-up acts at New York comedy clubs
than to tramping with a heavy backpack over mountain and valley for 2,184.2
miles from Georgia to Maine.
Lugo is an engaging storyteller whose instincts may seem inclined to go
for the cheap laugh, but in truth offer deep insights on his journey. Lugo has
a wonderful ear for dialogue, as in this exchange with a hiker named Josh,
whom he and fellow backpacker “Swiss” encountered the first day on the
trail. Lugo had just struggled to haul his 42-pound pack up 600 tortuous
stone stairs leading to a roadside archway at the official northbound start of
the AT, when he spotted Josh jump out of an SUV.
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“What the—did you skip the STRENUOUS steps?” I ask with amazement.
Josh smiles. “Yeah, I was going to have my parents drive up with my pack
while I hiked up the steps, but I didn’t want them to have to wait for me, so
I rode up with them.”
“Yo, those steps were a breeze. You should have taken them,” I say, shooting a glare at the wicked steps below us.
“Oh really?” Swiss responds, rolling his eyes.
“No, it was far from easy. You’re lucky you got the ride up,” I say to Josh.
“The AT doesn’t start until we reach Springer Mountain anyway,” Josh says.
“Nonetheless, my lazy friend, I’m counting it,” I say with a wide-eyed smile.

Later on down the trail, Lugo—a self-described suspicious New Yorker
who took on the trail name “Mr. Fabulous”—delivers a delightful riff on trail
angels.
Who are they? Why do they do what they do? Why would someone leave
treats on the side of the trail?
I’m bewildered as I stare down at an apple pie with a note that says, Take
a piece. You deserve it . . . you’re a thru-hiker.
If I ever came across a baked good on a sidewalk before thru-hiking the
AT, I would simply stroll right past it, assuming it was trash.
To be clear, I do believe most humans are good and are capable of kindness, but for someone who doesn’t even know me to suddenly give me a gift?
Surely there’s a catch.
“Hello, sir. May I interest you in a free phone with a contract of only
twenty-four months?” I’m asked somewhere in midtown Manhattan.
“Sorry, I already have a phone,” I respond, and then notice: “Wait, is that a
flip phone with a pullout antenna? Do they still make that 1996 antique? You
can’t give them away,” I continue, astonished.

Lugo’s book is filled with such bon mots that offset the demands of a grueling journey, making it a fun and informative read.
Unlike Bryson and Strayed, who never completed hiking the entire Appalachian and Pacific Crest Trails, respectively, Lugo got to Katahdin.
Both A Walk in the Woods and Wild became international bestsellers later
adapted into major motion pictures, so in a perfect world Lugo will get his
shot at glory. He deserves it.
—Steve Fagin
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New Hampshire’s 52 with a View:
A Hiker’s Guide
By Ken MacGray
Self-published, 2019. 244 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-578-53116-8. Price: $19.95 (paperback).
This 244-page, well-organized volume does
not dwell on the tallest, gnarliest, or most geographically/geologically/historically significant
peaks in the Granite State, but only describes
summits from which one may peer and exclaim,
“Wow!”
Of course, it’s a subjective list, sure to provoke debate among alpine cognoscenti—but if you’re thinking about lobbying for a revised edition that, say, swaps out the panoramic-challenged Black
Mountain Middle Peak in Jackson for the stunningly picturesque Zeacliff
overlooking the Pemigewasset Wilderness, forget it.
In 1981, a retired schoolteacher named Elizabeth MacGregor Crooker
(later known as Lib Bates after her first husband died and she remarried)
moved to town and helped more formally organize the Over the Hill Hikers.
They decided to put together a list of 52 peaks lower than 4,000 feet that
have outstanding views—when added to the 48 4,000-footers, they totaled
100 mountains.
As befitting a guidebook, 52 with a View contains detailed trail information, interesting historical data, and of course, enticing descriptions of sights
to behold. Here are highlights of what you can see from 3,165-foot Mount
Monadnock in Jaffrey, often called one of the world’s most-climbed mountains because of its proximity to population centers:
With nothing around it for many miles, Mount Monadnock’s lofty summit
offers unobstructed vistas in every direction, mainly over the relative flat terrain and smaller hills of southern New Hampshire, but on clear days, it is
possible to see into all six New England States.

The next several paragraphs go on to tally some three-dozen mountains visible from Monadnock—not a bad showing for such an isolated peak.
Lesser-known mountains get equal treatment.
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Hedgehog Mountain, rising 2,532 feet in Albany—the lowest of the 52
with a View—is acclaimed for its east ledges, “perhaps the most scenic spot on
the mountain, with a nearly 180-degree panorama highlighted by a close look
into the Sandwich Range. The many peaks include Bear Mountain, Table
Mountain, Big Attitash Mountain, the Moat Range, Mount Chocorua, and
the Sisters, followed by the lumpy ridge of Mount Paugus.”
52 with a View should appeal not just to novice hikers but also to peakbaggers looking for new challenges to round out their lists.
I’ve climbed all 48 of New Hampshire’s 4,000-footers (along with the 14
in Maine and 5 in Vermont) but so far have only made it up a handful of the
52 listed in MacGray’s book, including Imp Face, Monadnock, Chocorua,
Cardigan, and Square Ledge, so I have my work cut out if I want to earn a
100-peak patch issued by the Over the Hill gang.
Hmm. Next, maybe I will hike the 2,000-footers and 1,000-footers.
—Steve Fagin
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Solid Seasons: The Friendship of Henry
David Thoreau and Ralph Waldo Emerson
By Jeffrey Cramer
Counterpoint Press, 2019. 368 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-64009-131-3. Price: $26 (hardcover).
Make no mistake, this is a scholarly
work. By page 20, liberal use of Henry Thoreau’s
and Ralph Waldo Emerson’s prolific writings has
generated footnotes accruing to 60; were such a
span represented by a snowstorm, the going might
be deep already. But Jeffrey Cramer’s lucid, spare
writing and deep knowledge join one quotation to
the next without seeming effort. The book’s two
primary characters become familiars, each one easily approached, often via
the observation of the other. Cramer has a knack for choosing and integrating
his subjects’ words, and from that you get sentences and stories that are easy
walking. That sums to a wonderful read, both for the general reader interested
in Emerson and Thoreau, and for those who feel themselves academic family
to these two famous nineteenth-century thinkers and writers.
I spent more than twenty years teaching Henry Thoreau’s work and helping 17-year-olds plumb his presence in his and our worlds. And so I knew a
number of Thoreau backstories, those narratives that arced together to help
shape him. Famous among them was the enduring one that I always thought
of as Henry and Waldo, or, on occasion, Waldo and Henry. Surely, without
this linkage, each man’s life would have been different, substantially so. For
starters, Henry’s Walden experiment might instead have been called White;
or, Life in the Woods (after White Pond), or Flints, after the nearby Lincoln,
Massachusetts, pond. Neither title resonates. Or perhaps those two and a half
years might have gone over to other experience and work entirely instead of
being sited at Waldo’s woodlot on Walden Pond.
But, as Jeffrey Cramer points out, “Any biography [study] that concentrates on either Thoreau or Emerson tends to diminish the other figure
because that person is, by the nature of the biography, secondary.” Solid Seasons has a different aim: “In this book, both men remain central and equal.”
And that is so. To achieve this balance, and so to better know the deep effects
each man had on the other, Cramer has done what he does so well: He has
gone deep into each man’s writings, published and unpublished, and into the
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galaxy of others’ words surrounding these two central American thinkers. The
result is a deeply pleasing three-part book.
Part I—“Solid Seasons”— offers “A Biography of the Friendship.” Part II
examines “Thoreau on Friendship; Selected Writings on Friendship; Thoreau on Emerson.” Part III then looks at “Emerson on Friendship; Selected
Writings on Friendship; Emerson on Thoreau”; it then closes with Emerson’s
famous eulogy of Thoreau.
For me, the tracery of Part I is most fascinating. Cramer finds each man’s
musings about the other in their letters and journals, and he locates them also
in the letters and journals of others, Lidian Emerson, for one. These insights
are attached to a scaffold of time that climbs to conclusion with Thoreau’s
death. The written record Cramer develops reveals the bumpiness of this
friendship and the inevitable bruisings when two such capacious minds and
varied personalities find (and finally) revere each other. Thoreau’s flinty contrarian presence was rarely an easy companion for Emerson’s more accepting,
universal one. And yet the pull of one on the other is always evident. What a
gift that they lived together in time and place.
As if to affirm this gift, near the end of Part I, Cramer repeats Emerson’s
observation from 1852: “Thoreau gives me in flesh and blood and pertinacious
Saxon belief, my own ethics. He is far more real, and daily practically obeying
them, than I; and fortifies my memory at all times with an affirmative experience which refuses to be set aside.”
Jeffrey Cramer is also a precise reader and writer. Here and there throughout the book, he takes on some of the apocrypha that have grown around
Thoreau and Emerson. One footnote’s example unhorses the supposed
exchange between the two when Thoreau was in jail for nonpayment of taxes:
Emerson: Henry, what are you doing in there? Thoreau: Waldo, what are you
doing out there? Cramer: “That dialog did not take place.” The truth of this
relationship, Cramer implies, is ample and deep; no need for fabrication.
So Solid Seasons begins with an interleaving of Thoreau’s and Emerson’s
words and actions as they find, sometimes collide with and come to love each
other. Yes, they encounter a famous impasse and episodic disappointments;
one would expect no less of two opinionated, brilliant people, who differ in
age and temperament. But the book also brings them together with their
ongoing efforts to know each other, and finally with Emerson’s eulogy for
Thoreau that affirms both men.
This return to each other gives body to the 1878 anecdote Cramer uses to
conclude Part I, and which I reread at book’s end. It comes from a writer’s visit
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with Emerson near the end of his life. Emerson’s memory was fading in some
measures, but strong still in much. As the two writers talked, Emerson called
out to his wife in the other room: “What was the name of my best friend?”
Henry Thoreau,” she answered. “Oh, yes,” said Emerson, “Henry Thoreau.”
Just so, I thought as I closed the book.
—Sandy Stott

Hiker Trash: Notes, Sketches,
and Other Detritus from the
Appalachian Trail
By Sarah Kaizar
The Mountaineers, 2019. 128 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-68051-218-2. Price: $21.95
(hardcover).
“Generally,” muses Sarah Kaizar in her introduction, “the choice to
take on a thru-hike of nearly 2,200 miles is not a completely rational decision.” For Kaizar, the decision was driven by grief after a family death. For
Nicholas Reichard, whose photos accompany her pen-and- ink drawings, the
decision began when he was an overweight novice without camping skills, and
ended with this revelation: “You leave home to get lost in the woods, only to
realize . . . at the end of it all, you are found. On your return home, you feel
lost again.”
In 2015, not knowing one another, Kaizar and Reichard each thru-hiked
from Springer Mountain, Georgia to Katahdin, Maine. The trail crosses 250
shelters—lean-tos, really—some of which Kaizar re-created in cross-hatched
detail. At the same time, Reichard was taking photos of the travelers he met.
Their paths crossed once, and the result is a collage of her sketches, his photography, and excerpts from “damp and well-thumbed” shelter journal entries
by writers such as Cheesebeard, Delayed Gratification, and Gucci Avocado.
It isn’t detritus—for those of us unlikely to make the same not completely
rational decision, it’s a generous vicarious opportunity.
Journal excerpts are the backbone, here, with recorded mileage, medical
reports, and temperature measurements (I imagine astronauts used to keep
the same kind of data). But there is also quiet haiku:
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Roots and rocks
&
Boots and socks
And, philosophy:
Choose a goal so great
you will never achieve it
until you become the person
who can.
And, field notes with no time for spellchecking:
It’s been
a cool day
for hicking.
Often entries are illustrated, and some are painted; mysterious history that
feels a little like looking at cave art.
Meanwhile, there are Kaizar’s sketches—plaintive with their crosshatching, filled with figures or empty in solitude—and Reichard’s photos:
Cheesebeard playing cards, wearing his sleeping bag like a sweater; Earth
eating what looks, from his expression, like his thousandth tin of noodles; and
a portrait of trekking poles lined against a wall, keeping each other company.
All the dogs seem happy and open-mouthed, while there are a surprising
number of cigarette smokers.
The travelers Kaizar drew and Reichard photographed were “seeking some
sort of recalibration,” driven by curiosity, grief, trauma, escape, rescue, or
some other motivating force. The book is a kind of invitation to others who
might want to recalibrate—which, of course, is all of us.
—Elissa Ely
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Outpost: A Journey to the Wild Ends of the Earth
By Dan Richards
Canongate Books, 2019. 288 pages.
ISBN: 978-178689-157-0. Price: $21.49 (hardcover).
In his new book, Dan Richards visits a succession
of isolated huts and hideaways, from highland Scotland
bothies to a sacred Japanese mountain, a lighthouse on
the French Atlantic Coast, and so on. His stated purpose is to investigate why people seek out wilderness and
what their encounters with it reveal about human nature. Although Richards relates many features of interest in each place, his real enthusiasm is for
describing the people he encounters during his journeys.
Richards introduces the book by describing a polar bear pelvis and a photograph of his father with scientist friends, both brought back by his father
from a 1980s trip to Svalbard, a remote arctic island that the son visits in
the final chapter. While the former object serves as a stimulant to Richards’s
abundant curiosity, he does not elaborate on his relationship with his father.
Perhaps the elder Richards died before he could communicate the lure of
the Arctic wild to his son, or maybe visiting Svalbard is a way for the son to
reconnect with an aging father. It’s clear that the son loves the camaraderie
and thrill of adventure, just like his dad.
Richards’s prose style is Outpost’s most appealing quality. Inquisitive and
playful, he spices it with self-deprecating wit. I laughed out loud when he
describes himself, trying to hitchhike to a field station in the Utah desert,
as “Hugh Grant stumbled onto the set for No Country for Old Men.” In the
book’s longest and most satisfying chapter, covering his pilgrimage to a fire
tower in the Cascade Range that was once manned by Jack Kerouac, Richards
contrasts the image of self-sufficiency that the famous author liked to project
with the reality of his desperate loneliness. Richards pries open the paradox
of members of our highly sociable species seeking out wilderness isolation.
In fact, Richards, as he himself acknowledges, doesn’t really like to be alone.
While working at a writers’ retreat in Switzerland, he observes that he does
his best work when surrounded by other people; indeed, the chapter largely
concerns his gentle, fond descriptions of his peers. They tease him about his
amicability, joking that he couldn’t have gotten very much work done while
at the retreat because of the ease with which he falls prey to distraction.
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Though Richards’ portraits of his companions and guides are enjoyable, we
don’t get to know the characters well because they vary from chapter to chapter. Sometimes his detailed recounting of mundane encounters and lengthy
landscape description seems like an effort to make up for an absence of drama.
He prefers to avoid conflict, as we find out in an early passage when, hitchhiking in Iceland, he is picked up by a pair of argumentative Israelis and a very
odd American. At the first opportunity, he exits the car and hides.
Richards does occasionally meditate on the themes he introduces in the
first chapter; here are two of the results:
The spartan nature of outdoorsing opens us up to the freedom of the unknown.
By pulling out the pin that mounts us to a GPS grid we are better able to
experience place, space, and time. Without our phones we become better connected. (page 189)
Story spurs us on, helps us stay in the moment and consider the past. It
makes us better, human; better humans. (page 246)

Richards’s, not to mention Kerouac’s, experience suggests that relatively
few of us enjoy the prolonged solitude that defines the western conception of
wilderness. It seems to me that many wilderness adventurers, especially those
of us who visit it in groups and read, write, and post on social media about
it, seek out an experience that is fundamentally social, whatever we may protest. It’s not just wolves and hypothermia that we want to keep at bay but the
sensations of loneliness, desertion, and smallness that we taste just enough
of on our visits to provide excitement and to help us appreciate what we left
behind at home.
People who fully embrace wilderness do so because they reject society
entirely, or have been rejected by it. They are not folks who most of us want
to spend time with, for good reason. People like Thoreau and John Muir don’t
belong to this group; instead, I think of the North Woods Hermit, the Unabomber, escaped prisoners seeking refuge, and other wounded souls who have
cut themselves from their fellow creatures to live on the fringes of society. It
would be difficult and enormously unsettling to persuade people who voluntarily choose such a life to open up about their decisions, but I think a writer
could teach us a great deal about our society if he or she were able to do so.
—Andrew Riely
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End of the Rope: Mountains, Marriage,
and Motherhood
By Jan Redford
Counterpoint, 2018. 344 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-64009-030-9. Price: $26.00 (hardcover).
The Sharp End of Life: A Mother’s Story
By Dierdre Wolownick
Mountaineers Books, 2019. 256 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-68051-242-7. Price: $24.95 (hardcover).
Alex Honnold could stand up when he was 12 hours old. At 10 months,
he could walk, open a heavy patio door, and climb a 6-foot-high slide.
I am the father of a 3-month-old boy who can hardly hold his head up.
The idea of a half-day-old baby grabbing onto my pinkie fingers and standing
for several seconds seems like the kind of tall tale reserved for Paul Bunyan
or John Henry.
Honnold’s mother Dierdre Wolownick swears by these stories in her
memoir about raising a world-renowned rock climber, the first person to free
solo the 3,000-foot-wall of El Capitan in Yosemite National Park alone and
without a rope. The Sharp End of Life: A Mother’s Story is an important,
insightful addition to the canon of rock climbing literature.
Wolownick writes a fast-paced, entertaining
memoir about surviving a stifling marriage and finding herself through outdoors adventures late in life.
Once she dispatches with her surly husband and
starts following her indefatigable son up Yosemite’s
peaks, The Sharp End of Life becomes fun and joyous,
culminating with Wolownick entering the record
books as the oldest woman to climb El Capitan, at
age 66 (with ropes).
Wolownick is a mother who turned into a rock
climber. Jan Redford’s End of the Rope: Mountains,
Marriage, and Motherhood is the story of a rock climber becoming a mother.
Read together, the books offer a nuanced, messy portrait of what it means to be
an outdoorsy woman trying to juggle family, work, and personal fulfillment.
While Wolownick was born to a conservative Polish family in Queens,
New York, and became a well-educated polyglot and community college
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professor, Redford was born in the Yukon, barely graduated high school,
and had a reputation as a tobacco-chewing, beer-guzzling, school-eschewing,
free-loving nomad—traits more typically embraced by “bros” in the macho
climbing community. However different their personalities, both women
battle their way through unhappy marriages. Wolownick turns away from
her classroom and looks toward the mountains for emotional fulfillment.
Redford turns away from climbing and returns to education to find personal
freedom.
End of the Rope is heavy on angst and heartache as Redford watches people
around her die in the mountains (and in one case from free soloing). At one
point, she tells the climbing legend Jim Bridwell, who has left his wife and
young son home while he travels around the world, “What gives you the right
to go off and die?” She gives a stinging critique of lopsided expectations on
women to give up their careers and their adventures.
Redford has said she wrote her memoir so her kids won’t repeat her mistakes. Both books offer a small trove of advice on parenting, relationships,
and living. Do allow your child to climb on the house roof (so long as he
agrees to also clean the gutters). Do your taxes on time (or risk having the
IRS put a lien on your house). Don’t say “I love you” after only three weeks
of dating (no matter how strong the urge). Don’t rush into a new relationship
after your lover dies in an avalanche. Don’t sacrifice your passions for your
spouse. Don’t waffle at the crux.
The Sharp End of Life hit a more personal note for me, as it focuses on a
mother’s relationship with her son, which is a subject I’ve written about for
Appalachia (“Care for the Caregiver,” Summer/Fall 2018). Wolownick writes
with a power to inspire those feeling too old to rethink their physical limits.
Her humorous tales of climbing with her son might also inspire children to
take their parents into the mountains more. If Honnold could make time to
guide his mother up El Cap, then I should be able to bring my mother for a
winter hike in the White Mountains (she’s been asking me).
I also recently became a father, which gave me a more intimate appreciation for that bit about Honnold being able to stand up at 12 hours old. Did
Honnold become a great climber because he was born great, or did these
stories about his innate abilities push him to live up to a higher potential? The
Sharp End of Life is an insight into letting your children pursue their passions
and the seemingly impossible.
—Stephen Kurczy
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A Peak Ahead

Mountains in a Pandemic

I

n spring 2020 the world retreated during an unprecedented
pandemic, something no one alive had ever seen. Using techniques that
seemed to come right out of 1918, people around the world quarantined themselves. Mountain trailheads, lodges, and parking lots closed. The next issue of
Appalachia will publish a range of reflections on the novel coronavirus crisis
and its effect on mountain adventure and culture.
Questions the writers are considering include: What do mountain economies like the towns around the White Mountains of New Hampshire and the
Alps do when no visitors go? What did these ghost mountain regions look
like in spring 2020? Did people stay away? What do climbers who can’t climb
do? Will the meaning of mountains change from playground to life force?
Also next issue: Bill Geller returns with a fascinating history of women running nineteenth-century sporting camps in Maine’s Piscataquis watershed. In
New Hampshire, Susan Schibanoff tells why the explosion of newspapers in
the mid-1800s provided a gift for history that we haven’t fully tapped into. In
Norway, Sam Martland takes a walk through the Nordmarka, the protected
woods around Oslo and tells how that woods tied the city to the outdoors.
And much, much more. See you in December.
—Christine Woodside
Editor
chris@chriswoodside.com
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